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The University of North Texas is delighted to honor Opal Lee (’63 M.Ed.) for her dedication and sacrifices as a civil rights advocate by bestowing upon her a doctorate of humane letters, honoris causa.

Ms. Lee is considered the Grandmother of Juneteenth because of her tireless activism to designate Juneteenth – the day when enforcement of the Emancipation Proclamation freed enslaved people in Texas, 2.5 years after the signing of the Emancipation Proclamation – a federal holiday.

Ms. Lee worked as a teacher and educator for much of her life. She first taught at Amanda McCoy Elementary School in Fort Worth, working a second job at Convair (now Lockheed Martin) to support her family. She then earned her master’s degree in guidance and elementary education at North Texas and served as a counselor for Fort Worth ISD. She retired in 1977.

For decades, Ms. Lee has been a strong civil rights advocate. She co-founded Citizens Concerned with Human Dignity and the Tarrant County Black Historical and Genealogical Society. She also has been a volunteer for other organizations, including Habitat for Humanity and Zeta Phi Beta.

In 2016, she began a symbolic walking campaign of 2.5 miles – representing the number of years the enslaved people in Texas waited to learn of their freedom – each day in cities across the U.S. for a total of four months and 1,400 miles before reaching Washington, D.C. In 2019, Ms. Lee launched an online petition to the U.S. Congress to make Juneteenth a federal holiday that garnered 1.6 million signatures. She continued the walks annually, and in 2021, U.S. President Joe Biden signed the bill into law, with Ms. Lee standing right by his side at the White House.

Honorary degrees are the highest distinction presented by the university and are approved by the UNT System Board of Regents, as appointed by the Governor of Texas. Ms. Lee joins the ranks of only 46 other esteemed recipients in UNT’s 133-year history.
University of North Texas Commencement Schedule - Spring 2023

Undergraduate Commencement Ceremonies
Friday, May 12, 2023

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences I
8 a.m. — UNT Coliseum
Anthropology
Communication Studies
Dance and Theatre
Economics
Geography and the Environment

College of Music I
12 p.m. — Murchison Performing Arts Center
Bachelor of Arts in Music
Bachelor of Music in General, Choral and Instrumental Studies (Music Education)

College of Education
4 p.m. — UNT Coliseum

College of Music II
4 p.m. — Murchison Performing Arts Center
Bachelor of Music in Music Composition
Bachelor of Music in Music Theory
Bachelor of Music in Performance
Bachelor of Music in Jazz Studies

G. Brint Ryan College of Business
7:30 p.m. — UNT Coliseum

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences II
12 p.m. — UNT Coliseum
English
History
Integrative Studies
Philosophy and Religion
Political Science
Social Science
Spanish
World Languages, Literatures and Cultures
Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism

Saturday, May 13, 2023

College of Merchandising, Hospitality and Tourism
College of Visual Arts and Design
8 a.m. — UNT Coliseum
College of Engineering
12 p.m. — UNT Coliseum

College of Science
4 p.m. — UNT Coliseum

College of Health and Public Service
College of Information
New College
7:30 p.m. — UNT Coliseum

Doctoral and Master’s Commencement Ceremonies
Sunday, May 14, 2023

Doctoral/Master’s I
12 p.m. — UNT Coliseum
College of Education
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism
G. Brint Ryan College of Business
College of Science
College of Visual Arts and Design

Doctoral/Master’s II
4 p.m. — UNT Coliseum
College of Engineering
College of Health and Public Service
College of Information
College of Merchandising, Hospitality and Tourism
College of Music
Toulouse Graduate School (Interdisciplinary Studies and Advanced Data Analytics)

UNT is hosting a virtual commencement experience for students who earned their degree remotely via online learning options or who cannot participate in their college’s in-person ceremony. See the link to the virtual experience at commencement.unt.edu/schedule starting Friday, May 12.
For more than 130 years, the University of North Texas has served as a guiding star committed to ensuring students are supported to become Texas’ leaders of tomorrow. Our students and alumni embody creativity, curiosity and something else that distinguishes them and makes them successful — resiliency. These qualities are in UNT’s DNA, borne of an independent spirit that sets us apart. From admitting women on our opening day to pioneering water quality research for the region, establishing the nation’s first jazz studies program and becoming one of the first universities in Texas to desegregate, UNT always takes the road less traveled on our path to excellence.

From humble origins in a rented space above a hardware store in downtown Denton, UNT has grown into one of the nation's largest and most diverse public universities and the largest in the North Texas region. We're a thriving Tier One public research university with more than 44,000 students and a path to any career. Designated a Minority-Serving and Hispanic-Serving Institution, we're dedicated to inclusion and reflecting the population of Texas. And as a catalyst for creativity, we launch new ideas, perspectives and innovations.

As we've grown, so has our reach and impact. Our programs are nationally and internationally recognized. Our research and scholarship spans the arts, science, engineering and everything in between. Our world-class faculty are making breakthroughs every day. And our students and alumni from all walks of life push boundaries and tap into their imaginations to transform the world around them.

University of North Texas Traditions

**University Seal:** At the top of the UNT seal is the lamp of learning, burning with an eternal flame representing academic achievement and excellence. The laurel wreath represents honor, and the beveled Lone Star in the center symbolizes the great state of Texas.

**University Day:** First celebrated in 1961, when our name changed from North Texas State College to North Texas State University, this spring event includes a flag parade, music, food and celebrations of our history and traditions.

**Lighting of McConnell Tower:** Green lights, first installed by the Talons in the 1970s, shine on McConnell Tower after athletic victories and for special occasions.

**Scrappy, the Eagle Mascot:** The student body chose the Eagle as our mascot in 1922 for its keen eye, strength, independence and loyalty. In 1950, students named the first live bird mascot “Scrappy,” which later became the name of the human mascot. The Eagle was known by other names through the years, including “Eppy” in the 1980s. But in 1995, our modern-day Scrappy returned to the nest as the Mean Green’s biggest fan.

**Eagle Claw:** The Eagle hand sign is our universal sign of pride and unity. To display your pride: 1. Hold up your fist. 2. Make a “V” for Victory using your pointer and middle fingers. 3. Extend your thumb and curl your fingers and thumb slightly toward your palm.

Glory to the Green and White

**Music by:** Julia Smith  
**Lyrics by:** Charles Langford

Singing glory to the green, Singing glory to the white,  
For we know our university is striving for the right;  
Down the corridor of years, we'll forget the joys and tears,  
But North Texas, North Texas, we love.

*Pomp and Circumstance* was recorded by the UNT Wind Orchestra, conducted by Dr. Andrew Trachsel.
To be included in the commencement program, students must have met the required deadlines and be approved to participate by March 24. Inclusion in the commencement program or participation in commencement ceremonies does not indicate completion of degree requirements or final awarding of the degree.
Candidates for Honors
Spring Commencement

College of Education

Beatrice A. Alcantara
Aseel Mohammad Alhumaidi
Ashley Marie Allen
Hannah G. Anderson
Taylor Christian Anderson
Natasha Camille Arnold
Kyle Augustine
Emma Caroline Bartels
Madison Marie Beach
Leah Natalie Beder
Sarah A. Bodnar
Kaley Nicole Bonn
Hope Elizabeth Branscombe
Jordin Ashlie Bresler
Lauren Holly Brimberry
Tatiana A. Brown-Gomez
Alexandra Maris Bruce
Brittany Ann Bryant
Hannah Marie Lynn Burchardt
Sarah Faith Cannon
Mikayla Grace Carlos
Brian Kay Christensen
Taylor Skye Cortez
Amber-Joy Hale Crisostomo
Derek Dean Curtis
Elissa Rebecca Curtis
Leanna Mendoza Dayrit
Erika De La Cruz Arenas
Kelsie Ann Delap*
Karina Delgado
Jenny Nguyen Doan
Alida Doko*
Emma K. Dunworth*
Megan N. Eargle
Cameron Michael Edwards
Madison G. Emel
Sydney Danielle Ferreris
Madison Hope Fitzgerald
Andrew J. Flatt
Nicolette Elizabeth Flores
Vanessa Garcia
Mason Russell Garner*

Jessica M. Gonzales
Samantha L. Gonzales
Alysa C. Gonzalez
Miguel A. Gonzalez
Osvaldo Gonzalez
Nicole Z. Grooth
Korbyn D’Allie Green
Daisy Guerrero
Tess K. Guitteau
Vanessa Renae Gunn
Morgan Haley Hall
Jenna Maeve Hamilton
Logan M. Heanne
Ashley Brooke Hildebrand
Suzannah Brooke Hutchings
Jennifer Marie Imbuzan
Blake A. Irving

Grace Ann Matterer
Adrianna D. Nash
Jacqueline E. Nathan
Diana Jean Newman
Halee T. Nguyen
Syndie Bao Han Nguyen
Angelie M. Nieves Vera
Joy Ye Eun Om
Diego Parra
Caitlin E. Parton
Anne L. Penrape-Hunt
Alexis Elise Petia
Jazlyn B. Pina
Ashlynn Ann Pohlmeier
Maria F. Ramirez
Marissa Danielle Ramirez
Sarah Jane Regan
Madiha Rehamn*
Lavita Denise Riguid
Ana Carolina Rodenas
Kayla Brianna Evadney Rodgers*
Chloe D. Roe
Guillermo Tomas Romero
Katherine G. Roy
Channing Margaret Rusthoven
Jasmine Salamanca
Corina Nicole Sandoval-Todd
Karina Santibanez Torres
Allyson Dianna Schiro
Mya Alexa Scott
McKensie Patricia Shaft
Benjamin Hugh Shaw
Madeelyn A. Shaw
Aalyhia D. Shillow
Niya K. Shumaker
Erin A. Shumate
Cameron Raquel Sifuente
Sydney Alyssa Simmons
Shira Solomon
Colton Edward Sopher
Nicole Ha Sosa
Ashley Rose Spiegel

Olivia Elise Staley
Donna A. Stark
Charles Odell Starnes
Jasmine M. Stiger-Smith
Tye Lee Studhalter
Abbie E. Sutton
Gladys N. Tamayo-Quero
Olivia Claire Taylor
Du’Wain Eugene Thomas
Lindsey Lavonne Tomlin
Alexandra Torres
Kim H. Tran
Tiffany Vy Uyen Tran
Crystal V. Trinh
Mikaila Simone Tripp
Damina A. Yezzi
Brooke Justine Wagoner
Kyrsten L. Ward
Haley J. West
Charles T. Whittenburg
Madeleine Rae Widlowski
Hannah M. Willits
Taryn McKenna Winkler
Abby Lynn Wirz
Kaylee L. Womble
Raven Nicole Woods
Emily Nicole Wygant
Jennifer Yanez
Blake Gregory Yarborough
Alyssa Nicole Ybarra
Marissa Lynn Yeozzi
Taylor Leanne Zagrecki
Stephanie Zamarron
Damien Alexander Zapatero
Alexis R. Zavala
Sophia Marie Zellars
Neema Abbas Ziaie

College of Engineering

Emmie Rae Abels
Mohammed Abdurahman Abutayyem
Khailyn Devonna Agis
Olanrewaju Ibiunoluwa Akande
Osama Khalifa Saff Hamdan Al Balushi
Abdulrahman Alaa Alkewaifi
Hessah Naif F. Almufleh
Sarah A. Bodnar
Madison Hope Fitzgerald
Chailleta Audrey Boykin
Jorge Arturo Baquer
Laura Barbe
Armando Emilio Berumen
Michael Anthony Biancardi
Zackary R. Bielsk
Matthew Jordan Bradley
Keon Malik Brown
Daniel Joseph Brozovic
Riley Paul Brunmer
Pratij Budhatohoki
Gia Huy Bui
Rilee Nicole Burden
Cara Marie Burdick
Emily Carney
Zachary S. Carpenter
Natalio Bernardino Castaneda
David Castillo
Gerardo Lalo Castro
Massimiliano Celant
Zachary Aaron Chenauksy
Cornelius William Chinn II
Yethartha Sai Reddy Chinnasani

Layne Braxton Cole
Kobe Isaac Cruz
Mamerto Ripalda Cruz
Kevin H. Diao
Leslie Sarah Delval Quinonez
Raven Jordan Devore
Jonathan Dominguez Domiguez
Jack L. Duffield
Joel T. Edwards
Lindsey Grace Egger
Jacqueline Berenice Faz Sanchez
Mia N. Flores
Paris Amari Reneay Fralin
Richard L. Gallemore
Saul Adrian Garay
Brian A. Garcia
Julian Gerardo Garcia-Hernandez
Cody Gene Gauthier
Prabn Ghailey
Dylan Lee Gorksi
Cameryn G. Griffin
Flordeliz Remigia Guillory
Danny Habash
Joseph M. Hefley
Aaraditya Heredec
Marilyn Hinojosa
Aaron H. Hogan
Bret C. Hogan
Reese P. Hyatt
Zakiy M. Islam
Sruhti Krishnakumar Iyer
Haris Javed

Kevin Pallatumadathil John
Cade Andrew Johnson
Joanna Lynn Johnson
Lorene EmmaLee Keeland
Waleed Khan
Jonathan Kindhart
Willow N. Knight
Samantha Marie Koen
Elizabeth Ann Krolczyk
Kuhlthum Yusus Lakha
Rohan Lamicchane
Isaiah C. Lavigne
Luan Phan Minh Le*
Jonathan R. Maldonado
Alexis Ignacio Manzanares Pineda
Joshua Paul Marr
Benjamin Joseph Martinez
Colin M. McCrory
Keaton J. Mcgill
Mckensie Patricia Shaft
Benjamin Hugh Shaw
Madiha Rehamn*
Grace Matterer
Adrianna D. Nash
Jacqueline E. Nathan
Diana Jean Newman
Halee T. Nguyen
Syndie Bao Han Nguyen
Angelie M. Nieves Vera
Joy Ye Eun Om
Diego Parra
Caitlin E. Parton
Anne L. Penrape-Hunt
Alexis Elise Petia
Jazlyn B. Pina
Ashlynn Ann Pohlmeier
Maria F. Ramirez
Marissa Danielle Ramirez
Sarah Jane Regan
Madiha Rehamn*
Lavita Denise Riguid
Ana Carolina Rodenas
Kayla Brianna Evadney Rodgers*
Chloe D. Roe
Guillermo Tomas Romero
Katherine G. Roy
Channing Margaret Rusthoven
Jasmine Salamanca
Corina Nicole Sandoval-Todd
Karina Santibanez Torres
Allyson Dianna Schiro
Mya Alexa Scott
McKensie Patricia Shaft
Benjamin Hugh Shaw
Madeelyn A. Shaw
Aalyhia D. Shillow
Niya K. Shumaker
Erin A. Shumate
Cameron Raquel Sifuente
Sydney Alyssa Simmons
Shira Solomon
Colton Edward Sopher
Nicole Ha Sosa
Ashley Rose Spiegel

Olivia Elise Staley
Donna A. Stark
Charles Odell Starnes
Jasmine M. Stiger-Smith
Tye Lee Studhalter
Abbie E. Sutton
Gladys N. Tamayo-Quero
Olivia Claire Taylor
Du’Wain Eugene Thomas
Lindsey Lavonne Tomlin
Alexandra Torres
Kim H. Tran
Tiffany Vy Uyen Tran
Crystal V. Trinh
Mikaila Simone Tripp
Damina A. Yezzi
Brooke Justine Wagoner
Kyrsten L. Ward
Haley J. West
Charles T. Whittenburg
Madeleine Rae Widlowski
Hannah M. Willits
Taryn McKenna Winkler
Abby Lynn Wirz
Kaylee L. Womble
Raven Nicole Woods
Emily Nicole Wygant
Jennifer Yanez
Blake Gregory Yarborough
Alyssa Nicole Ybarra
Marissa Lynn Yeozzi
Taylor Leanne Zagrecki
Stephanie Zamarron
Damien Alexander Zapatero
Alexis R. Zavala
Sophia Marie Zellars
Neema Abbas Ziaie

*Summer 2023 Graduate

Kelsey N. Porter
Pratik Poudel
Dilasha Rana
William Colin Rapp
David Robert Rammussen
Manfred Rebollo
Dagar Rehan*
Philip Cort Rhodes
Brian Alex Rodriguez
Valentina Rodriguez
David A. Rosenbaum
Anne M. Rowland
Samantha Nicole Ryan
Joseph Mark Sager
Alexander Thanon Salinas
Gabriel Omar Sanchez
Rory Ethan Sanders
Sakchham Sangroula
Bishwash Sapkota
Paul Austin Schaaf
Gene Scroggins
Joe Raymond Selvers
Andrew Curtis Serna
Bikash Shah
Ella Shrestha*
Diego Solis
Sarah Jane Stutsman
Suleiman Sulaimanov
Nick A. Sundara
Elizabeth A. Tan*
Eric W. Teo
Allyson Rebecca Tesky
College of Health and Public Service

Dennis Alvarado
Serpl J. Anthony
Faris Teshome Ashcalew
Eman Awwal
Karen Marie Ayala
Christopher David Babina
River Ray Bailey
Niranjan T. Banerjee
Jacob Wayne Barnes
 Lorretha Lola Bates
Madison A. Beadle
Olivia Grace Bielefeld
Renae Michelle Bingham
Sophia Oliveira Buckley
Eva E. Bullard
McKenna Elaine Burns
Anessa Gabrielle Calderon
Abigail Grace Campbell
Christine Arlynn Campos
Jaydeh Victoria Caro
Chris R. Casanas
Leonico Abelarco Cervantes
John A. Chambers
Alexander Deavynn-Jaiek Chross
Adriana Fabiola Cintron
Laura Annette Cradit
Mandy Cheyenne Crooks
Daniela Michelle Cruz
Arely Holguín Cuellar
Katelyn Ashley Darracq
Kathryn Paige Davis*
Vanessa De Hoyos Hernandez*
Macy Nicole Déar
Felisha Delgado
Evelyn Johanna Diaz*
Jessika Noel Dogwielewicz
Haley Marie Dulak
Lindsay B. Dull
Sean Andrew Fite
Albania Esmeralda Flores
Brianna Keriha Franklin-Mosqueda
Melissa A. Gaby
Steven Galvez
Alexa M. Gamble
Jenna Frances Gargotta
Jason A. Gillis*
Macie Alyse Glassett
Daniela Olivia Gonzalez
Jenna Elizabeth Graef
Alexis Grace Granhold
Avery Lauren Gregorash*
Gabrielle Elizabeth Grisso
Nubia Paola Guerra*
Elizabeth G. Gutierrez
Allyson Ann Hall
Keely Danyon Hanson
Cade Randall Hardin
Ridge Anders Charles Harper
Marcus Laquinn Harry
Brooke M. Hart
Willow Ashlynn Hart
Bria D. Hartfield
Kalei Alexis Hayes
Marianna Hernandez
Michael Hernandez
Maximo E. Herrera
Breanna L. Hodges
Brooke Nicole Horton
Olivia Claire Howeth
Jocelyn Andrea Hurtado
Ashtyn Kayle Ishcomer*
Jordan A. Jackson
Sean W. James
Angelina D. Johnson
T'Shuan Jones
Ja'lah J. Jones
Kalan Renee Jones
Yukthi Kadar*
Adam Kahan
Emma Kay Keith*
Alexis I. Kosloski
Brady Phillip LaPres
Quam Abidemi Lawal
Kayleigh Jean Lesco
Megan J. Lewis
Andrea Lopez
Bianca A. Lopez*
Brianne Lopez
Breaunna Janea Lucas
Kayla Elizabeth Lustgarten
Peyton K. Malone
Kimberly Rufaro Mandhali
Oliver T. Martin
Peyten M. Martin
Meghan Brandt McAnally
Cameron James McDaniel
Corey Lee McKenzie
Kara Lore'N McKinley*
Alexandra L. Millican
Hilary Neave Faith Moore
Nicholas Keith Moore
Meghan Elizabeth Morgan
Ianis Alexandra Morf
Kate E. Mosel
Neshak Chantal Musinabigwi
Gabriel Louis Sergei Nixon
James Kyle Nixon*
Tenley Kayla Orsk*
Elexus Jean Ortiz*
Briana Brandy Padilla
Trinity Faith Perkins
Brooklynn Rachelle Petty
Mackenzie Renee Pett
Joseph Daniel Phillips
Kelsey Hope Pierce*
Max S. Pincu
Chystal Lynn Powell
Morgan S. Powell
Anthony Joseph Pray
Jenna Brenna Quarles
Amanda Aracely Ramirez*
David Ramirez
Jonathan H. Ramsbottom
Melanie Yamile Reyes Taverna*
Aleyah J. Richardson
Kenneth Michael Richmond
Zahra Zalika Rickerts*
Analee Rodriguez
John C. Rodriguez

College of Information

Julie K. Cartlidge
Kiana Malita Lee Cervantes
Nguyen Nguyen Ngoc Dao
Jessica Denise Fernandez
Tingkai Guan
Luke Haapasaari
Ashtyn Grace King
Rachel Lynnette Lee
Kevin Li
Linda P. Nichols
Sulaiman Taiwo Adeola Oyebola
Yahqub Kehinde Adenye Oyebola
Esha M. Patel
Benjamin Ryan Pulliam
Andrea Lorelei Rogers
Douglas Joshua Rogers
Joshua T. Rule
Sophia Magdalene Schultz
Hope V. Shelby
Gladys Sin
Gabriel Jackson Smith
Andrea Lorelei Rogers
Douglas Joshua Rogers
Joshua T. Rule
Sophia Magdalene Schultz
Hope V. Shelby
Gladys Sin
Gabriel Jackson Smith
Yumi Joyce Standleee
Tao Xin
Feyyse M. Yimer
Averie D. Zamora
Tristen Hanna Ziegler

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

John C. Aarni
Marlena Josefina Acosta
Skyla L. Acrey
Brooke Elise Adams
Heather A. Adams
Sophia Alexandra Aguilar*
Celeste F. Aguirre
Malachi Al-Zuraqi
Rumsha Alam
Megan Lesly Aldape
Britany Jazmin Alejandro Martinez
Jordan Lee Alfred
Shelby D. Alfred
Dylan G. Allen
Jordan Bobbie Nicole Allen
Micaela Elise Allgood*
Angeliqee Roslyn Marianne Alngren
Omar Ali AloTaiibi
Freddy Antonio Alvarez*
Chikemka Obichukwu Anamke
Payton Raine Anderson
Manuela Anea
Mabey Montserrat Aranda Armijo
Saron Rezene Araya
Taylor Elizabeth Arbuckle
Dilyan Arizmendi*
Bailey Suzanne Arnett
Isaac Arreola Ramirez
Asiyana J. Ashbell
Jingwa R. Asonganyi
Derian J. Austin*
Kennedy L. Austin
Maha Awan
Emma Michal Bacak
Adetola Bade-Ojo
Emily M. Bailey
Rachel R. Bain*
Allison Hope Baker
Jacqueline Banda
Saloni Ranerja
Lexi R. Barak
Jacob Wayne Barnes
Luiza Catharina Barreto Rodrigues
Armando Nicholas Barry
Maggie Kaye Bates
Megan Danielle Baum
Andrea Nicole Bayer
Trinity Page Beaty
Isabella Bedoya
Meghen R. Belz*
Gerliah D. Bennett
Melanie Alicia Berkley
Karina Bermudes Flores*
Renae Michelle Bingham
Cayden Sterling Blackwell
Moura H. Bolis
Marianne June Bowler
Luke David Boyce
Edward M. Brady
Luke James Michael Brady
Hannah Mae Bravenec
Madeleine Brian
Jessie Lynn Brimmage
Kaitlyn Nicole Brooks
Charlene Marie Brown
Tyler Gregory Brucher
McKensi T. Youngman
Erick Buenrostro
Holden David Bukowsky
Corey Lance Bulin
Sasha Elizabeth Bullock
Tegan Monet Burdick

*Summer 2023 Graduate
New College

Kush Aggarwal
Kyndal Reyne Aiken
Akhil Alex
Ernesto Attaguile
Alexander Lloyd Bailey
Nicole Banchs
Taylor Nickole Bays
Tyler Allen Brown
Haley R. Bufflington
Christian Lee Campbell
Destini D. Curter
Ciara Alexandra Castro
Jayton C. Cepica
Harsh Chauva*
Caitlin Christiansen
Simonne Renee Cudmore
Nathan James De La Cruz
Jeffrey Joseph Dimmitt
Tessa May Doan

G. Brint Ryan College of Business

Marianne Michael Abulail
Tamara N. Abusaad*
Dahila Brionne Adams
Faisaldhaban Ali
Philadelphia Alana
Shalen R. Alfaro
Logan Pierce Allen
Johanna Almendarez Guerrero
Chloe Louise Archer
Payton Carter Ash
Irene Sofia Avila*
Kathryn Baartmans
Rajan Bachani*
Devin Lance Bailey
Melissa Ballin
Caillan D. Bayer
William M. Bonilla
Jeremy Robert Bowman
Sydney Nicole Brown
Breanna Alexis Bryant*
Derek Tinh Van Bui
Lauren Magdalena Byard
Allen Arellano Campos*
Natalie Elisabeth Cass
Abby Deenaw Cawthon
Maya Paula Maria Chahbou
Samchandalin Chea
Jialuqiao Chen
Nathaniel Conway
Shanelle Craft
Nathaniel Mark Craggett
Brenna Camille Crossley

Sarah Danso*
Thao Vu Dao*
Austin D. Davis*
Gabriella Davis*
Shrasta Dawadi
Jonathan A. De La Rosa
Nikki M. Dellingr
Renzo Gustavo Diaz*
Zachary A. Dizdar
Bethany Jamie Donoghue
Rachel Michelle Edgar*
Hunter Ray Edwards
Chimazuru Claire Efobi
Kate Delaney Elston
Zachary Logan Engels
Katherine I. Escobar
Carl Kenneth Evaristo
Jean Luc Feliciano Rivera*
Faith Alexandra Ferguson
Christine Esperanza Fernandez
Sierra L. Fessler
Cameron John Fitzgerald
Jonas A. Flores
Christy H. Fong
Stone Parker Freeman
Meghan Mary French*
Madison D. Fritz
Nicole Elizabeth Fritz
Madeline Claire Fuchs
Edith Galindo
Annette I. Gallegos
Jorge A. Garcia
Adwathi Kuriakose George
Joseph J. George
Shania Edith Godinez

Danielle Rachelle Harrington
Garrett W. Hayes
Jacqueline Hritez
Tyler Grey Hudson
R. Kyle Husby
Savanna Cate Hutcherson
Devon M. Isaac
Sarah A. Ismail
Benjamin D. Johnson
Bryant W. Johnson
Taylor Leigh Jones
Elisah Alexander Kee
Elizabeth G. King
Devin S. Klar
Travis W. Kleppe
Chase L. Kliwer
Haley M. Kruse
Jack Owen Lanhardt
Rachael A. Levine
Cheniny Li
Jasmine Lin
Bianca A. Lopez*
Dana Love
Emily Gardner Maher
Nicholas Lloyd Mailes
Jordan Brandon Meza Cuenc
Russel A. Mirabelli

Peter Joseph Mooney
Andrew Jacob Morales
Jacob L. Nalangan
Anastasia Christine Nelson
William R. O-Rourke
Jaden D. Oldham
Anthony W. Orr
Brandon Nikolus Ortega
Dana Rachelle Peck
William Christopher Peters-Seymour
Nicholas J. Plister
Steven Phan
Cameron T. Purcell
Sydney Renee Ramos
Kyleigh P. Randolph
Lily M. Raper
Joseph Conrad Reding
Wyatt T. Reed
Katelyn Hunter Robinson
Charlie M. Rodriguez
Cody Rouse
Ellyse Marie Sanchez
Cody Ryan Saucier
CHASE Scelsi
Maya H. Schmidt
Krisp J. Shahdadpury
Sarah L. Shultz

Baily Jone Etheridge
Blake Douglas Fauer
Leah Kristen Filippin*
Kayli Ann Floyd
Alexander Abraham Foster*
Brian Thomas Garraty
Alexandra Paige Garstka
Angela E. Garza*
Luis G. Garza
Ashlee Mc’Chelle Green
Christian Dubon Guusman*
Yeejim Hahn*
Rylee Marie Halsey
Shelby Grace Helmlinger
Lauren Paige Henderson*
Antonio Herrera
Kevin Jaruzewsiki
Mackenzy Danielle Johnson
Steven Judson*
Rebekah Danielle Lamb
Jared Israel Leeper*
Arzo Madani
Meggan Morgan*
Shyla P. Oomen
Matthew Pagano*
Lesley Chantel Palomo
Ashley Peters
Santiago Prado
Alvaro Quintero Gonzalez
Molly Rainey
Eva G. Ramirez
Pablo Ramos Martinez
Candelaria Ray*
Margaret Linel Raykovitz
Margaret Elizabeth Reed*
Jillian Sara Reis*
Danielle Nicole Reisdorger
Alan Roels
Quinton Oneal Ross*
Andrew Levi Rushing

Wesley Roy Salas
Shanna Jayne Schacher
Saad M. Selim
Joshua G. Shelton
Mouad Alawi Shohateh
Derek Jon Sorensen
Jennifer Lynn Thompson
D’Ann Michelle Tompkins
Jami Kolina Turnage
Cecilia Vaca Narvaja
Quynh Nhu Vu
Shelley Marie Waller
Darryl Chad Washington
Sam Jefferys Weeks
Brandon Austin Williams
Alexis Woelffer
Todd William Yezak*
Taryn Davone Young

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Kennedi Ann Fitzgerald
Jack Darce Eudy
Nadine Ranya Elborai*
Kaline Rita Elandary
Alisa Lyn Edwards
David Paul Duhon
Nicole C. De Pavia
Camyren T. Collier
Lizbeth Chavez
Kaden Justin Cabrera
Josue Bustos
Kyzhmarie A. Bravo Umpierre
Julia Ryann Box
Jackson Derek Beam
Logan Baker*
Haadiya Azam
Sheline Moraa Asuma
Bettina S. Anil*
Jannat Q. Alsammarraie*
Beatriz Alapatt*
Malika M. Ahmed
Harum Ahmed
Emmanuela N. Ahanen
Hallie Jean Kolb*
Tiana Alise Knott
Philip G. Kimberlin
Christopher H. Juarez
Axel Andrey Jimenez
Costas A. Jackson
Dana LaCarr Ivy
Kezia O. Itua
Allison P. Horton
Esperanza A. Hinojos*
Abigail B. Higginbotham
Alex Kolbe Heizer*
Arvin Heidari
Christopher Mark Hawkins
Jeehand Hasil
Christopher Mark Hawkins
Banu Hayas
Arvin Heidari
Axel Kolbe Heizer*
Yuri Resendiz Heredia
Abigail B. Higginbotham
Esperanza A. Hinojos*
Karen K. Hong
Divanli L. Hugounin
Lillian Ruth Holmes
Allison P. Horton
Haley Alexis Huse
Kezia O. Itua
Dana LaCarr Ivy
Costas A. Jackson
Axel Andrey Jimenez
Keren Eliaenni Jimenez*
Lily Marie Johnson
Eeshan Makrand Joshi*
Krishna Keshanu Joshi*
Christopher H. Juarez
Philip G. Kimberly
Tina Alise Knott
Hallie Jean Kolb*
Kely Kjey Zhun N Le*
Lisa Ann Le
John Loise Bual Linogao
Mariah Celine Rios
Brandy Layah Rivera
Claudia Natali Rivera
Hector Manuel Rivera Zambrano
Jordan Palado Robinett
Theron Jerome Robinson
Logan K. Rodriguez
Raymond Michael Rodriguez
Alexis Lynn Rucker*
Caroline Arleth Ruiz
Walker M. Russell
Brooke Nicole Ryals
Mathew Sahagian
Efren Saldana
Fahim Ali Salim*
Madison Brooke Santiago
Victor Santos*
Ananya Sayyaparaju
Aimee Latef Shah
Colleen N. Shaw
Emily Elizabeth Sheldon
Jamilie Julie Shiber*
Neil B. Shrestha*
Alessandra N. Silva
Ryan Thomas Simmons
Tyler Simon*
Cameron Hunter Sisson
Tamarra Audrinette Smith
Owain Spencer Snyder
Megan Souphanthong
Camila Alexandre Spradin
Alyssa Diona Stclair
Tanner Ashton Stewart
Joshua Todd Straub
Peyton McKenzie Sursa
Maihan Taimuri
Jason T. Tally
Louise Tang
Jeremias Teisseire
Anand Thambu

College of Science

Tori Elizabeth Abel
Jessel Toni Abuaita*
Omodolapo Adeleji*
Chloe Bridgett Agis
Emmanuela N. Ahanen
Harum Ahmed
Malika M. Ahmed
Beatriz Alapatt*
Jannat Q. Alsammarraie*
Betina S. Anil*
Katrina Rheena Arands
Shelina Morna Asama
Haidiya Azam
Logan Baker*
Elle R. Basham
Jackson Derek Beam
Darla Hassel Benavides*
Julia Ryann Box
Nathan Lane Box
Kayelee J. Brieg
Kyzhmarie A. Bravo Umpierre
Ryan Dinh Bao Bui
Rilee Nicole Burden
Josue Bustos
Kaden Justin Cabrera
Mirrielle Julia Caradonna
Lizbeth Chavez
Lindsay Nicole Chin
Katie R. Clarke
Marin Lynn Clarke
Camryen T. Collier
Victoria C. Cregger
Amanda L. Daniels
Nicole C. De Pavia
Vina H. Doan
Ashley Nita Douglas
David Paul Duhan
Nhu Quynh Duong*
Travis M. Eaves
Alisa Lyn Edwards
Kaline Rita Elandary
Nadine Ranya Elborai*
Emily C. Espinosa-Tanori
Jack Darce Eudy
Kennedi Ann Fitzgerald
Jewellene Lorraine Fort
John Marco Franco
Andrew Ryan Frye
Letitia B. Furumoto*
Ayleen Garcia
Grace Gardner
Morgan Riley Gautreaux
Dylan Jean Marie Geter
Cheyenne Bahram Ghofrani
Christopher Kyle Gilson
Jazzys Y. Gochangco
Clayton Heath Greis*
Kristian H. Guevara*
Trysten Avery Guillen
Karina Alejandra Guzman*
Kendra Leigh Hamilton
Callie J. Hammond*
Eliah Nathanael Hansen
Dylan J. Harrison*
Jeehand Hasil
Christopher Mark Hawkins
Banu Hayas
Arvin Heidari
Axel Kolbe Heizer*
Yuri Resendiz Heredia
Abigail B. Higginbotham
Esperanza A. Hinojos*
Karen K. Hong
Divanli L. Hugounin
Lillian Ruth Holmes
Allison P. Horton
Haley Alexis Huse
Kezia O. Itua
Dana LaCarr Ivy
Costas A. Jackson
Axel Andrey Jimenez
Keren Eliaenni Jimenez*
Lily Marie Johnson
Eeshan Makrand Joshi*
Krishna Keshanu Joshi*
Christopher H. Juarez
Philip G. Kimberly
Tina Alise Knott
Hallie Jean Kolb*
Kely Kjey Zhun N Le*
Lisa Ann Le
John Loise Bual Linogao
Mariah Celine Rios
Brandy Layah Rivera
Claudia Natali Rivera
Hector Manuel Rivera Zambrano
Jordan Palado Robinett
Theron Jerome Robinson
Logan K. Rodriguez
Raymond Michael Rodriguez
Alexis Lynn Rucker*
Caroline Arleth Ruiz
Walker M. Russell
Brooke Nicole Ryals
Mathew Sahagian
Efren Saldana
Fahim Ali Salim*
Madison Brooke Santiago
Victor Santos*
Ananya Sayyaparaju
Aimee Latef Shah
Colleen N. Shaw
Emily Elizabeth Sheldon
Jamilie Julie Shiber*
Neil B. Shrestha*
Alessandra N. Silva
Ryan Thomas Simmons
Tyler Simon*
Cameron Hunter Sisson
Tamarra Audrinette Smith
Owain Spencer Snyder
Megan Souphanthong
Camila Alexandre Spradin
Alyssa Diona Stclair
Tanner Ashton Stewart
Joshua Todd Straub
Peyton McKenzie Sursa
Maihan Taimuri
Jason T. Tally
Louise Tang
Jeremias Teisseire
Anand Thambu

Christina Lynn Liverett
Laine Catherine Longacre*
Angel David Lopez
Kristina Tomomi Lovrien*
Vincent Montgomery Lowe
Kerel B. Lukusa
Jessica T. Luang
Jenny Yen Mai
Vairadzo Hazvini Makina
Jonathan M. Markgraf*
Lindsay Martin
Susan Elizabeth Grace Martin
Lyesi Martinez
Sylvana Martinez
Whitney Maskal
Rayan Masood
Mekal Mathew
Nadia Alexis Matos
Elizabeth Marie McCaully
Huzair S. Mehdi*
Rodrigo Melendez
Malora Jayne Renee
Kennedy Alexandra Mills
Slok F. Mistry*
Fatemeh Mohammadian*
Hoor Mohammad
Salman Mohisudin*
Claraissia Marie Molina
Tori L. Moss
Kimberly Emira Moye*
Seleine Y. Mujica*
Abby Elizabeth Julian
Marie Lassiter Muñiz
Margarita Nava
Lanee Lee Neely
Reilly E. Neville
Benjamin M. Nguyen*
Melody M. Nguyen*
Nhi Trinity Thi Nguyen
Tracy Nguyen
Crystal Rehema Wanjiur Ngou
Grace Marie Nordley
Abbygale Julia Olson
Sebastian Mohammad Omar*
Bianna O. Onyegbunwa*
Odalys A. Ortiz

Hannah M. Page
Saakshi Pandey
Hena N. Patel*
Priyanshi Devendr Patel
Samantha Nicole Paxton
Paige Madison Petros
Kylie Rane Phillips
Samantha Krystine Puentes
Alexia Danielle Read
Stephen Raymond Rene
Phoebe K. Richardson
Katherine Elizabeth Ball Rine
Eric Gerard Roaach II
Alyssa Marie Rodriguez
Ainee Russell Rudd
Eiya Noreen C. Saldia
Gabriella Isabelli Santiago
Anna Marie Schneider*
Benjamin L. Schmick
Jeniffer Allson Scott
Kalkidan M. Seifu
Henrya Saeed
Muhammad Tazsam Siddiqui
Oriana Mercedes Silva Belisario*
Arvin Somasundaram*
Trish Nog*
Adara Sooma
Claire Elisabeth Espina
Cole R. Stephens
Addison Grace Strange
Sammie Sudapa
Mustafa Khaja Syed*
Ngoc-Tran Hoan Ta
Allison Tan
Alyssa Kate Thompson
Joselyn Tice
Haley M. Simmonds
Thi Minh Ton Nu*
Khin Dang Tran
Ivan Trevizo*
Aaron Connor Trinh
Ilimma Elise Vasquez
Alenia Sydney Vawter
Luis Arnoldo Vazquez
Garvin Alexander Viering
Trong N. Vo
Alyne Lynn Walters
Jonathan Michael Walters*
Zunair A. Waseem
Jada Michelle Washington
Olivvia Grace Wassmann*
Baylee Denise Weiszbrod*
Nicholas Ryan Whitfield
Cheser Williams
Mika Elia Asstae Wonus
Colten James Wright
Micah Vladimir Wright
Kayla Mae Wyatt
Yaheena Yim
Xuefi Xu
Payton Leonne Young
Emma Paige Zickfoeoose*
College of Visual Arts and Design

Angelina Vianey Alcaraz
Katherine Alejo
Kaitlyn N. Allen
Leian O. Aishaer*
Ashley M. Ambriz
McKenna Kate Applewhite
Paul Armstrong
Lauren Elaine Astle
Nima Ayagh*
Isabel V. Balabuch
Hope Rebecca Barnard
Aubrey Grace Barnes
Ayanna Isabella Bengtzen
Rivers Benyad
Laura Carolina Blanco
Hannah Elise Bohmert
Madison A. Browning
Grace Kathleen Burton*
Gabino Cabrera
Mianiche Rivera Calhoun*
Jacquelyn R. Carr
Jorge Eduardo Carrasco
Stephanie Castillo
Yadira Cervantes*
Cecilia Chada
Hayley G. Cheney
Kimberly G. Clark
Jennifer Coker
Macey Breauna Cowden
Mallory Blair Cowden
Natalie Janiece Crawford
Nicholas J. Cruz
Johnathan De La Cruz
Shelly Rae Denning
Chloe Marie Donne
Joshua A. Duran
Isabelle R. Eggert
London Elizabeth Farris
Lily A. Flandorfer
Lilly Fotopoulos
Janlyn Enero Gallego
Mary A. Gamertsfelder
Carson Emma Gauthreaux
Cindy Vanessa Gonzalez Canjura*
Alexa Guerrero
Emily J. Guerrero
Elior Delaney Hart
Dylan John Hayles*
Allison Kathryn Helt
Brynne M. Henry
Juliana Chantal Hernandez
Madalyn Grace Hernandez
Chloe Elizabeth Hewitt
Brooke Ann Hoerner
Kaitlin Jay Hornsby
Yara Hoteit*
Clemmie Dawn Jantz
Shelbi R. Jarrett
Haelin Ju
Makena L. Kang
Kimwan Kim
Yejin Kim
Olivia Cooper King
Zeynep Merve Korku
Travis D. Lafey
Aniah Juheul Leal-Ramos
Jennifer Margaret Linn
Somalia Lee Longoria
Shaun Rebecca Lush
Vy Ha Luo
Avery Aine Lyday
Tasfia T. Maahi
Jaryn Robert Macdonald
Eli Ann Malig
Loni Ann Malig*
Melannie M. Mancillas*
Molly Margaret Margin
Jocelyn Martinez
Annabel L. McCabe
Deja B. Melton
Julia M. Meyer*
Samuel V. Monson
Callie E. Moore
Elizabeth F. Moro*
Jolie Anne Mullings
Liset Muniz
Clarissa Murgia
Molly Jane Myrick
Jose C. Narvaez
Amy Vianney Nava Ruiz
Jaylyne Hong Ngoc Nguyen
Nich Minh Khanh Nguyen
Sophia Clarice Nguyen
Sarah D. Nicolasen
Ashley Lorraine Ogden
Christopher N. Oller
Grace R. Ortiz
Miranda N. Ortiz
Mariangelis Pagan*
Mauchela Ann Page
Teresita Navidad Puntoja
Alice Madeline Parker
Luz O. Peralta
Maria Carolina Pereira
Alexis Phu
Tashayn J. Prutt
Michelle Que Zuniga
Gabriela Scarlett Ramirez Lopez*
Brent Francis Mejia Ravana
Shannon Rawls
Paige Elizabeth Richard
Britney Rodelas
Nathaniel Wesley Rogers
Edgar A. Rosales*
Sarah B. Rosas
Madison E. Rowberry
Jenna Rose Saladino
Felicia R. Sander
Aurora Isabella Schneider
Jamileh Julie Shiber*

Honors College  Glénisson de Oliveira, Dean

Advanced Honors Scholar Award

Jayce Vik Hanchette  Diana Elizabeth Kolb  Jonathan M. Maldonado

Distinguished Honors

Khailyn Devonna Agis
Mirielle Julia Caradonna
Juliana Chantal Hernandez
Tyler Grey Hudson
Samantha Marie Konen
Haley M. Kruse
Mekal Mathew
Marie Lassiter Muñiz
Kaitlyn A. Nussberger
Madison E. Rowberry
Claire Elisabeth Spann
Aaron Connor Trinh
Brandon N. Waters
Abrielle Tares Williams
Matthew Lynn Wilson

Honors Scholar

Nethra Abraham
Chloe Bridgett Agis
Olanrewaju Ibukunoluwa Akande
Kennedy L. Austin
Maha Awan
Emma Michal Bacak
Ellee R. Basham
Emma Bentoski
Julia Ryann Box
Matthew Jordan Bradley
Hannah Mae Braveneck
Holden David Bukowski
Emily Carney
McKaela Irene Cook
Maria Dolores Crane
Mandy Cheyenne Crooks
Elissa Rebecca Curtis
Leslie Sarah Delval Quinonez
Jack Darce Eudy
Jessica Denise Fernandez
Vianca Citlali Flores
Cathryn M. Fung
Brian A. Garcia
Daniel P. Garcia
Isela Jacqueline Garcia
Adwathi Kuriakose George
Samantha L. Gonzales
Aidan Grace
Miguel Gutierrez Jr.
Kendra Leigh Hamilton
Elijah Nathaniel Hansen
Willow Ashilynn Hart
Madalyn Grace Hernandez
Kate Iola Hickerson
Abigail B. Higginbotham
Breanna L. Hodges
Allison P. Horton
Katherine Jin-Ting Huang
Hannah Teresa Jacobsen
Noah Benjamin Johnson
Izabella Nareice Klipsch
Madison Renee Knot
Megan Lynn Lakey
Rachel Lynnette Lee
Vincent Montgomery Lowe
Kerel B. Lukusa
Avery Aine Lyday
Emily Gardner Maher
Susan Elizabeth Grace Martin
Mikaila B. Mason
Reagan E. Mathews
Jessica Tanya Mena Galvan
Haley Danielle Meyerling
Madison Grace Milton
Traci Michelle Owens
Emma Sue Pate
Brooklynn Rachelle Petty
Nicholas J. Pfister
Ghemisola Nofisat Raja
Alexia Danielle Reid
Marco Ricci
Aaleyah J. Richardson
Phoebe K. Richardson
Eric Gerard Roach II
Alyssa Marie Rodriguez
Annabeth Rae Rohack
Emily Paige Ryter
Mallory N. Sather
Joshua Barton Scott
Aaliyah D. Shillow
Yurii Joyce Standlett
Carly Sophia Stock
Sydney Elise Todorovich
Karina Torres
Clara Elizabeth Turner
Kate Noble Turner
Jacob Christopher virgin
Madeline G. West
Catherine E. White
Lia Belle Wiese

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Spring 2023 Undergraduate Candidates

To be included in the commencement program, students must have met the required deadlines and be approved to participate by March 24. Inclusion in the commencement program or participation in commencement ceremonies does not indicate completion of degree requirements or final awarding of the degree.
College of Education  Randy Bomer, Dean

Department of Educational Psychology

Bachelor of Science

Human Development and Family Science

Sarah A. Bodnar
Kalea Joaern Kellum
Tyler Keith Scarry
Veronica Michele Seder
Madeline E. Turek

Human Development and Family Science/Community and Family Services

Madison Harshbarger
Keston A. Kimbrough
Kayla J. Pequeno*
Sydney Alyssa Simmons
Erika Soto
Lindsey Lavonene Tomlin

Human Development and Family Science/Family and Community

Leanna Mendoza Dayrit
Jennifer Marie Imbuzan
Erica T. Renfro

Human Development and Family Science/Individual and Family Development Across the Lifespan

Destiny Mona’ Anderson
Kaylinn Christiana Beck
Hope Elizabeth Branscombe
Elissa Rebecca Curtis
Alysa C. Gonzalez
Shakeera J. Ivory
Zoe N. Koralewski
Emily E. May
Ashuntas Sherree McDonald
Morgan Elizabeth McGinnis
Courtney Elen Moses*
Alexis Elise Peña
Niyah Ceymone Sowell*
Sydney Stephenson

Human Development and Family Science/Lifespan Development

Christin Jania Jackson

Department of Kinesiology, Health Promotion and Recreation

Bachelor of Science

Kinesiology

Kennedy Marie Adams
Oscar Adaway

*Summer 2023 Graduate

Department of Teacher Education and Administration

Bachelor of Science

Education/Bilingual

Fernanda Isabel Chavez Gonzalez
Karina Delgado
Vanessa Garcia
Maria Hernandez
Lisset Jurado Alaniz
Yesenia Medina
Angelic M. Nieves Vera
Vanessa Vazquez

Education/ESL

Beatrice A. Alcantara
Taylor Christian Anderson
Zaara Ansari
Natasha Camille Arnold
Emma Caroline Barrels
Madison Beach
Leah Natalie Beder
Miesha N. Bey
Alyssa Jewel Blacknall
Kaley Nicole Bonn*
Jordin Ashlie Bresler
Lauren Holly Brimberry
Tatiana A. Brown-Gomez
Alexandra Marie Bruce
Hannah Marie Lynn Burchard
Michelle Stephanie Camacho
Sarah Faith Cannon
Brianna Kay Christensen
Priscilla Cooper
Taylor Skye Cortez
Amber-Joy Hale Crisostomo
Kayla E. Day
Erika De La Cruz Arenas
Lindsey Taylor Deal
Aniah N. Dean
Breonna Angel Dean
Jenny Nguyen Doan
Gabrielle Audrey Duncan
Meagan N. Eargle
Catherine Lewis Elsey
Madison G. Emler
Madelynn C. Evans
Sydney Danielle Ferreris
Alexandra R. Finkley
Madison Hope Fitzgerald
Nicole Elizabeth Flores
Brooklyn Breeann Fuentes
Leticia Mar Garcia
Emily Garner
Jessica M. Gonzales
Nicole Z. Gooc
Korbyn D’Allie Green
Vanessa Renae Gunnoe
Morgan Haley Hall
Jermayai H. Harvest
Logan M. Hearne
Lauren Michelle Helms
Lillian Marie Hochanadel
Jasmine Elizabeth Homer Rojas
Catie Lea Humphrey
Faith Nicole Hunt
Suzannah Brooke Hutchings
Stephanie Ann Jahn
Emma Charlotte Jeacock
Alyssa Marie Jones
Emily Grace Jones
Fatima Izzat Khan
Grace Seosoung Lee
Lauren Madison Lee
Madison Christine Lee
Jesyca Maci Lopez
## Education/Amro Education

Deekee Emma Amro  
Hannah G. Anderson  
Taylor Mischelle Belcoach

---

### Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haylie Elise Torres</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>Tiffany Vy Uyen Tran</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethany Paige Tucker</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Ashley Christine Usener</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brykose Justine Wagoner</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Kystrin L. Ward</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fadhuli Ambokenyke Washburn</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Haley J. West</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Morgan Webb</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Madeleine Rae Widlowski</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven Nicole Woods</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Emily Nichole Wyant</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Yanez</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Blake Gregory Yarbrough</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Nicole Ybarra</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Taylor Leanne Zagrzecki</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Zamarro</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Alexis Z. Zavala</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Marie Zellars</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Rachel S. Zhu</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neema Abbas Ziaie</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

- **Hessah Naif F. Almufleef**
- **Javier Arreola Lopez**
- **Faad Mohammad Bani Salameh**
- **Matthew Jordan Bradlay**
- **Daniel Carrillo**
- **Leslie Sarahi Delval Quinonez**
- **Christopher Lee Flint**
- **Richard L. Gallemore**
- **David Gasca Zarate**
- **John B. Goodrich**
- **Luis M. Guevara**
- **Edwin Hilario Hernandez**
- **Judith Nivetha John Wilson Raj**
- **Rohan Lamichhane**
- **Kredrick A. Levy**
- **Bradley Austin Lewellyn**
- **Tristan Makarwich**
- **Nwachukwu Jordan Odumegwu-Ojukwu**
- **Abdulrahman Alaa Alkewaifi**
- **Ahmed Hawai Ahrimawi**
- **Demir Altay**
- **Blake Evan Alvarez**
- **Pedro F. Alvarez**
- **Katherine Marie Aquilone**
- **Manuel Aragon**
- **Karlyria Glynese Ashley**
- **Chal hinta Audreyla**
- **Thijnem Pieter Bakker**
- **Abhirusee Balayar**
- **Alize Janae Barrientos**
- **Jacob Conrad Benz**
- **Bipin Bhattarai**
- **Michael Anthony Biancardi**
- **Erich Reid Brophy**
- **Prajit Buddhathki**
- **Gia Huy Bui**
- **Rilee Nicole Burchen**
- **Victor Manuel Caballero Jr.**
- **Kristin Danielle Carden**
- **Austin James Carlin**
- **Rachael Leanna Carpenter**
- **Zachary S. Carpenter**
- **Natasha Bernardino Castaneda**
- **David Arthur Castricone**
- **Massimiliano Celnat**
- **David Abidias Chacon**
- **Zachary Aaron Chenausky**
- **Yash Shyam Chakil**
- **Daniel Gentry Clement**
- **Lucas Joseph Copertino**
- **Pearson Mays Davenport**
- **Dajane Lashaybreon Davis**
- **Philip J. Demeeyer**
- **Raven Jordan Devore**
- **Jonathan Dominguez Dominguez**
- **Aavinsin Goummt Doobraj**
- **Oml Dilipbhai Dudhat**
- **Jack L. Duffield**
- **Kobe D. Edmond**
- **Salman Salim Faraooq**
- **Colin M. Fisher**
- **Dayo C. Forehand**
- **Saul Adrian Garay**
- **Eduardo Esqueda Garcia**
- **Julian Gerardo Garcia-Hernandez**
- **Prabin Ghale**
- **Chase Khimm Golden**
- **Jotiel Gomez**
- **Christopher Marc Gonzales**
- **Leonardo D. Grimaldo**
- **Jofiel Gomez**
- **Prabin Ghale**
- **Samantha A. Estrada**
- **Marianne Ferguson**
- **Tina Frances Fernandez**
- **Eduardo Esqueda Garcia**
- **Julian Gerardo Garcia-Hernandez**
- **Prabin Ghale**
- **Chase Khimm Golden**
- **Jotiel Gomez**
- **Christopher Marc Gonzales**
- **Leonardo D. Grimaldo**
- **Shijing Guo**
Department of Public Administration

Bachelor of Arts

Nonprofit Leadership Studies
Niranjana T. Banerjee
Clay Alan Blanscet
Brooke M. Hart
Akiyah S. Persaud
Kate Lynne Steffen
Janice S. Tannehill
Clara Danielle Walton
Rebecca Marie Wright

Urban Policy and Planning
Marcial Aguilar
Justin Scott Alcaraz
Olivier Pierre Amine
Braden Michael Beasley
Dawn Melanie Campbell
Brayan Raul Cervantes
Jason A. Gillis
Benjamin J. Goldberg
Maximo E. Herrera
Olivia Augusta Hill
Brady Phillip LaPres
Kristopher Nicholas Potts
Zahra Zalika Ricketts
Skyler Susana Staffaroni
Brooke Ariana Teal
Clara Danielle Walton

College of Information

Kinshuk, Dean

Department of Information Science

Bachelor of Science

Data Science
Marvin Nsang Abiewa
Aymen Hamdi Belkahoua
Alexandria Nicole Best
Scotland Payton-Thoma Crook
Nguyen Nguyen Ngoc Dac
Devotion Omiko Ekeuek
Luke Haapasaari
Luan Vinh Huynh
Andrew Wesley Jaquette
Obafemi D. Lawal
Nehomi Martinez
Cooper Tyson McAden
Linda P. Nichols
Daniel Onyemaobinna Nwosu
Carson Bradley Oehmle
Sulaiman Taiwo Adeola Oyebola
Yahqib Kehinde Adeoye Oyebola
Esha M. Patel
Charles G. Rogers

Information Science
Joshua T. Rule
Sophia Magdalien Schultz
Nikesha Man Shrestha
Kameesh Thobani
Javen M. Walker
Tao Xiog

Information Science/Data Science
Daniel Onyemaobinna Nwosu

Information Science/ Digital Content and Information Systems
Julie K. Cartlidge
Elizabeth Guadalupe Garcia
Anderson William Scarrow
Maikaya Mashay Willis

Information Science/ Human Language Technology
Vanessa Aquino

Information Science/ Information Management and Health Informatics
Joshua Mikah Terrazas
Feysele M. Yimer

Information Science/ Information Science and Knowledge Organization
Kiana Malita Lee Cervantes
Jessica Anne Gaitan
Andrea Lorelei Rogers
Heather N. Wedel
Bryce Franklin Weller

Information Science/ Project and Knowledge Management
Kirubel Yeshita Alemu
Taylor Dean Bowden
Brandon Blake Brett
Douglas Joshua Rogers
Gladys Sin

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Department of Learning Technologies
Bachelor of Applied Science
Learning Technologies
Kristian Denard Fincher
Tingkai Guan
Garrett Ross Hodsdon

Department of Anthropology
Anthropology
Amellia Ruthann Andrews
Bailey Suzanne Arnett
Gabriela Lynne Bayarena*
Allison Renae Carr
Molly Carrillo*
Fernanda Castillo Salas
Laurny Rosella Eitenmiller
Erykah Suzette Franklin
Jacob F. Graham
Celia Yzamin Hernandez
Lillian Ruth Holmes
Alison Marie Howard
Henry Kingangi
Tyler Paul Kruger
Destiny L. Newman*
Zachary Lee Prater
Alexis Puente
Cassidy A. Rendon
Phebe Faith Rutledge
Courtney Elizabeth Schultz
Victoria M. Thomasson
Paola Vazquez
Chace Owen Walton

Department of Communication Studies
Bachelor of Arts
Communication Studies
Celeste F. Aguirre
Brandon John Barnes*
Brandon Eugene Barrientos
Isabella Bedoya
Caroline Bennett
Preston Buchanan*
Niaya Javenya Carter
Kinley Hope Coalson
Maci Clair Coates
Maria Cruz
Jackson B. Devlin
Riley Elizabeth Dobbs*
William McCauley Duck
Macaela Jewell Dugger
Julia Marie Pineda Ellis
Andrew N. Eschenheimer
Ashlyn Paige Fischer
Enrique Galvan Jr.*
Layne Mackenzie Gardner
Elyssa A. Hernandez
Yesenia C. Hernandez
Magdalena Sylvia Hill*
Charlie J. Hilliard
John A. Hintze
Abigail M. Holt

Kevin Lu
Devin T. Smith*

Department of Linguistics
Bachelor of Arts
Linguistics
Galilea Cantu

Elizabeth Claire Carson
Jessica Denise Fernandez
Cathryn M. Fung
Nicholas Ryan Hernandez
Ashtyn Grace King
Rachel Lynnette Lee
Reagan Joseph McCreary
Peyton Lynn McFarlain
Alejandra Nunez
Benjamin Ryan Pulliam
Hope V. Shelby
Gabriel Jackson Smith
Yumi Joyce Standlee
Emily Elizabeth Umanzor
Averie D. Zamora
Tristen Hanna Ziegler

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
James Meernik, Interim Executive Dean

Department of Economics
Bachelor of Arts
Economics
Maha Awan
Jonathan Marshall Brauck
Matthew J. Jefferson
Samuel Collins Nzohe Aninkora

Bachelor of Science in Economics
Economics
Jingwa R. Asonganyi
Brian J. Cousineau*
Favour Precious Emueze
Thuy Duong Cat Hoang
Thomas Derek Mowery
Nguyen Khoe Nguyen
Kevin Ortiz
Tyrone Donley Ramirez
Liam D. Swan

Department of English
Bachelor of Arts
English/Creative Writing
Emmanuel O. Aburime
Taylor Elizabeth Arbuckle
Emma Michal Bucak
Jonathan Ronald Bentley*
George Thomas Bernard
Aleah Rose Berroa*
Hannah Mae Bravenc
Emilito Cecenas
Travis A. Clark II
Baily Michelle Clarke
Brayli Dianne Clase
Evan Michael Cline
Gabrielle Renee Collier
Rachael Marie Couch
Ashatan Natan Crain*
Tanner C. Davenport
Lauren Elizabeth Davoodi
Trinity Alexis Dayton
Asael Ali De Los Santos
Allie N. Dorse
Hope M. Eno
Cristiana Galo
Elise Antonia Gaston
Tahreem Deontae Gray*

Anell Rey McDaniel
Jonathan A. Nixson
Alexia Danielle Read
Ivana Mia Reynoso
Kayla Marie Smith
Siyi Wang
Kasey Makala Whitenack
Lainey Abigail Griffith
Charlie J. Hilliard
Carolyn Virginia Jernigan
Brody Tanner Kilgore
Paloma Marie Leonne Martinez
Sydney Alexis McClellon
Benjamin Blaede McGeehe
Jessica Mariah Michalek*
Delana Marie Nehib
Jeeoma Nicole Nliam
liana Giselle Ortiz
Drew Payne
Victoria Paige Pippins*
Shawn Edwin Presley*
Amy Claire Richter*
Kayla Lewis Savetman
Bailee Erin Scone
Chloe Julian Shrage
Bryce Deshawn Taylor
Ariana S. Thompson
Tabitha N. Tomlinson
Ayrion La’Vell Walker
Sam Elliot Williams
Aimee Rene Wood
Ethan T. Wood

Department of Theatre and Dance
Bachelor of Arts
Dance
Hannah Grace Levenson
Shelby Earlene McFall
Krystavel Amoriah Ortiz*
Destiny Roberts*
Lakecia My’Kalya West

Theatre
Caroline Macey Cangas
Trinity Ann Cherry
Dylan James Elliott
Mackenzie M. Kinder
Kameron Mackenzie Miles
Kirsten Dale Reese
Peyton R. Rogers*
Madelyn E. Weynand*

Theatre/Design Technology
Lexi Mae Herrin
John David Merrington*
Megan E. Purcell

Courtney Elizabeth Schultz
Phebe Faith Rutledge
Department of English/Language Arts
Heather A. Adams
Taytum Nicole Carlson
Kacie Melanie Carson
Natasha Margaret Cutting
Marcela Heimpel
Allyson F. Inge
Josue Emmanuel Massanet
Lorelei Celeste Nichols
Carly Beth Rodgers
Abigayle G. Stevens
Cameron A. Tavares
Lauren Renee Todorovich
Trinity D. Varvel
Alejandra M. Velazquez

Department of Mathematics
Bachelor of Arts
Mathematics
Allie N. Dorsey
Asael Ali De Los Santos
Trinity Alexis Dayton

Writing
Ethan T. Wood
Ayron La’Vell Walker
Tabitha N. Tomlinson
Chloe Julian Shrage
Bailee Erin Scone
Kayla Lewis Savetman
Amy Claire Richter*
Shawn Edwin Presley*
Iliana Giselle Ortiz
Ijeoma Nicole Nliam
Jessica Mariah Michalek*
Benjamin Blade McGehee
Brody Tanner Kilgore
Paloma Marie Leonne Martinez
Sydney Alexis McClellon
Benjamin Blaede McGeehe
Jessica Mariah Michalek*
Delana Marie Nehib
Jeeoma Nicole Nliam
liana Giselle Ortiz
Drew Payne
Victoria Paige Pippins*
Shawn Edwin Presley*
Amy Claire Richter*
Kayla Lewis Savetman
Bailee Erin Scone
Chloe Julian Shrage
Bryce Deshawn Taylor
Ariana S. Thompson
Tabitha N. Tomlinson
Ayrion La’Vell Walker
Sam Elliot Williams
Aimee Rene Wood
Ethan T. Wood

Department of English/Literature
Saloni Banerjea
Lauren Mae Beltiere
Lauren Michelle Butterfield*
Sydney Mae Cain
Jade D. Cox
Connor Patrick Feldman
Jaden E. Gray
Jan McClain Goss*
Madison Linda Harwell
Malinda LuWayne Hess
Joshua Bradley Hubbard
Connor A. Knox
Kelsey Anne Malone*
Reghanne J. Nowlin*
Karla Anayanci-Gomez Ontiveros
Jacqueline Dylan Rose Palmer
Abigail L. Pearson
Alexander Gaylord Pettigrew
Sophie Marie Robertson*
Dipanwita Roy
Samantha Nye Strawbridge

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Department of Geography and the Environment

Bachelor of Arts

Geography
Justin Jungmin Lee

Geographic Information Systems and Computer Science
Emma Marie Leary
Nicole J. Spero
Madison Loren Woolley

Geography/Environmental Studies
Sydney Paige Campbell
Amanda Nicole Olvera

Bachelor of Arts

History
Dylan G. Allen
Isaac Areola Ramírez
Rachel R. Bain*
David P. Ballard
Jacob Wayne Barnes
Keifer Lynn Birdsong
Dayton M. Blue
Luke David Boswell
Madeleine Bricout

Integrative Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Integrative Studies
Saron Rezene Araya

Integrative Studies

Bachelor of Science

Social Science
Abigail Ashcom Brown
Pedro Gabriel Camargo
Tori B. Carroll
Brittany Lauren Esparza-Estevez
Gabrielle Maxine Manchu Fajardo
D’Angelo Dean Fouts
Larissa A. Hernandez
Caitlin Elizabeth Lynch
Olivia Ruth Martin
Brenda Nayeli Montanez Echeverria
Abigail Kwakoma Moore
Dezirée Ortega
Ashley Rose Rivera

Bachelor of Science

Integrative Studies

Skyla L. Acrey
De’rione R. Adams
Olufowafolakiemi F. Adebanjo
Sami Marwan Afana*
Malachi Al-Zaraqi
Nahom Mulaw Alemayehu*
Scott K. Aswad
Allison Hope Baker
James Wesley Baker
Megan Danielle Baum
Dominique Lee Beachum
Gerliyah D. Bennett
Ebony M. Benns
Narinder Bhogeswar
Austin Price Biggs
Abigail M. Blackburn
Hlynur Bergsson
Ebony M. Benns
Dominique Lee Beachum

*Summer 2023 Graduate
International Studies/Regional Studies
Noor Khalid Alkhafaji*  Adairae Rae I. Dean  Emma Elizabeth Dunkelberger  Yuki Feng
Christina Hagad  Christopher Allen King II  Emily M. Lindell  Marjorie Lopez  Kareli Odenmarzi Olivo  Sophia L. Runne  Caroline Rowell Sims  Travis Dean Watkins
Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism
Andrea Miller, Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Journalism/Advertising
International Studies/International Business and Economics
Rimsha Alam  Kayla Bloodworth  Catherine Marlen Chinchilla*  Cynthia Margarita Cisneros  Winston Walker Corse  Amin Mohammad Hamza  Vivian Lee Kelley  Madison Renee Knott  Jessica Tanya Mena Galvan  Nichakarn Sirumukol
International Studies/International Development and Humanitarian Affairs
Emily Kaitlyn Adams  Aimee N. Almasri  Mawda A. Galah*  Andrea Michelle Gavín  Megan R. Harris*  Kana Nanneh  Geha W. Mireseila  Selena M. Rahhal  Karen Ramirez  Miranda R. Smith  Madison Nicole Stotts  Khalila Meriam Williamson*  Laura Eliza Strickland  Alejandra Susan Tellez  Kaylee M. Segundo
Journalism/Broadcast and Digital Journalism
International Studies/International Security and Diplomacy
Khalid Al-Radaideh  Mojolaoluwa Immanuella Coast Ufeli  Jenna Marie Dammen  Javier Garcia Vazquez  Ryann Shamiice Jackson  Emily Kimre  Emily Rangel  Jackson Thomas Steyer  Amerah Suleiman
Journalism/Journalism with Secondary Teacher Certification
Raena Michele Hernandez
Journalism/Photojournalism
Marco Antonio Barrera*  Elizabeth L. Bulot  Maria Dolores Crane  Jamie Lee Hitchcock  Julia Louise Hooper  Tatyana M. Jones  Andy A. Johnson  Trisha Erwin  Landry Grace Raymond  Cristina Angelica Sandoval  Katya Voinoff
Journalism/Public Relations
Department of Media Arts

Bachelor of Arts
Converged Broadcast Media

Logan Gable Allison*  
Derrin J. Austin*  
Amanda M. Bachelder  
Corey Lance Bulin  
Bianca Frances Burton  
Gabriella Nicole Martos Carden  
Brandon Foster Clark*  
Amanda Joy Ducklow  
Gabriella Nicole Evans*  
Michael Jeffrey Fishman  
Spencer C. Grant  
Juan Pablo Grimaldo  
Noah James Grubb  
Yesenia C. Hernandez  
Arath Sebastian Herrera  
Courtney Elizabeth Hill*  
Christopher Lee Iversen  
John T. Jones  
Thomas H. Kuhn  
Madison F. McFarlane  
Bryanna Amaris Moore*  
Talaiya Yvette Munson  
Trevor Allen Newell  
Michael C. Nwosa  
Brendan Odonnell*  
Conor T. Orr  
Jadon Orion Peters  
Zachary M. Peters*  
Payton B. Peterson  
Ethan Hunter Pratt  
Andaiya Doriyes Reynolds*  
Daniel Esteban Rodriguez  
Tyler James Rodriguez  
Diamond Marie Rowe*  
Noemy Sanchez  
George Segovia  
Mason Lee Shepherd  
Blaine P. Tatum  
Donavan Day Thompson*  
Matthew Drury Vaughan  
Heath Andrew White  
Ereanna Aulese Williams*  

Media Arts

John C. Aarni  
Ian A. Adair  
Britany Jazmin Alejandre Martinez  
Jordan Lee Alford  
Davis Mathew Anderton*  
Dilyan Arizmendi*  
Mariela Bermejo Esquivel  
Kailey Elizabeth Bermudez  
Jamil S. Blackmon*  
Caroline H. Bounds  
Brandon M. Brown  
Alex Daniel Bush  
Aiden Luke Call  
Saige Akasseu Rose Caraway  
Juliana Chavez*  
Josiah S. Clark  
Alyssa F. Cohen  
Cane Reed Coonrod  
Miles Cronney*  
Chon C. Cunningham  
Zackary Ethan Spencer Daley  
Devon Austin Daniel*  
Jacob Glen Dearring  
Christina Marie Denton  
Alessia Devecchi  
Trevor Lee Devlin*  
Kevin Bruce Dockendorf*  
Austin Matthew Dreyer  
Shemar Dsouza*  
Stefan J. Egger  
Jacob Alfred Evans  
Kennedy C. Evans  
Sofia L. Fernandez*  
Michele Gamez*  
Denisse Garcia Tadeo  
Juan A. Garrido  
Gregory Alexander Garza  
Ryan R. Gates  
Riley Davis Glenn  
Ian Maxwell Goodman  
Hanna Xuxa Grey  
Jordan M. Gros  
Yael Gutierrez*  
Glenn Michael Hajtovik  
Gregory A. Hall  
Kennedy A. Hall  
Laken Marie Hall  
Cameron A. Hammond*  
Jacob C. Harper  
Bryan Jacoby Harwell*  
Jylin R. Haynes  
Jacob Tyler Head  
Lavi’Nia Fa’Atalaina Heather  
Nyla Mittie Anne Henderson  
Kaylee Renee Hernandez  
Hannah E. Herihey  
Russell Thomas Hightower  
Margaret Early Hinkel  
David P. Horn  
Jacob Michael Hzudina  
Lauren Grace Hummel  
Ethan Ins通行e  
Jack Dalton Johnson  
Colton Randall Jones  
Liana D. Karkabi  
Jacob Drake Keathley  
Jacob L. Kerstetter*  
Tyler Robert Kienzlen  
Caroline Leatkov*  
Jonathan E. Leiva*  
Morgan Hope Wood  
Alexis C. Wright  
Jacqueline A. Zamorano

Department of Philosophy and Religion

Bachelor of Arts
Philosophy

Jayden Nicole Bailey  
Madeleine Bricout  
Holden David Bukowsky  
Jenny Chavez*  
Nicholas Shane Dotson  
Peter N. Grasmas  
Lara Sue Gunduz  
Anthony Paul Hough*  
Ezra Kirkos  
Tabitha Grace Lane  
Ethan Alberto Lopez  
Liseth Carolina Lopez  
Brandi Alycia McDow  
Nathan Patrick Moore  
Francis Stephen Schmaeling Jr.  
Cynthia Terrazas  
Jillian Paige Wendel  
William Zamudio

Department of Political Science

Bachelor of Arts
Latin Culture, Economy, & Policy

Genesis J. Hernandez*  
Madeline A. King  
Steven Alec Perez  
Kaitlynn Anne Perry*  
Scott Austin Petteys  
Abigai L. Phillips  
Emily Grace Polster*  
Vanessa Esmeralda Ponce  
William John Raju  
Carmen Marie Ramirez  
Homero Rendon Cuevas  
Ethan M. Rhodes  
Madison Nicole Ripley*  
Amanda R. Rodriguez  
Diego Vieri Roldan  
Jess Alexander Thomas  
Regan Allan Thompson  
Wiant Joseph Antun Trujillo  
Grace Kathleen Tysinger  
Diego Alan Valdez  
Angel Laurence Vanterpool  
Tyler Daniel Vanzile*  
Victoria Villagran Jr.  
Tristan R. Villarreal  
Jacob Christopher Virgin  
Braylyn R. Voller  
Lorenzo Michael Vredenburg  
Ayon La’Vell Walker  
Sydney Marie Walker  
Carson J. Weitekamp  
Coen Elijah Wilson  
Morgan Hope Wood  
Alexis C. Wright  
Jacqueline A. Zamorano

Fatima G. Mendiola

Political Science

Marcus Gregory Adkins  
Victory Adun*  
Angelique Roslyn Marianne Almgren

Chikema Obichukwu Anamekwe  
Payton Raine Anderson  
Mav Awan  
Adetola Bade-Ojo  
Jacqueline Banda  
Javaire Vashanti Barnes*  
Luiza Catharina Barreto Rodrigues  
Maribel Bernabe Esquivel  
Iman Anelisa Blose*  
Hannah K. Bwoomezi  
Megan Elizabeth Canfield  
Alejandro Castellanos  
Shon交通安全丘Chowdhury*  
Elijah D. Clark  
Maria Dolores Crane  
Ana Luiza M. De Oliveira  
Brandi P. De Waal  
Taelyn A. Edwinn  
Celeste Figueroa  
Reilly Flood  
Daniel P. Garcia  
Sergio Alejandro Garcia*  
Miguel Gonzalez  
Kayla G. Green  
Nila Symone Green  
Lara Sude Gunduz  
Guidela Nicole Gutierrez  
Samuel Andres Hays*  
Jennifer Hernandez*  
Gulan Taeb Hlawarie  
Par Tha Hnian  
Anastasia J. Hodge*  
Tishani Tombran: Hunter  
Terry Brianna Husband  
Hayden P. Husen  
Ezra Kirkos  
Undrae O. Knox  
Joseph Vincent Langton  
Jacob G. Leal*  
Kendyll Dewanye Locke*  
Liseth Carolina Lopez  
Malia R. McClenahan*  
Katherine L. McCormick  
Jessica Tanya Mena Galvan  
Carson T. Miller  
Stephen Paul Moizt  
Ailiyyah Latasha Moore*  
Jada Elaine Morrow  
Alexander Jonathan Oglesby  
Darlene Nicole Ortega  
Joyce P. Orton  
Aleksander Lee Pearlman  
Priscilla Michelle Pobooragh  
Audrey K. Portillo  
Jeremy Ryan Price  
Jareth Anthony Quintero-Opatowski  
Samahl S. Ralhaal  
Ghemisola Nofisat Raja  
Marco Ricci  
Benjamin Joseph Rizk  
Bernabe Roman  
Maria Jose Rosas Martinez  
Kaylen A. Ruiz  
Emily Paige Ryer  
Mohamed A. Salma  
Mason L. Sanders*  
Joseph Arthur Schmaeling  
Joshua Barton Scott  
Jerome Daniel Sims  
Devon A. Soucy  
Desaraybel Feliise Standok  
Ethan T. Stover  
Preston Major Tabor  
Hunter J. Taylor  
Metii Grima Temesgen  
Anton Tip  
Josiah D. Thomas  
Eric Truong Giang Tong

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Naiv Felicity Watkins-Garner
Lucy Welterlen
Angel Autria White
Hanna Zeba
Anna E. Zemmin*

**Department of Psychology**

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Psychology**

Samuel David Aguilar*
Brenda A. Alcozer*
Omar Ali Alotaibi
Arelin Alvarez*
Mooreaa Amassayli
Bryanna Marie Anderson
Manuela Anea
Mabely Montserrat Aranda Armijo
Myrka Camila Arote*
Asiyana J. Ashell
Melanie Alicia Berkeley
Renae Michelle Bingham
Abigail N. Borrego*
Caiden A. Briggs-Howard
Courtney Lauren Burgess
Houston Hunt Burns
Jaden N. Butcher
Melanie Carrera-Flores
Eduard Michel Castagnet
Ana Kristina Castellon
Ifrak M. Chowdhry
Josiah S. Clark
Gelsey Leilani Codd
Brianna Jayna Coleman
Riley Katherine Coleman*
Riley Michelle Collister*
Claire Natalie Congos*
Kylee Ann Corbett*
Dominique K. Cornelius
Jessica Raven Cornelius
Shawn Brandon Cortez
Kirsten Cox
Mary L. Duy
Abigail R. Davis
Evelyn Johanna Diaz*
Laurren Dixon
Allison M. Engel
Alejandro Esparza
Lydia R. Estrada*
Gitzel Fernandez*
Alysa Marie Fillet
Vianca Citlali Flores
Briuca Fernanda Gallardo
Denise Garcia
Elise Antonia Gaston
Clinton C. Gibson
Graci Claire Gilliland
Diana Gonzalez
Jennifer C. Guerrero
Walter Gutierrez
Jose Javier Guzman*
Rhiannon Elizabeth Harber
Gabrielle Bethany Harper
Lauryn E. Harris
Marycruz Hernandez*
Roxanne Hernandez
Lily Jewelle Hodge
Holly Nichole Horn
Minyeon Hwang
Elizabeth Jackson
Candice C. Jones*
J'Shuan Jones
Christina Marie Keller
Chloe Monique Kemp
Kristin Charity Kern*
Tamia Alexis King*
Emma Maria Kiser
Samantha Mariah Knievel
Benjamin K. Kowalski
Morgan Rose Kusse
Max Anthony Landaverde
Virginia Jade Leicht*
Pravachan Lokesh
Brittany Michelle Lollar
Nadezda Kate Mai
Merian Rozaliah Manchev*
Maia Simone Mandagie
Yuliana Mariano*
Ana Carolina Martinez
Katherine Mata
Alyssa Gayle Basa Mateo
ETHAN Ryder Maxwell
Mary Amanda McCune
Abigail Rae Miramontes
Darryl Cornelius Murdoch
Ava Krysten Nadin
Zolal Nekzad
Kimberly Nguyen*
Nicole Yenni Nguyen*
Alix Tyler Nielsen
Magalí Ochoa
Kosi Frances Odiaka
Christopher Brian Pardo
Nicholas W. Pedroza
Marie Elise Petruell
Chloé E. Pinales
Ella Pines
Audrey K. Portillo
Miguel Armando Portillo
Madison Jean Potter
Deeyah Pradhananga*
Neida Cristina Prado
Elisa Querim
Lucy Blessing Ragsdale
Kayley-Alexa L. Rambaud
Jessica Virginia Ratay
Alejandra Renteria
ETHAN Scott Rogers
Annabeth Rae Rohack
Taylor Renee Rollins
Madison P. Rowland
Samantha Rane Rudinski*
Rasa Sahiby
Yasminne R. Salah
David Nicholas Saucedo*
ETHAN Robert Schifelein
Norah Shazad
Jane Ariella Shmatan
Caitlyn Emily Simpson
Arianna Isabella Soza
Anna Stornello
Bethany Nicole Strickland
Rageteor Taylor-Shemain*
Madison Tener
Arleth M. Tierrablanca
Diana Gabriella Torres
Yobana Torres
Kate Noble Turner
Marisa Danielle Turnubiarte
Blandine Umunowasiwe*
Jasmine M. Velasquez
Erico E. Villanueva
Sawarn Warfeli
Naia Felicity Watkins-Garner
Haley Wevers
Tionne Renee Wilson*
Erin Nicole Wright*
Gummer Aladdin Zacharia
Kexuan Zhou
Zoe Allson Zwemmer

**Bachelor of Science**

**Psychology**

Nethra Abraham
Marlena Josephina Acosta
Brooke Elise Adams
Lillian Marie Adams
Savannah C. Aguilar
Jason E. Akara
Megan Lesly Aldepe
Shelby D. Alford
Micaela Elise Allgood*
Freddy Antonio Alvarez*
Aurvin Amjadi*
Kaniyah Arnold
Selina Louise Baldwin*
Lexi R. Barak
Jayden K. Bassett
Maggie Kaye Bates
Andrea Nicole Bayer
Triumph Page Beatty
Matthew William Beckham
Laura F. Bessman
Moura H. Bolin
Luke David Boyce
Luke James Michael Brady
Margaret R. Brienbaugh
Kaitlyn Nicole Brooks
Katherine Grace Brown
Erick Buenrostro
Holden David Bukowsky
Sasha Elizabeth Bullock
Tegan Monet Burdick
Jennifer Cabrera
Julie Lynn Cagle
Madison J. Calton
Stephanie Alexa Camacho
Susannah Faye Carr*
Samantha Michelle Carranza*
Marily J. Casey*
Angela M. Casillo*
Sapphire Emerald Castillo
Christian Michael Choate
Hannah Lynn Champagne
ETHAN Jay Chancellor
Alexis D. Chaney
Emily Anne Cheatham
Regan S. Christian
Jayne Ashley Clark
Dorothy S. Clay
Maggie Kate Clemmons
Rylee Morgan Cleveland*
Kendrian Collins
Rylee Jade Corder
Heather M. Crocker
Jade Sienna Dalrymple
Austin Edward Daniel
Kathryn Paige Davis
Amaya del Solar Morrell
Jaylen Ann DeRohn
Jessica M. Demafies
Madison Nicole Drenowitz
Cassidy J. Duckworth
JORDAN T. Dunlap
Marita Katherine East*
Rhianna Christine Eastwood
Jaelin M. Eddins*
Carley Nichole Elsey
Jordyn August Corder Epble
Tatum S. Esch
Raiyn-Emma Fathereux
Cooper Reed Feagan*
JASON Uriel Franco
Destinee Dena Freeman
Kiara Gisele Galais
Sandra N. Galindres
Mariah Ann Garcia
Damián Xavier Garza*
Amber Meredith Gervais
Alyssa T. Gilmore
Reenie Zarjah Golden
Dilan Joan Gordillo Montoya
Kayla Greening*
Elisabeth G. Gutierrez
Marissa Rose Guzman
Evren Ian Hamilton*
Madeline Anne Handke
Christian Angela Haney
Anna Renee Hardin*
Willow Aishyllyn Hart
Caden Kenley Hausman
Edwin Louis Hayden IV
Brooke Elizabeth Hernandez
Chloe Elizabeth Hewitt
Tanner Himagender
Braeonna L. Hodges
Hannah Elizabeth Holberg
Caden D. Holton
Teresa Ann Hopkins
Megan Leigh House*
Madeline Grace Hubbard
Raven D. Huntsberry
Joseyln Andrea Hurtado
Mayyasar M. Hweidi
Kassandra Annette Ibekwe*
Fatima Ijaz*
Joy Andrea Isabelle
Claudia Jaime Estrada
Kristen Elizabeth Jett
Cathryn M. Johnson*
Jillian Joy Johnson
Michelle Neumann Johnson
Trasandia J. Johnson
Zane Askew Johnson
Tia Marrie Juan
Jaclyn Marie Kaler
Greerle Kaur
Irvin Ke*
Mikiah N. Keith
Hafa Zafar Ahmed Khan
Manar Khan*
Mohammed Hyder Khan
Sumaiya Khan
Samuel James Killebrew
Madaline Sumin Kim*
Kamryn M. King
Natasha Danyale Kittrell
Jaey M. Knapf
Diana Elizabeth Kolb
Avery Joseph Kuncarits
Jennifer Dolores Landaverde*
Chloé Noelie Lapoint
Amanda E. Larrain*
Christina Ellena Laskaris
Ce'rena Marie Latson
Madison Hillary Laue
Talia Naomi Lauffer
Madeline Anne Lee
Dalea Amontanea Lewis
Pei Yin Li
Grace Little
Brittini Ann Lockenour*
Alyssa Loevasquez*
Zamara Neshell Long
Kayla Guadalupe Lopez
Khathib Kahleel Lyles
Bryana Veronica Maciel
Valdamina L. Macready*
Jah-Mal Ronaldo Madden*
Chelsea Lynn Manion
Chelsea Trinidad Manquero
Andrea Martinez*
Mohdessa F. Master*
Lillie Joy Mathew*
Ke'von D. Mathis
Madison Layne McCaffrey
Tajminne McDonald
Caleb Scott McNeil
Taylor N. Meek
Melissa Mejia*
Karina Mendoza
Serena Meshram
Delaney Grace Miller
Julia Marie Miller
Mihalea Savannah Miller*
Korrin Madelyne Mills
Isabell Kathleen Mirabile
Jarrod Nasser Mohmand
Clayton J. Money
Daisy Montejo*
Kiera Laacne Moore
Alicia Esther Morales
Madison Catherine Moreland*
Meghan Elizabeth Morgan
Travell L. Murphy
Lizeth Navarrete
Delina Neugrose
Angela Renee Nessel*
Lisa D. Nguyen
Rachel Nguyen*
Esther Kathure Ngai
Chimburuma Gift Nlerum

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Department of Merchandising and Digital Retailing

Bachelor of Science

College of Music  John Richmond, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Music
Remington E. Ballard*
Alyssah M. Beard
Gabriel I. Benedict
Houston Hunt Burns
Alexis D. Chaney
Hana Choi
Sveva R. Clay
David Joseph Coughlin
Jackson R. Courtney
Olivia Raquel Escamilla
Jarod Michael Grimm
Danielle Rachelle Harrington
Devin M. Isaac
Michael C. Jenkins
Noah Richard Martin*
Jocelyn McBryar*
Russell A. Mirabelli
Vincent T. Nutile
Jaden D. Oldham
Hayoong Park
Anthony J. Peña
Charity M. Rodriguez
Joseph R. Sioui
Matthew R. Storie
Tyler A. Waters
Thomas E. White
Ying Wu

Bachelor of Music

Composition
Samuel D. Ash
Beige Morgan Cowell
Phillip M. Flores
Devin S. Klar
Peter Joseph Mooney
Maxwell T. Windsor

General, Choral and Instrumental Music/
Choral - Vocal
Samantha Nicole Curn
Emma C. Cockerham
Reagan N. Dunn
Benjamin D. Johnson
Elizabeth G. King
Anastasia Christine Nelson
Cameron T. Purcell
Nathanael Darrell Smith
Katelyn Beth Spivey
Michael E. Sturr
Kelemein Szabo
Lia Belle Wiese

General, Choral and Instrumental

Music/Elementary - Instrumental
Tanner W. Godwin
Taylor Leigh Jones

General, Choral and Instrumental Music/ Instrumental - Band
Marcus R. Alvarado
Andrea Andrade
Samuel D. Ash
Noah Benjamin Avelar
Zachary Alynn Bynum
Megan Irene Campbell
Hanna M. Chaisson
Hunter Wayne Corder
Kathleen M. Daugherty
Reagan Madison Day
Ataliya Leann Deleon
Kailie Marie Filben
Julianna Shea Fletcher
Oziel A. Flores
Audrey M. Gates
Benjamin W. Gostkowski
Hunter Andres Gutierrez
Chloe Grace Hall
Samuel Allen Hightower
Tyler Grey Hudson
Savanna Cate Hutcherston

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Rubina J. Schommer
Elaura Miranda Schultz*
Regan Sinclair Schwend*
Misty Lea Scott
Terence Ramon Scott*
Saad M. Selim
Huda Shah
Skylor J. Shelvin
Kyle A. Shewcroft*
Mouad Alawi Shohatee
Moulaye Mamadou Sissoko*
Charis Deniece Small
Cory A. Smith
Vivek K. Sonnakul
Derek Jon Sorensen
Timothy James Sosa
Joseph Harold Sowards
Graeme Paul Stromsdorfer
Kenneth W. Sullivan
John Samuel Terral
Chassidy Thomas
Gabrielle C. Thomas
Philippe H. Thomas*
Megan Nicole Thompson
Skylar Ann Thompson
Jennifer Lynn Thomson
D’Ann Michelle Tompkins
Jami Kolina Tornage
Sidney Wade Turner*
Cecilia Vaca Narvaja
Jasmine Valdery*
Thanh Nhan Vo
Quynh Nhu Vu
Bobby Christopher Walker*
Ireon Brushay Walker*
Shelley Marie Walker
Taylor Jaye Ward
Darryl Chad Washington
Lacey Nicole Waters
Sam Jeffery Weeks
Landon Reed Welborn
Jennifer Wendling
Ryan Lus Wheeler
Forrest O’Neill Whiddon
Dana Elaine Williams
Faith Elizabeth Williams
Jamar David Williams*

Richard Mer Williams
Jerome David Willis
Robert Dewayne Winters
Alexis Woelfler
Wade Jameson Worley
Shenard Lafette Wrice
Brandon Robert Wynne*
Megan Pamela Wynne*
Matthew Young
Taryn Davone Young

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aeronautics
Operations
Adam Clayton Lopez

Applied Arts and Sciences/Computer Science
Nathan James De La Cruz
Taylor M. Krebs*
Todd William Yezak*

Applied Arts and Sciences/Game Studies
Andrew Steven Heine
Damon Chandler Roney

Applied Arts and Sciences/Information Technology
Rebecca Grace Shearer

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aerospace
Operations
Jared Daniel Skelton
Tisha A. Smith

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation
Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation
Operations
Adam Clayton Lopez

Applied Arts and Sciences/Computer Science
Nathan James De La Cruz
Taylor M. Krebs*
Todd William Yezak*

Applied Arts and Sciences/Game Studies
Andrew Steven Heine
Damon Chandler Roney

Applied Arts and Sciences/Information Technology
Rebecca Grace Shearer

G. Brint Ryan College of Business

Bachelor of Business Administration

Business Integrated Studies
Israa Ahmed Rizk Abdelkawi*
Elizabeth Alanis
Xiomara Alva Arevalo
Anushree Baral
Brigette Barrera Suarez
Khoa Tuan Bui
Molly Carroll*
Elandra Collins
Bethany Jamie Donoghue
Esmeralda Duran
Carson Wayne Filipp*
Raquel Flores-Cuevas*
Stone Parker Freeman
Angelica M. Gandara*
Joel Ruben Gonzalez*
Christopher Hansel
Luke Kenneth Harper*
Emily I. Hernandez
Roger Hernandez*
Reagan Brook Hudson*
Destiny Marie Hunter
Angelica Yanet Iraheta*
Lesly Juarez Romero
Mary Kalu*
Taryn Lanai King
Zachary Aaron Kvale
Aidan Lopez

Fiona Macke*
Janat Malik
Lundun McCall McBride
Eric Daniel Mendez
Haley Danielle Meyering
Sarah Amelia Murphy
Malaika Noor*
Jose A. Ovalle
Neil Raju Patel
Lizette Perez
Rebekkah Diane Pringle
Alondra Pulido
Kendall Quillin
Celina Lee Resto
Amy Rivera
Laura Rodriguez*
Logan K. Rodgers
Sarah Routhier Yehghen*
Jazmine E. Salazar
Trinity Nicole Small*
Jasmine Smith
Nicole Solis*
Jill Jessica Tips
Samir Abdulrazak Tolota
Sandra L. Torres Facio

Richard Mer Williams
Jerome David Willis
Robert Dewayne Winters
Alexis Woelfler
Wade Jameson Worley
Shenard Lafette Wrice
Brandon Robert Wynne*
Megan Pamela Wynne*
Matthew Young
Taryn Davone Young

Applied Arts and Sciences/Homeland Security
Alexis Cristina Steele

Applied Arts and Sciences/Hospitality Services
Maria Jose Arellano

Applied Arts and Sciences/Information Technology
Hasanain Al Ali*
Grace Isabelle Peters*

Applied Arts and Sciences/Leadership Development
Dylan Alexander Becherer
Hasluck Nwamadi
Wesley Roy Salas

Applied Arts and Sciences/Logistical Operations
Marisol Dolores Cervantes
Talha Salman
Larrissa-Gabriella Tata

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Adam Clayton Lopez

Applied Arts and Sciences/Computer Science
Nathan James De La Cruz
Taylor M. Krebs*
Todd William Yezak*

Applied Arts and Sciences/Game Studies
Andrew Steven Heine
Damon Chandler Roney

Applied Arts and Sciences/Information Technology
Rebecca Grace Shearer

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aerospace Operations
Jared Daniel Skelton
Tisha A. Smith

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Bachelor of Business Administration

Bachelor of Science

General Business
Areeb Imtiaz Ahmad
Mohamed Raji Alkanche
Payton Carter Ash
Donovan Lee Berrier*
Chauncy Antione Braggis*

Natalie Elisabeth Cass
Lakshmi Chandrabhanu*
Gabriella Davis*
Arran Charles Donoghue
Rachael Michelle Edgar*
Sujan Gautam*
April Gonzales*
Humza Aamir Hameed*
Darrius Damon Jones
Justin Powell Keller
Jaleesa Shavon Mack
Hillary S. McCracken
Nicholas Braeden McGee
Jagathbir Singh Mondair*
Kendall Elizabeth Osborn*
Christina Park
Thomas Reagan Ratledge*
Caroline Arlefth Ruiz
Adam James Schleder
Lizbeth Vasquez
Mitchell Harrison Willard
Darrell Zanders

Department of Accounting

Bachelor of Science

Accounting
Ryan Patrick Adams
Melissa Mercedes Sessi Rita Aghaje

Applied Arts and Sciences/Leadership Development
Dylan Alexander Becherer
Hasluck Nwamadi
Wesley Roy Salas

Applied Arts and Sciences/Logistical Operations
Marisol Dolores Cervantes
Talha Salman
Larrissa-Gabriella Tata

Bachelor of Science

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Adam Clayton Lopez

Applied Arts and Sciences/Computer Science
Nathan James De La Cruz
Taylor M. Krebs*
Todd William Yezak*

Applied Arts and Sciences/Game Studies
Andrew Steven Heine
Damon Chandler Roney

Applied Arts and Sciences/Information Technology
Rebecca Grace Shearer

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aerospace Operations
Jared Daniel Skelton
Tisha A. Smith

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Bachelor of Science

Accounting
Ryan Patrick Adams
Melissa Mercedes Sessi Rita Aghaje

Applied Arts and Sciences/Leadership Development
Dylan Alexander Becherer
Hasluck Nwamadi
Wesley Roy Salas

Applied Arts and Sciences/Logistical Operations
Marisol Dolores Cervantes
Talha Salman
Larrissa-Gabriella Tata

Bachelor of Science

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Bachelor of Science

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Bachelor of Science

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Bachelor of Science

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Bachelor of Science

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Bachelor of Science

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Bachelor of Science

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Bachelor of Science

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Bachelor of Science

Applied Arts and Sciences/Aviation Operations
Taryn Davone Young

Bachelor of Science
Ashley John
Dayveon Anthony Jones
Nickeya S. Jones*
Nathan Thomas Karst*
Preston Daniel Lantrip
Haley Danielle Meyerling
Jamya M. Minor
Edlym Meony Montalvo Taco*
Jaqualia L. Morris
Timothy James Murphy
Ohuwadarasimi O. Obasa*
Adaoi S. Odife
Hershini Priyanka Paray
Jadah N. Parker
David A. Patterson
Marlo Adriano Penaga
Britni Ann Power
Rocio Ramirez
Blanca Lidia Reyes Pacheco
Alyssa Brianna Ring
Spencer B. Robinson
Brian Nomar Rosario
Amina Sajanova*
Nicholas A. Sanchez*
Essence Fatema Smith
Jimmya Lashay Smith*
Bryan Torres Morales
Kayla Breshai Trunnell*
Nathaniel Damon Turner
Steve Vargas*
Wendy Anahi Velazquez
Sharissa Rae Winters
Briana L. Ybarra
Erick Zamora-Ponseca*
Ruben Said Zapata
DWEEN ZOU

Bachelor of Science Accounting
Marianne Michael Abualii
Arwa Musa Abutouk
Cameron N. Akins
Connor Owen Brady
Sydney Nicole Brown
Donovan James Cain
Rakiya Campbell
Joseph D. Canfield
Sarah-Grace Elizabeth Hope Chen
Tinashe Method Chiwanga
Jacob G. Hellman
Hilton Lee Hall
Jerry Guerrero
Aidan Groce
Isaac Luke Grey*
Mackenzie Danielle Gibson
Danial Ghaderi*
Jocelyn Garcia Callejas*
Luis N. Garcia
Julian Jay Garcia*
Jaedon Skylar Gallagher
Connor M. Gaffney
Madeline Claire Fuchs
Christy H. Fong
Thayer Duran Fenley*
Christopher Robert Fitch*
Cameron John Fitzgerald
Christy H. Fong
Madeline Claire Fuchs
Connor M. Gaffney
Jaedon Skylar Gallagher
Julian Jay Garcia*
Luis N. Garcia
Jocelyn Garcia Callejas*
Daniel Ghaderi*
Mackenzie Daniel Gibson
Lee Taylor Greene
Isaac Luke Grey*
Aidin Groce
Jerry Guerrero
Hilton Lee Hall
Cameron Julius Hardie
Karsah S. Hatami
Jacob G. Hellman
Jose A. Hernandez*
Kaleigh C. Hollowell
Abigail Robles
Kayleigh A. Thayer
Maria Isela Valdemar
Jada Michel Washington
Taylor Rae Wright

Department of Finance, Insurance, Real Estate and Law

Bachelor of Business Administration

Economics
Kyle Chandler Anderson
Fanny Arzate Ramirez*
Nicole Emma Fulton
Jessica Janiece Haws
Isa N. Ismail*
Jesus Ulises Jurado
Thomas Keely Keene
Ananya Sayyaparaju
Christian Obdulio Urena

Finance
Dee Agu*
Andre Nelson Aguilar
Santiago Aguirre Varquez
Hamza Atiouny
Zahra Habib A. Alqallaf*
Alexander Michael Ambriz
Leslie Nicole Anchondo
Dajaih C. Andrews*
Antoine Roger Antoine
Alize Ayala
Amelia Joline Baldwin
Alfredo Barron
Eric Steven Bertoldo*
Merab Desta Bezahbi
Belen Julieta Burdette*
Jordy Campos Llamas*
Rafael Carhajal*
Samchandalin Chea
Jiahao Chen
Jonathan Douglas Cornwell*
Abdulkader Darwish
Renzo Gustavo Diaz*
Colton A. Diehm*
Danny Do*
Landon Jameson Dodds
Jacob Jarod Drake*
Bradley L. Duncan
Daniela R. Espinoza
Ian Alexander Estrada*
Aaron J. Evans
Samuel Robert Evans
Austen C. Farris
Jessica Felipe
Thayer Duran Fenley*
Christopher Robert Fitch*
Cameron John Fitzgerald
Christy H. Fong
Madeline Claire Fuchs
Connor M. Gaffney
Jaedon Skylar Gallagher
Julian Jay Garcia*
Luis N. Garcia
Jocelyn Garcia Callejas*
Daniel Ghaderi*
Mackenzie Daniel Gibson
Lee Taylor Greene
Isaac Luke Grey*
Aidin Groce
Jerry Guerrero
Hilton Lee Hall
Cameron Julius Hardie
Karsah S. Hatami
Jacob G. Hellman
Jose A. Hernandez*
Kaleigh C. Hollowell
Briana Taylor Howell
Justin T. Humphries*
Antonio Lamar Jackson
Joshua Varkey Johnson
Taylor Everett Jordan
Jesus Ulises Jurado
Grant Anthony Kahley
Tanner W. Kalfus
Alex M. Kaloki*
Elizabeth Maria Kavalaparambil
Tanner P. Kemmerer
Julia S. Kim
Ryan C. Kloiberdanz
Michael Dylan Koontz
Zachary Aaron Kvale
Kasiiah L. Lane
Robinson James Keller Lane
Hadden Leak*
Mathias E. Lippe
Sarah Ivett Lobera*
Melissa Kaiolohia Logan*
Cameron Colin Lombard
Daniel Lopez
Ansi T. Lynn
Xinyu Ma
Kevin Vichert Marn*
Aayusha Manandhar
Edgar Angel Martinez
Anthony Jaron McDougal
Nicholas Timothy McKeon
Fabian Christopher Mendez
Bridget M. Mendoza
Delaine M. Messor
Devin M. Miles*
Alexandra Miranda
Liliane M. Montano*
Joseph Scott Mook
Avery Dawn Morales
Marco Morales
Jason Moreno*
Jacob Quinn Myers
Nicholas H. Nakwaasah*
Ethan Tien Nguyen
Nguyen Khoi Nguyen
Thien Tam Nguyen*
Ethan G. Oliver*
Hershini Priyanka Paray
Ninal Patel*
Hailey M. Payne
Jancarlo Perez*
Jacob F. Peterson
Tri Minh Pham
Jonathan Grayson Powers
Daniel Elyas Piri
Jacob Teague Rainey
Nyles Devinn Richards
Matthew James Rodman*
David Rodriguez
Tahiz Rodriguez*
Adam Nicholas Rowe
Jiarui Yuan
Matthew Sahagian
Unas Sajid*
Sebastian Salazar
Erfen Saldana
Skylar Reagan Salgado*
Noah Matthew Salters
Madison Brooke Santiago
Peter Douglas Schmidt*
Andres E. Segovia
Parth Sehgal
Philipp Silvko
Jackson Daniel Smith
Tamara Audrinette Smith
Natalie Andrea Sorensen*
Peyton McKenzrie Sura
Evan Tate
Jack Walter Thelen*
Adron M. Torres*
Karina Torres
Tomás Luquet Valladares
Tyler Winston Van Buiten
Homerio Vargas
Sebastian W. Varnadore
Juan Miguel Vasquez
Carol G. Ventura
Adam Joel Villard
Colton Wall
Alexander D. Watson*
Michal Vladimir Wright
Richard Miller Young*

Real Estate
Lindsay Abigail Ahlstrom
Jackson Bell
Mason Andrew Cagley
Stanley Coleman*
Shanelle Craft
Landy Dale Fish*
Micayla Shereace Hightower
Chi Dan Hoang
Rameen A. Inayat
Joshua Mascarenhas
Jesus Antonio Melo
Keira MaleighaNeal
Cristian Exequiel Olivares
Brandon Oliver
Isha Hemant Patel*
Connor Taylor Patterson
Fatima Rizvi
Raymond Michael Rodriguez
Bryan Segura
Karsen Whitney Spencer*
Adriana Taylor
Zaida Anita Thompson*
Leslie Vazquez

Real Estate/Residential Property Management
Aubrey Brian Downe
Hannah Teresa Jacobsen
Brandon Lee Mundo

Risk, Insurance, and Financial Services
Azure Lynn Bragg
Madison Taylor Cooper
Dulce Maria Diaz Sanchez
Patricia Ashraf Eskandar
Faith Alexander Ferguson
Jason Madden
Andrij Najdovski
Applah Iris Nelly Nobou*
William Dean Perez
Anissa Israel Robinson
Walker M. Russell
Trang Xuan Tran
Heather Ann Tull
Emmanuel Ignacio Vargas
Alexander Vazquez
Hailey Marie Wilson

Department of Information Technology and Decision Sciences

Bachelor of Business Administration

Business Analytics
Joshua Kuriakose Abraham
Dahlia Brionne Adam
Adeadayo Adebobola Adeyeye*
Diego A. Aranda
Rajan Bachani*
Benjamin D. Barmore
Carlton D. Bayer
Jacob Carl Daneman
Shrasta Dawadi
Chimazuru Claire Efohi
Andrew Kelsey Lopez
Rylok Cane McCans
Jorge Luis Medina Jr.
Amanda Renee Munoz
Vincent Khot Khou Nguyen
Xuan Trinh Nguyen
Zachary James Norris*
Zachary Cole Obrien
Alyssa Thi Pham
Bradley Jordan Quinter
Christopher M. Raffaele
Shyanne Marie Ratti
Jesus Isais Rebullar
Shyennel Matthew Seguin
Tubista A. Seyoum*
Neil B. Shrestha*
Owain Spencer Snyder
William Matthew Sweeney
Andrew J. Tovar
Mckenna Kelsey Wenger
Chester Williams
Yusen Xie

Department of Marketing

Bachelor of Business Administration

Marketing

Tamara N. Abusaad*
Adedamola Daniella Aderoju*
Jose Luis Aquilera
Logan Pierce Allen
Johanna Almendarez Guerro
Jaye Nacole Anthony
Leonardo A. Aragundi
Jacqueline Arnoy
Syeda Amushay Atif
Kathryn Baartmans
Melisa Ballin
Autumn Barnes*
Marina Barrera-Mendoza
Caleb S. Benson
Deborah Berlanga
Madisyn L. Bolton*
Ellie Marie Breaux*
Veronica Estella Bustillos*
Daniel Eduardo Canales
Cason Allen Castaneda
Maya Paula Maria Chalhoub
Yalis Khushford Chaudhry
Jose Armando Chavez Jr.*
Karlin Christine Comegys
Kaylee Marie Cook*
Anders Camden Cox
Nathaniel Mark Craggett

Joseph Michael Crandall
Terrence Crenshaw
Brenna Camille Crossley
James Hubert Cumbest Jrs
Kwasi Tetteh Daudzie-Kye*
Miguel Damian
Genisys Giovanna De Leon
Katheriner I. Escobar
Jonathan Alex Espinoza
Jean Lue Feliciano Riveria*
Sierra L. Fessler
Joshua Aaryn Flynn
Meaghan Mary French*
Jorge A. Garcia
Kevin Isaac Garcia*
Kyle J. Gershon
Hunter Kane Gibson*
Shania Edith Godinez
Isaac D. Gonzalez
Seth John Graber
Zoe Faith Gregory
Hayley L. Griffiths
Patrick Grigg
Natalie E. Gross
Alexis Guzman
Cyla Hamilton
Jayce Vik Hanchett
Lauren Elizabeth Hardgrave*
Elisabeth S. Harris
Daniel Ray Hawthorne
Nicholas William Hempel*
Alex L. Hernandez
Rodney Steven Hernandez
Yuritzi Hernandez
Christian R. Hinojosa
Austin Allen Hintz*
Sloan C. Hoey
Rylee Matthew Hollowell
Keeney Patrick Hord*
India Dashea Jackson
Carlos D. Jimenez
Lucas Ray Jones
Daniella H. Kaileh
Ryan Neal Kennon
Aneem Khandoker
Kyle D. King
Michael Joseph Kirchoff*
Whitney Lynn Knight*
Joshua Ethan Kong
Nathan Travis Lakey*
Divya Lal
Brandon Lam Le
Mia Thay Le
Isabel Miranda Leathers*
Elise D. Lebeau
Tanner Randall Lee*
Sydney N. Levy*
John R. Linch*
Jackson B. Linville

Jake Livermore*
Dawson Phillip Lobb
Esmeralda Lopez
Rosa Isela Loredo
Sandra Morales Lugo*
Forrest Lachlan Lynn
Iain Mitchell Maclean
Brendon A. Manns
Nathan Cruz Martinez*
Marc Rohan Mathurra*
Caitlin Michelle Mays*
Danielle Christine McCane
Briana Tasia McKillion*
Veronica Mendiola*
Adelynn McKay Meyer
Alejandra Meza
Sydney Ann Michie
Alia N. Miller
Madison Grace Milton
Elexis Keandria Nicole Mims*
Trena Lynette Mims
Aviana Moore
Matthew J. Morales
Andrew Morris
Burke Anthony Morton*
Bianca Moten
Sama Jaafar Nasrallah
Jillian Elise Nemet
Leo Phi Nguyen
Joel Joshua Njafuh Nubia*
Julie Njeri Njuguna*
Joshua C. Nwachukwu*
Oreke Evano Ogbimi
Hector Ornelas Jr.
Zharia N. Owens
Vincent Rafael Pacheco
Drake Ethan Parks
Abigail Mary Paul
Ruben Andrew Payne
Anthony Perez
Janet Perez
Noah David Perez*
Carson J. Perry*
Ariadna Nayell Pinuelas
Caden Rye Pior*
Colton H. Potter
Makeenzie Ranae Ramirez
Beliee Adek Ramoni
Adriana Ramos
Claudia Natali Rivera
Ariana R. Rodriguez*
Andrea Lissett Rodriguez Llamas*
Sarah M. Rojas-Boma
Diamond Rowan Rowe*
Reece Logan Rutledge
Rokas Samas
Estihsi Rafael Sanchez
Peter Douglas Schmidt*
Jordan W. Seymour

Emily Elizabeth Sheldon
Jamilah Julie Shiber*
Hunter Garrett Singleton
Cameron Hunter Sisson
Caitie M. Sneed
Camila Alexandria Sparradin
Tanner Ashton Stewart
Cameron Ashley Straw*
Nicholas Alexander Wright Sutter
Jason T. Tawney
Jack L. Tanzy
Joshua Bawi Lian Thang*
Julia Marie Tigha
Alexander Gene Toney
Hanna Paige Tucker*
Samuel Ezekiel Uhlman
Janece Sarah Varghese
Varun Arvindbhai Vegad*
Norma Nery Villatoro
Allyne Lynne Wilson
Lucas Alexander Wearden*
Miranda Grace Wilkes
Ryan Parker Williams
Jeryem Luke Wilson*
Seth Jordan Winn*
Mikayla Annamae Wonus
Davis A. Wright
Kayla Mae Wyatt
Amanda Mandy Yeamchomchuen*
Rodrigo Yman
Payton Leann Young
Cameryn Rose Zahradnik*
Isaiah N. Zavala*
Emma Paige Zieckfoose*

Marketing/Professional Selling

Colleen L. Bleigh*
Lauren Magdalena Byard
Jackson J. Clasen
Michael William Countryman*
Heather N. Eaves
Garrett A. Ensmann*
Joseph J. George
Finn Spencer Gilliland*
Anebhlav Hemant Khedate
Jordon Mailloux
Jaida A. Marks
Mc'Chole Marie McGuire*
Austen Miller
Brooke Nicole Rylas
Moises Sanchez
Victor Santos*
Kailyn Nicole Scherer*
Aimen Lateef Shah
Baylee Denise Weitzbroid*

College of Science

John Quintanilla, Dean

Department of Biological Sciences

Biochemistry

Chidera C. Agugo
Hannah N. Busad*
Izzabelle Nicole Caballero
Kaden Justin Cabrera
Lizbeth Chavez
Victoria C. Cregger
Ashley Nita Douglas
Stephanie Echeng*
Kezia O. Iusu
Varaidzo Hazvinei Makina
Nadia Alexis Matos
Rodrigo Melendez
Gloria Poletich Sanchez
Gabriella Isabel Santiago

Kalkidan M. Seifu
David A. Tabankiewicz
Khoa Dang Tran
Aaron Connor Trinh
Karen Hoang My Vo

Biological Sciences

Samuel Abarca*
Kaili Keandra Abram
Jessail Toni Abutai*
Arturo Acosta
Chloe Bridget Agis
Emmanuela N. Ahahan
Malika A. Ahmed
Khalid Al-Raideiah
Hibah Al-Shammery*
Jannat Q. Alsammarraie*
Mohammed Mansour M. Almoralay*
Laura Alvarez
Cathryn A. Anderson
Bettina S. Anil*

Katrina Rheena Arands
Shelene Moraa Asuma
Dulce A. Avelar*
Haadiya Azam
Logan Baker*
Elise R. Basham
Emma Bentoski
Hetvi Dushyant Bhatt
Joel Essa Bhatti*
Jolie A. Bongiorno
Stephena Sawyer Binnick
Kaylee J. Bragg
Fernando Guillermo Bravo Barrera
Kyzimara A. Bravo Umpierre
Colby Reese Brouillet*
Jaiden Bre Onne Brown*
Elizabeth T. Bui
Ryan Dinh Bao Bui
Jalsia Nickel Bullock
Josue Bustos
Natallie Abigail Campos
Angela M. Casillo

Myra E. Falana
Emily C. Espinoza-Tanori
Alexa Jimena Fabila
Zainab Y. Falana
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Bachelor of Arts
Chemistry
Joshua Antonio Camacho
Jessica M. Dematies
Vina H. Doan
Jewellen Lorraine Fort
Sergio Gandara
Tashfin S. Khan
Laine Catherine Longacre
Susan Elizabeth Grace Martin
Aaron Charles Newman
Grace Marie Nordley
Austin Russell Rudeen
Oriana Mercedes Silva Belisario
Mackeyenzie Rae Todd
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
Marco Antonio Arellano
Sariya K. Davis

Department of Mathematics
Bachelor of Arts
Chemistry/Forensic Science
Tori Elizabeth Abel

Department of Mathematics
Bachelor of Arts
Mathematics
Melissa Mercedes Sessi Rita Agbaje
Carlos F. Alvarez
Taylor M. Bigelow
Rilee Nicole Burden
Johanah Yahziel Bustamante
Yolimar Idalis Cartagena
Katie R. Clarke
Olive L. Davis
Jacob Tyler Delangel
Brenden Michael Fruth
Ayleen Garcia

College of Visual Arts and Design
Department of Art Education
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Art Education
Katherine Alejo
Ashley A. Ambriz
Paul Armstrong
Jorge Eduardo Carrasco
Kelsey Elizabeth Delong
Brandon Lou Diaco
Kyle L. Francis
Carson Emma Gauthreaux
Brynne M. Henry
Abigail Grace Hill
Brooke Ann Hoerner
Clemmie Dawn Jantz
Travis D. Laveker
Shaun Rebecca Lush
Tascha T. Maah
Molly Margaret Mangin
Jocelyn Martinez
Annabel L. McCabe
Jamieann Martha Miller
Clarissa Murgia
Molly Jane Myrick
Ashley Lorraine Ogden
Luz D. Olivera Ayala
Alice Madeline Parker
Luz O. Peralta
Michelle Que Zaniga
Paige Elise Richard
Felicia R. Sander
Madison C. Schochler
Mina Isabella Silva
Jessica Elvira Solis
Morgan Stewart
Leah Ann Sursa
Logan Robert Estridge
Costas A. Jackson
Quynh-Anh Ngoc Le
Christina Lynn Liverett
Vincent Montgomery Lowe
Jennifer Sigala
Mario Silva
Nicholas Wesley Starrett
Keefe Edward Yokum
Fidel Carlos Gonzales
Noah Benjamin Johnson
Connor Miller
Hannah M. Page
Jordan Lee Shrum
Lia Belle Wiese

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
Mathematics
Michael Anthony Biancardi
Galens Quinn Bouguyon
Runlin Chen
Brandon L. Chong
Janghoon Chung
Jakub Kazimierz Drewniak
David Paul Dunton
Joshua Kincaid Graybeal
Clayton Heath Groves
Emma-Louise Nathalie Henchey
Brian Lamar Leslie
Sitong Liu
Shreyas Grace Moffett
Samantha Nicole Paxton
Alexia Danielle Read
Benjamin L. Schuck
Ryan L. Scineaux
Robert William Statham
Auburn Tynee Thompson
Luis Arnoldo Vazquez
Brandon N. Waters
Cathryn Grace Wells

Department of Physics
Bachelor of Arts
Physics
Whitney Maskal
Joseph A. Morin
Kathryn Bryson Perov

Bachelor of Science in Physics
Physics
Harun Ahmed
Adrian Azizi
Jackson Derek Beam
Miriel Julia Caradonna
Kendra Leigh Hamilton
Malora Jayne Millerbog
John W. Mitchell
Haley M. Timmons

Physics/Astrophysics
Jonathan Hugh Pond

Department of Design
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Communication Design
Sabaa Aisha Akram
Nima Ayagh
Isabel V. Balbach
Hope Rebecca Barnard
Aubrey Grace Barnes
Sarah M. Bieker
Kaylen B. Carson
Kaitlin Catellier
Marly Chhoeung
Macey Breanna Cowden
Mallory Blair Cowden
Natalie Janiece Crawford
Isabelle R. Eggert
Amy Fang

*Summer 2023 Graduate
**Communication Design/ User-Experience Design**

- Rivers Benyard
- Tiffany Phoung Chao
- Noor Mahmud Fatafa
- Elinor Delaney Hart
- Chloe Elizabeth Hewitt
- Christopher N. Oller
- Machaela Ann Page
- Olivia R. Palomo
- Edgar A. Rosales*
- Madison E. Rowberry
- Catherine M. Silloway
- Kyle Michael Slack
- Alex F. Szallar
- Austin Michael Todd
- Alexis Visinsky
- Thalia S. Wilson

**Fashion Design**

- Lauren Elaine Astle
- Sasha M. Barker*
- Dakota C. Beat
- Madison A. Browning
- Jacquelyn R. Carr
- Cecilia Chada
- Jennifer Coker
- Johnathan De La Cruz
- Whitney Marie Eblen
- Lily A. Flandorfer
- Cindy Vanessa Gonzalez Canjura*
- Waiyee Vinhi Hua
- Zeynep Merve Korku
- Karisme Zhane Lucas
- Vy Ha Luu
- Trang Mai
- Briona Rose-Mary Martin
- Samuel V. Monson
- Pramila Raut
- Dominique N. Ray*
- Alexandria Nicole Sallee
- Alexis Vaneda Saykosy
- Kara E. Skinner
- Moriah Ruth Thomas
- Christian Tremayne Thornton
- Ava Elise Weissgarber
- Lauryn A. Willis
- Tristan Marley Wilson

**Interior Design**

- Kaitlyn N. Allen
- Shaylen Ballester
- Korinne Mary Baumhauer
- Aiyanna Isabella Bengtzen
- Laura Carolina Blanco
- Gabino Cabrera
- Stephanie Castillo
- Julia S. Choe
- Kimberly G. Clark
- Kailey Bream Grassi
- Kaitlin Jay Hornsby
- Jarod Thomas Jankowski
- Shelbi R. Jarrett
- Haelin Ju
- Kihwan Kim
- Jessica Lama
- Kelsey Jean Lange
- Aniah Juhnel Leal-Ramos
- Payton L. Mason
- Liseth Muniz
- Karina Natalove Quintero
- Hannah E. Rasmussen
- Brent Frances Mejia Ravina
- Zoe Marie Robison
- Yuleta S. Roeun
- Beatriz Rosales
- Jenna Rose Saladino
- Shelby Lee Simmons
- Meghan Shannon Smith
- Tiffany Stephenson
- Kennedy Mason Stewart
- Sydney Elise Todorovich
- Giselle Villeda
- Nicole A. Woon
- Amy Zuniga

**Department of Studio Art**

**Bachelor of Fine Arts**

**Studio Art/Ceramics**

- Anil Tomochika Asakawa
- Hunter Alec Marze
- Elizabeth Rawson
- Rebecca Christina Thomas

**Studio Art/Drawing and Painting**

- Paul Armstrong
- Zoe Mariel Beltran Martinez
- Nissy Botembe*
- Ryan Krystopher Carr
- Bryan Alberto Castillo
- Thomas J. Dasilva
- Shelly Rae Denning
- Joshua A. Duran
- Jordan Rylie Eldreth
- London Elizabeth Farris
- Benjamin Scott Folsom*
- Mary A. Gamertsfelder*
- Litzy Alejandra Guerra*
- Ashlee Marie Hampton
- Dylan John Hayles*
- Sophia Omelia Hernandez
- Jennifer Margaret Linn
- Somalia Lee Longoria
- Callie E. Moore
- Elizabeth F. Moore*

**Studio Art/Photography**

- Leian O. Alshaer*
- Janet Isabella Barron
- Adrian Omar Breceda
- Mianiche Rivera Calboun*
- Janlyn Enero Gallego
- Ethan Michael Hardy
- Christian Demond Harper*
- Olivia Cooper King
- Nicholas C. Larsen
- Jose C. Narvaez
- Amy Vianney Nava Ruiz
- Baylee A. Neff
- Sophia Clarice Nguyen
- Dylan Matthew Robinson
- Kendra Page Stone

**Studio Art/Printmaking**

- Grace Kathleen Burton*

**Studio Art/Sculpture**

- Aurora Isabella Schneider

---

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Spring 2023 Master’s Candidates

To be included in the commencement program, students must have met the required deadlines and be approved to participate by March 24. Inclusion in the commencement program or participation in commencement ceremonies does not indicate completion of degree requirements or final awarding of the degree.
# College of Education

**Randy Bomer, Dean**

## Department of Counseling and Higher Education

### Master of Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Funmilola Bosede Aje</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greelie Faith Bauman</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mari Anne Brown Goldston</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Steven Cornett</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Skylar Dominguez</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazmin Selene Gamez</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esmeralda Salcedo Garcia</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Paige Gierzak</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Deshea Harris</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Christopher Hawke</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Janae Jordan</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ananya Malik</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb Michael Martin</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Elam McCane</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalina Jamilet Molina</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio Giovanni Soresh</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyun K. Sul</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyatt Jamison Young</td>
<td>Higher Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Department of Educational Psychology

### Master of Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Ling Cheuk</td>
<td>Special Education - Autism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afton Koonce</td>
<td>Special Education - High Incidence Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara Godinez Martinez</td>
<td>Special Education - Educational Diagnostician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuleyka Martinez-Lopez</td>
<td>Special Education - High Incidence Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabel Rice</td>
<td>Special Education - Educational Diagnostician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cierra L. Seully*</td>
<td>Special Education - High Incidence Disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Elyse Sierra</td>
<td>Special Education - Autism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aliyah Vides</td>
<td>Special Education - Educational Diagnostician</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Master of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelly D. Allen</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Lee Ashcraft</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analetto Giovanni Contreras</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Research and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakiya R. Gowdy</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlie Opal-Lorraine Guerra</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Michelle Hitt</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamal Roberto King</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Michelle Hitt</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Family Policy and Program Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Nicole Lewis</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renika Rashonda Lloyd</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Research and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candace Danielle Martinez</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Marie McIntyre</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofia Nehal</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Mallory Nelson</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Alexandra Overton</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joceline Perfecto</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Lynn Potts</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starr Ramirez</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anyae Christine Sheppard</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleman Smith Terrell</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Learning and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Louise Wilkerson</td>
<td>Educational Psychology - Family Policy and Program Administration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Department of Kinesiology, Health Promotion and Recreation

### Master of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sky Kelkialoha Baker</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Robert Boudreaux</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassidy M. Brown</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Edward Burch</td>
<td>Recreation, Event and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdon Brokendy Campbell</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kody Eric Clements</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shayla Eugene</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karina Falkstrom</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron T. Gailes</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Galvan*</td>
<td>Recreation, Event and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marquis E. Jackson</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shamer James</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derrick James Lucas</td>
<td>Recreation, Event and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasha Janelle Manitkul-Davis</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Elisabeth McNorton</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Jayquan Miller</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Grace Mitchell</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Jack Mitchell</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Lee Morrison</td>
<td>Recreation, Event and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tania Stephanie Ontiveros</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deja Robinson</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Riley Schunk</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aja Monae Stills</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Taylor Volentine</td>
<td>Recreation, Event and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Paul Williams</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew John Yuhanna</td>
<td>Recreation, Event and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Department of Teacher Education and Administration

### Master of Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert M. Adams</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar Alonso</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Summer 2023 Graduate*
College of Engineering  Shengli Fu, Interim Dean

Department of Biomedical Engineering

Master of Science

Wallis Lane Atkinson  Biomedical Engineering
Jessica Kaylyn Baas  Biomedical Engineering
Christine Lynn Beauchamp  Biomedical Engineering
Blakely E. Canfield  Biomedical Engineering
Marcus Lamont Hayes  Biomedical Engineering
Rebecca Teresa Masdon-Mercado  Biomedical Engineering
Carolyn Ambrose Reynolds  Biomedical Engineering

Nicholas Evan Rogozinski  Biomedical Engineering
Thesis: Modeling of Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy Using hiPSC-Derived Cardiomyocytes with Static Mechanical Stretching

Julio Anastacio Romero  Biomedical Engineering
Tolu Tosin Thorpe  Biomedical Engineering
Brittany Nicole Yao  Biomedical Engineering

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Master of Science

Lava Kumar Aagiru  Computer Science
Divya Abburi  Computer Science

Sydney Brooke Perków  Teaching
Kadi Lauren Perry  Educational Leadership
Alicia Nicole Pike  Teaching
Marytere Ponce  Educational Leadership
Emily June Prewitt  Teaching
Machalia Justice Reimert  Teaching
Bushra Rizwan  Teaching
Crystalyne Anne Holubec Roberts  Teaching
Miranda Rae Rogers  Teaching
Daniela Ronzani  Educational Leadership
Savannah Lee Rubio  Educational Leadership
Victoria Renae Schwartz  Educational Leadership
Scott Andrew Simmons  Educational Leadership
Joseph Alden Testerman  Educational Leadership
Crystal Michelle Wallace  Curriculum and Instruction
Brienne J. Wilkins*  Teaching
Ranchelle Wyatt  Educational Leadership
Genesis Montserrat Yougas  Educational Leadership
Yingyu Zhang  Teaching

Sonia Castro  Early Childhood Education
April Lynne Chalmers  Early Childhood Education
Sarah Peterson Dorrough  Early Childhood Education
Bethene Ann Edwards  Early Childhood Education
Ashlee Lanie Johnson  Early Childhood Education

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Nagarjuna Reddy Alavala
Computer Science

Venkata Lakshmi Sukanya Aleti
Computer Science

Sirisha Allam
Computer Science

Manogya Allepu
Computer Science

Sai Kiran Aluri
Computer Science

Arslan Aman
Computer Science

Harshitha Ambilpur*
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Meenasree Ananthavelu
Computer Science

Aditya Ananthula
Data Engineering

Vaishnavi Anne
Computer Science

Anusha Anumula
Computer Science

Laxma Reddy Apparala
Computer Science

Rohith Arabati
Computer Science

Sai Sree Aribandi
Computer Science

Abhay Arora
Computer Science

Meghana Gupta Athyam
Computer Science

Lokesh Bachu
Data Engineering

Amit Reddy Baddam
Computer Science

Rishwanth Reddy Baddipadaga
Computer Science

Spandhana Badekol
Computer Science

Pranavi Balakulla
Computer Science

Charishma Naga Sai Sarada Balusu
Computer Science

Sneethika Banda
Computer Science

Rahul Chaithanya Bandari
Computer Science

Manogna Bandi
Computer Science

Saiwahari Reddy Bandi
Computer Science

Srikar Bandla
Computer Science

Srujana Bangaraju
Computer Science

Sathvik Reddy Baswa
Computer Science

Venkata Ravindra Batchu
Computer Science

Somasekar Bathina Suresh
Computer Science

Sharanya Battar
Cybersecurity

Akhila Battula
Computer Science

Mohan Krishna Bhashyam
Computer Science

Dinesh Bhogadi
Computer Science

Shivani Billigiri
Computer Science

Rohit Birra
Computer Science

Hrushith Bobba
Computer Science

Nithish Reddy Bodhi Reddy
Computer Science

Rohit Bodeputi
Computer Science

Vamsidhar Bodhankar
Computer Science

Akhil Boga
Computer Science

Srvan Boinapalli
Data Engineering

Nikhil Boini
Computer Science

Rohan Bojanapally
Computer Science

Yamuna Bollepalli
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Varsha Bolneni*
Computer Science

Prathima Bommannagari
Computer Science

Bhanu Naga Kumari Bondada
Computer Science

Venkata Sai Preetham Bonthala
Computer Science

Vivek Boppana
Computer Science

Aneesh Raj Borugadda
Computer Science

Stephanie Brooks
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Harsha Vardhana Krishna Sai Buddana
Data Engineering

Sai Nitish Reddy Busireddy
Computer Science

Rishiha Byrineni
Computer Science

Aniv Chakravarty
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Sai Charan Reddy Challa
Computer Science

Pujitha Challagulla
Computer Science

Isabella Jaya Rani Chandrasekaran
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Naveen Kumar Chelluboina
Computer Science

Sindhuja Chepuri
Computer Science

Rishiha Priya Cheruku
Computer Science

Nagarjuna Chetla
Computer Science

Sai Phani Teja Chilukuri
Computer Science

Venkata Seshu Sai Nikil Chinamanagonda
Computer Science

Prashanth Kumar Reddy Chindepalli
Computer Science

Anvesh Chinta
Computer Science

Avinash Chinta
Computer Science

Mokshithram Reddy Chintha
Computer Science

Sowmya Chitikela
Computer Science

Siri Chittipolu
Computer Science

Sankeerth Cirigiri
Computer Science

Lewis Edberg Clement Christopher Pasca Mary
Computer Science

Vineela Dachepally
Computer Engineering

Sai Hansika Dadi
Computer Science

Bhargavi Dama
Computer Science

Jyothirmai Danda
Computer Science

Samanevitha Reddy Danda
Computer Science

Surya Teja Danduboyina
Computer Science

Ngia Trung Dang
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Yasaswini Dare
Computer Science

Shiva Priya Deegutla
Computer Science

Vishnu Manoj Deepala
Cybersecurity

Vandana Dega
Computer Science

Asritha Devarakonda
Computer Science

Sannith Dharmapuri
Computer Science

Sushmitha Dharmareddy
Computer Science

Srikar Drnnavaram
Computer Science

Sindhu Dhattika
Computer Science

Likith Mani Dhulipalla
Computer Science

Padma Priya Dirisala
Computer Science

Reshmi Chowdary Divi
Computer Science

Leela Maheswari Dodda
Computer Science

Kishan Donepudi
Computer Science

Preethika Donthula
Computer Science

Praneeth Dudpala
Computer Science

Vijaya Maneshas Reddy Duggimpudi
Cybersecurity

Nitin Dunday Mohan
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Rami Reddy Durgempudi
Computer Science

Sarath Durisala
Computer Science

Sampath Dinesh Duvvi
Computer Science

Casey Dylan Easter
Artificial Intelligence - Autonomous Systems

Nitheesh Edla
Computer Science

Sanjana Elichipuram
Computer Science

Akshila Emmadi
Computer Science

Tejaswini Enugala
Computer Science

Jayanth Amol Ergola
Data Engineering

Fahmida Mahmood
Computer Science

Neha Gadde
Computer Science

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Summer 2023 Graduate Computer Science

Poojitha Gumberaopeta
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Charan Chand Guduru
Computer Science

Sai Kowshik Gudavalli
Computer Science

Computer Science

Sai Pavan Chirukanth Grandhi
Computer Science

Akhil Kumar Gowaravarapu
Computer Science

Navya Saisree Govindra
Computer Science

Akhill Kumar Gowaravarapu
Computer Science

Sai Pavan Chirukanth Grandhi
Computer Science

Shashank Gubba
Computer Science

Sai Kovishik Gudavalli
Computer Science

Charan Chand Guduru
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Poojitha Gumberaopeta
Computer Science

Sai Mahitha Gummadi
Computer Science

Varsha Reddy Gummy Reddy
Computer Science

Ruthvik Gunda
Computer Engineering

Sai Tarun Gunda
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Prithvi Yadav Gunu
Computer Science

Saigopala Krishna Guntuka
Computer Science

Sai Teja Guntupalli
Computer Science

Pooja Gunupuru
Computer Science

Gurpartap Singh Gurpartap Singh
Computer Science

Sai Meghana Kushidi
Computer Science

Tejaswi Gatha
Computer Science

Sai Preetham Reddy Gouthikonda
Computer Science

Srivani Reddy Hanumandla
Computer Science

Mahitha Havaji
Computer Science

Ramya Irganti
Computer Science

Yeswanth Jagarlamudi
Computer Science

Prananavath Reddy Jaggari
Computer Science

Tejaswini Jalli
Computer Science

Krishna Sahithi Jami
Computer Science

Sriram Jammula
Computer Science

Shasidhar Jampana
Computer Science

Chaitanya Maniveer Ganesh Jana
Computer Science

Kota Sai Teja Jana
Computer Science

Sai Dev Prakash Janapareddi
Computer Science

Prudhvi Krishna Jarabani
Computer Science

Sai Srikanth Jasti
Computer Science

Harin Jinakala
Cybersecurity

Haneesha Jonnalagadda
Computer Science

Meghana Junnutula
Computer Science

Pradyumna Kachavarapu
Computer Science

Akshay Kailasa
Computer Science

Varun Reddy Kaitha
Computer Science

Navya Kakumani
Computer Science

Sreya Kakumanu
Computer Science

Dinesh Reddy Kallam
Computer Science

Yeswanth Kallipudi
Computer Science

Jai Srinadh Kalluri
Computer Science

Sai Kethan Kalluri
Computer Science

Tejaswi Kalluri
Computer Science

Bindhu Kamasani Prabhakarreddy
Computer Science

Swetha Kambathula
Computer Science

Naga Durga Praneeth Kanamanlapudi
Computer Science

Srvanathi Kande
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Suma Kandhadi
Computer Science

Amulya Kannam
Data Engineering

Shriya Kanoj
Computer Science

Ramya Kantu
Computer Science

Sai Pranathithi Karedla
Artificial Intelligence - Biomedical Engineering

Shiva Karpe
Computer Science

Manvitha Reddy Karra
Computer Engineering

Chandra Sekhar Reddy Karri
Computer Science

Devi Karri
Computer Science

Mounika Kasarla
Computer Science

Bhavana Katari
Computer Science

Gouri Manohari Katepalli
Computer Science

Harika Katepally
Computer Science

Nirupamendra Kumar Kathiriyar
Computer Science

Sahiti Kathula
Computer Science

Akila Katkuri
Computer Science

Himavitha Katragadda
Computer Science

Pravalika Katta
Computer Engineering

Venkata Sai Rahul Kumar Katta
Computer Science

Viveknath Reddy Katta
Computer Science

Rashmika Kattamuri
Computer Science

Mohammad Shahnawaz Khan
Computer Science

Akruti Khurana
Computer Science

Venubabu Kilari
Computer Science

Bharghav Kodakanchi
Computer Science

Venkata Saran Praneeth Koduru
Computer Engineering

Anagha Kolala Jayaprakash
Computer Science

Kaushek Kolla
Computer Science

Harshitha Kolli
Computer Science

Varshitha Kollipeta
Computer Science

Rohit Kolli
Computer Science

Sai Teja Kolli
Computer Science

Dharmatej Kollipara
Cybersecurity

Ajay Kumar Kommera
Computer Science
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sindhu Kommidgi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tejeshwar Kommineni</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manisha Kompelly</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koushik Konda</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kishore Kumar Reddy Kondakindi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aruna Sri Kondeveti</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anuhyaa Siri Kondepati</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinitha Kondreddy Venkataramireddy</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sathivica Konduru</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandra Sri Kiran Kongara</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Sri Kongara</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vamsi Sai Konidena</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vishnu Sai Konka</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divya Kota</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seetha Kalyani Kotha</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seetha Rohini Kotha</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Satya Gowtham Kotha</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devendranath Reddy Kothakapa</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gowtham Sai Korthapalli</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tejaswini Kothapally</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Snigdha Kotharu</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meetkumar Nareshbhai Kothiya</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Shanthan Kothuru</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Krishna Kothi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Nikhil Kotte</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumanth Kovuru</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounika Kowdi</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manohar Kowthavarapu</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shridhar Suhas Kshirsagar</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineeth Kumar Kukkadaapu</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prameela Kukkapalli</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shashidhar Reddy Kumbham</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prajoth Kuna</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dharan Kumar Kunati</td>
<td>Cybersecurity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charan Kumar Kundavarapu</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunas Kurapati</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blessy Kuriakose</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahithi Lakireddy</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajasri Lekkala</td>
<td>Data Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sailaja Lekkalapudi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiancheng Li</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kavana Lingala</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphoorthi Lingamaneni</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikita Vladimirovich Lokhmachev</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarvani Sri Meghana Lola</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashok Kumar Maddineni</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prem Kumar Maddula</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhinav Reddy Madhavareddygari</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikhil Makkena</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikita Makkena</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phaneendra Male</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saranya Malempati</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Manoj Malepati</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vikas Chandra Mallampati</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dikshitha Mamidi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rama Srujana Mamidi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhuvaneswari Mamillapalli</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srikanth Mamillapalli</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahari Madindla</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiva Prasad Manchikatla</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhanu Tejaswi Mandadi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Krishna Reddy Mandala</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandarkanth Mandalapu</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vamshi Krishna Mandalapu</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Tejaswi Mandapaka</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Jayanth Mandava</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavani Mangugari</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jyothishmayee Manne</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Satya Sai Sampath Manne</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tejaswi Manne</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinay Kumar Manne</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sravya Mannem</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Krishna Reddy Mannengi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prathyusha Manpur</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harish Kumar Manthoju</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pallavi Manupati</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeevani Maram</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindhu Marneni</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathisha Marru</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sripaathi Marupudi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shivani Matam</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Kiran Matluru</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayukha Nuguri Mayukha Nuguri</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkat Prashanth Meda</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harish Datta Medhietti</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vishnu Teja Meekala</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustafa Farooq Memon</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhargava Reddy Menthem</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achyutanand Mishra</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Mogaka</td>
<td>Cybersecurity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irfan Ahmed Mohammad</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaja Mohiddin Mohammad</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahid Afridi Mohammad</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdul Moin Mohammed</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naveed Ahmed Mohammed</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naveed Ahmed Mohammed</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Riley Moore</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Mahesh Mudavat</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revathi Mudduluru</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peerthi Mudireddy</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Deekshith Mulakala</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leela Abhinav Mullapudi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namratha Mummaneni</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charan Babu Muppa</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayathri Muppalla</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veeranjeyulu Muppalla</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naga Sai Sumanth Muppasani</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindhuja Musku</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Harsha Swaraj Nadendla</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Pranay Nagavolu</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harshith Reddy Nagireddy</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohit Kumar Nagubandi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nithin Kumar Nagula</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghana Naidu</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gnana Deepthi Pasam
Computer Science

Praveen Nakka
Computer Science

Satish Babu Narajala
Computer Science

Satya Siva Reddy Nallamilli
Computer Science

Vinay Kumar Nalluri
Computer Science

Goutham Kumar Reddy Nanu
Computer Science

Nikhila Narla
Computer Science

Deva Sen Naraju
Computer Science

Balaji Naravula
Computer Science

Anas Mohammed Nayeem
Computer Science

Pardhav Neelati
Computer Science

Harshini Reddy Neerugutti
Computer Science

Sai Aditya Nekkalapudi
Computer Science

Venkata Sai Chandu Nekkalapudi
Computer Science

Raja Srinivas Nelluri
Computer Science

Rakshitha Rao Nemanrugommu
Computer Science

Sonu Sri Nenavath
Computer Science

Truc Thi Xuan Nguyen
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Manasa Nimmagadda
Computer Science

Phongsiri Nirachornkul
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Akshay Nirmala
Computer Science

Bharath Sai Kumar Nookala
Computer Science

Balaji Oottla
Computer Science

Prem Kamal Ospallu
Computer Science

Gayathri Padira
Computer Science

Rishika Pakala
Computer Science

Goutham Pallapothu
Computer Science

Asher Pranay Palle
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Likitha Pallemata
Computer Science

Srujana Pamidimukkala
Computer Science

Sai Raghava Sowmith Pantha
Computer Science

Srikar Reddy Papakari
Computer Science

Suchitra Papireddy
Computer Science

Mani Prasanth Popolu
Computer Science

Krishna Parikh
Computer Science

Ayyappa Parimi
Computer Engineering

Tyler J. Parks*
Computer Science

Gana Deepthi Pasam
Computer Science

Manasa Pasupuleti
Computer Science

Ram Mohan Patcha
Computer Science

Kumar Sai Manoj Pathuri
Computer Science

Sushmitha Meher Patnam
Computer Science

Arefa Patwary
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Sanjib Paudel
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Eka Paulson
Computer Science

Pranay Chowdary Pedarla
Computer Science

Dheeraj Peddi
Computer Science

Sai Shashank Peddi
Computer Science

Vamshi Krishna Peddi
Computer Science

Vivek Teja Peesapati
Computer Science

Ninamth Goud Pendimukulla
Computer Science

Nikhitha Pendli
Computer Science

Anjana Susmitha Pennatsa
Computer Science

Saisri Teja Pepe
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Sriniyasa Rao Peridepi
Computer Science

Sai Abhiram Pinnaka
Computer Science

Akhila Pinnamsetti
Computer Science

Sai Anjani Pinreddy
Computer Science

Sai Sreya Sri Pitta
Computer Science

Harshada Dilip Pol
Computer Science

Sai Sree Polura
Computer Science

Praneeth Reddy Poreddy
Computer Science

Pavan Kalyan Porika
Computer Engineering

Divya Sri Pothina
Computer Science

Niveditha Pothinem
Computer Science

Harshitha Pothini
Computer Science

Sri Harsha Reddy Pothireddy
Computer Science

Brinda Potluri
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Sai Charan Reddy Potluri
Computer Science

Naga Vasavi Puchakayala
Computer Science

Aditya Shrinivas Pujari
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Govind Naidu Pulakhandam
Cybersecurity

Harsha Kumar Pulla
Computer Science

Satish Kumar Reddy Pulla
Computer Science

Lokesh Punati
Computer Science

Yashoda Krishna Purama
Computer Science

Tharun Puri
Computer Science

Manish Reddy Radha Reddy
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Naveen Kumar Ragun
Computer Science

Abdul Razzaq Rahim
Computer Science

Venkoji Raja
Computer Science

Charitha Reddy Rajala
Computer Science

Sathwik Reddy Rajidi
Computer Science

Anjali Raman
Computer Engineering

Saiteja Ramini
Computer Science

Abhishek Rangineni
Computer Science

Pavan Rapolu
Computer Science

Nayana Ravi
Artificial Intelligence - Autonomous Systems

Pradhip Raji Ravi
Computer Science

Anirudh Chowdary Ravi
Computer Science

Viswa Teja Ravi
Computer Science

Veena Ravuri
Computer Science

Justin Mical Roberts
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Tapas Kumar Rout
Data Engineering

Shishira Rudrabhatla
Data Engineering

Rahul Chakravarthy G. Rudraram
Computer Science

John David Lazurus Rutledge
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Mounika Sabbavarapu
Computer Science

Harsha Varathan Sabbina
Computer Science

Gokilavani Sagadevan
Computer Science

Roshan Sah
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Sai Teja Saluri
Computer Science

Nithesh Sama
Data Engineering

Ananya Samala
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Achala Samudrala
Computer Science

Manasa Samudrala
Computer Science

Mahendra Kumar Sandireddy
Computer Science

Subbarao Sanka
Computer Science

Vamsi Krishna Reddy Sannapareddy
Computer Science

Anuja Sunil Saptarishy
Computer Engineering

Akshaya Satarajupalli
Computer Science

Dinesh Chandra Sayana
Data Engineering

Ali Shah
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning

Keya Amishkumar Shah
Computer Science

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Hazezzuddin Shaik  
Computer Science  

Noorasha Shaik  
Computer Science  

Seemaparvez Shaik  
Cybersecurity  

Wasin Afrooz Shaik  
Computer Science  

Shiva Kumar Sheela  
Computer Science  

Rohan Reddy Sheri  
Computer Science  

Anitha Shivaramaiah  
Computer Science  

Anjan Shrestha  
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning  

Mahesh Kumar Sibbala  
Computer Science  

Sushmita Simmala  
Computer Science  

Vandana Sinha  
Computer Engineering  

Nitin Varma Sirivuri  
Cybersecurity  

Madhukar Sista  
Cybersecurity  

Parth Narsi Sonagara  
Computer Science  

Sai Pavan Sonimi  
Computer Science  

Aman Deep Singh Sran  
Computer Science  

Varsha Srinivasa  
Computer Science  

Sai Chaitanya Sudanagunta  
Computer Science  

Dharmik Bhupendrabhai Suhagiya  
Computer Science  

Sunita Sunita  
Computer Science  

Sreja Sunkara  
Computer Science  

Tejaswi Sunkaraneni  
Computer Science  

Akhitha Reddy Suram  
Computer Science  

Sai Kaushik Surampudi  
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning  

Venkata Jagadeesh Reddy Surapreddy  
Computer Science  

Gopikrishna Sure  
Computer Science  

Swathi Surikanti  
Computer Science  

Siva Rohith Reddy Surini  
Computer Science  

Sameer Pasha Syed  
Data Engineering  

Dinesh Tadepalli  
Computer Science  

Nikitha Tallapally  
Computer Science  

Naga Sai Reddy Tangirala  
Computer Science  

Bhavyasri Tanneeru  
Computer Science  

Sritleka Taratepally  
Computer Science  

Aditya Varaha Narasimha Tatipaka  
Computer Science  

Mavya Tekula  
Computer Science  

Paviithra Telukuntla  
Computer Science  

Vishnu Vardhan Reddy Tetala  
Computer Science  

Sharath Chandra Thadakamalla  
Computer Engineering  

Rahul Raju Thandi Sivaganga  
Computer Science  

Deeksha Thandra  
Computer Science  

Sree Uma Vani Thatiparthi  
Computer Science  

Sruthi Thella  
Computer Science  

Eswara Reddy Thimmappuram  
Computer Science  

Meghana Thimmappuram  
Computer Science  

Meri Nikitha Thirumala Reddy  
Computer Science  

Tanvi Thirunathan  
Computer Science  

Manojkumar Thota  
Computer Science  

Srikanth Thota  
Computer Science  

Bharathgopi Thotakura  
Computer Science  

Gopi Krishna Tigulla  
Computer Science  

Anusha Todupunoori  
Computer Science  

Prathyusha Tummala  
Computer Science  

Sravanthi Tummala  
Computer Science  

Kavya Tupakula  
Computer Science  

Srija Merlyn Tupelly  
Cybersecurity  

Hrithika Reddy Udumula  
Computer Science  

Vaishnavi Ummaji  
Computer Science  

Shreeti Upreti  
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning  

Rasagna Vadde  
Computer Science  

Anooshra Vainala  
Computer Science  

Revanth Narayana Vakalapudi  
Computer Science  

Madhusudhan Vakati  
Computer Science  

Lakshmi Prasanna Reddy Valusani  
Computer Science  

Lakshmi Prasanna Reddy Valusani  
Computer Science  

Nikhitha Kumar Reddy Yangapally  
Computer Science  

Pavan Kumar Velaga  
Computer Science  

Divakar Reddy Velagacherla  
Computer Science  

Anvika Reddy Veluri  
Computer Science  

Manish Chowdary Vemulapalli  
Computer Science  

Pooja Venzaravath  
Computer Science  

Sai Preeti Vignyala  
Computer Science  

Varun Narendra Virkhare  
Computer Science  

Priyank Rajeshbhai Vora  
Computer Science  

Varshini Reddy Vundara  
Computer Science  

Harish Kashyap Vutukuru  
Computer Science  

Prashik Waghmare  
Computer Science  

Haiyi Wang  
Computer Science  

Kanaka Srinivasa  
Computer Science  

Sai Chandra Yalamarthi  
Computer Science  

Sai Sashank Yalamarthi  
Computer Science  

Uma Pragna Yalamarthi  
Computer Science  

Ajay Goud Yamugani  
Computer Science  

Prathyusha Yana  
Computer Science  

Vinay Yanamadala  
Computer Science  

Raghavendra Yangal  
Computer Science  

Venkata Lakshmi Pravalika Yaram  
Computer Science  

Esvarsrav Yarlagadda  
Computer Science  

Sri Sai Charan Yarramsetty  
Computer Science  

Ayodhya Nanda Swamy Yathipathi  
Computer Science  

Gowtham Yenigalla  
Computer Science  

Sai Avinash Kumar Yerra  
Computer Science  

Jyothi Yeraguntla  
Computer Science  

Hemanth Reddy Yerramreddy  
Artificial Intelligence - Machine Learning  

Sneha Yerramsetti  
Computer Science  

Venkata Madhusudan Reddy Yerreddu  
Computer Science  

Venkata Uday Siddhartha Reddy Yeruva  
Computer Science  

Yash Zauwar  
Computer Science  

Department of Electrical Engineering  

Master of Science  

Keerthi Reddy Adapala  
Electrical Engineering  

Uday Kumar Reddy Alugubelli  
Electrical Engineering  

Naga Anusha Ayyalasomayajula  
Electrical Engineering  

Sai Teja Reddy Banda  
Electrical Engineering  

Christopher Allen Boeding  
Electrical Engineering  

Srikanth Dasari  
Electrical Engineering  

Vignesh Dasari  
Electrical Engineering  

Anirudh Desabhatla  
Electrical Engineering  

*Summer 2023 Graduate*
Mitali Haridik Desai  
Electrical Engineering  
*Thesis: PM2.5 Particle Sensing and Face fit factor Test of a Respirator with S/W Based Sensor*

Vikas Reddy Dudagonda  
Electrical Engineering

Dhruval Manavukhbbhai Gondaliya  
Electrical Engineering

Ravi Teja Gudela  
Electrical Engineering

Earnest Loyal Andrews Kassey  
Electrical Engineering

Ratna Mukesh Komatlapalli  
Electrical Engineering

Srivani Lekkala  
Electrical Engineering

Harshith Nadi palli  
Electrical Engineering

Sai Aryamaan Nedagiri  
Electrical Engineering

Rishi tha Reddy Potholla  
Electrical Engineering

A ravind Pothula  
Electrical Engineering

Jayashree Sankar  
Electrical Engineering

**Department of Materials**

**Science and Engineering**

Sanjana Erravelli  
Materials Science and Engineering

Jason Masao Summers  
Materials Science and Engineering

**Department of Mechanical Engineering**

**Master of Science**

Naveenkumar Addula  
Engineering Technology - Construction Management

Ram Nithin Sai Akkineni  
Engineering Technology - Engineering Management

Bhanu Rekha Alla  
Engineering Management - General Engineering Management

Venkata Sriman Anusuri  
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Chikezie Olayinka Azogu  
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Abhinay Reddy Bandela  
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Deekshith Kumar Bedgum  
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Mayur Raghunath Chaudhari  
Mechanical and Energy Engineering

Henry Arinze Enemunoh  
Engineering Management - General Engineering Management

Hemanth Reddy Gondipalli  
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Sai Kiran Gottipati  
Engineering Management - General Engineering Management

Karthik Gourla  
Engineering Management - General Engineering Management

Keerthi Gudi pati  
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Melvin Joseph Nerida Guidry  
Engineering Technology - Engineering Management

Tarun Chandra Jalkam  
Mechanical and Energy Engineering

Baleja Jannipalli  
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Mullaivedan Kalyamoorthy  
Engineering Technology - General Engineering Management

Sai Ratandeep Kankanala  
Mechanical and Energy Engineering

Sai Vipanchi Kodali  
Engineering Management - General Engineering Management

Sriramcharen Kommuri  
Engineering Management - General Engineering Management

Nayya Sree Koppula  
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Srikrishna Priya Lanka  
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Maulikkumar Dineshbbal Mangroliya  
Engineering Management - Construction Management

Rajasekararedy Maram  
Engineering Technology - Construction Management

Siddharth Mashetty  
Engineering Technology - Construction Management

**College of Health and Public Service**  
Nicole Dash, Dean

**Department of Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology**

**Master of Science**

Hannah Rian Allison  
Speech-Language Pathology

Jayde Ashlee Blades  
Speech-Language Pathology

Jillian Elaine Burke  
Speech-Language Pathology

Emily Ann Carnes  
Speech-Language Pathology

Claire Amaleigh Clark  
Speech-Language Pathology

Kaitlin Alyse Cummings  
Speech-Language Pathology

Sydney Marie Dixon  
Speech-Language Pathology

Katherine Yamiles Estrada  
Speech-Language Pathology

Kadie Lynne Fields  
Speech-Language Pathology

Abigail Frances Gober  
Speech-Language Pathology

Emahni Mariah Guyton  
Speech-Language Pathology

Jenna Elizabeth Hartle  
Speech-Language Pathology

Calleigh Brenna Hawkins  
Speech-Language Pathology

Savannah Marie Henson  
Speech-Language Pathology

Daniela Hernandez  
Speech-Language Pathology

Katherine Yamiles Estrada  
Speech-Language Pathology

Connie Ho  
Speech-Language Pathology

Katherine Yamiles Estrada  
Speech-Language Pathology

Grace Elizabeth Holland  
Speech-Language Pathology

Laine Ashton Humphreys  
Speech-Language Pathology

Michelle Angela Kirby  
Speech-Language Pathology

Ashley Elizabeth Klingensmith  
Speech-Language Pathology

Philip Harold Lawrence Jr.  
Speech-Language Pathology

Breanna Dru Lawton  
Speech-Language Pathology

Monica Mikaila Malik  
Speech-Language Pathology

Avery Sheridan Matheson  
Speech-Language Pathology

Josette Noelle Mlynarski  
Speech-Language Pathology

Lindsey Sharon Moeller  
Speech-Language Pathology

*SSummer 2023 Graduate*
Hannah Minh Nguyen  
Speech-Language Pathology  
Moriah May Rogers  
Speech-Language Pathology  
Kassandra Li Silva  
Speech-Language Pathology  
Mercedes Genelle Tobey  
Speech-Language Pathology  
Madison Nikole Waddill  
Speech-Language Pathology  
Brynn Jenna Weber  
Speech-Language Pathology  
Abigail R. Wendler  
Speech-Language Pathology  
Sydney Brooke White  
Speech-Language Pathology  
Haylee Grace Wilson  
Speech-Language Pathology  
Debbie Sahian Xoca  
Speech-Language Pathology  

Department of  
Behavior Analysis  

Master Of Arts  
Zoe Anna Aroff  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Katelyn Machelle Barnes  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Andrea Blanco  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Rachel Lynn Budz  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Lisa Carmona Burns  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Victoria Marie Cantu  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Caleigh Elizabeth Edler  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Danielle Garner  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Shelby Lynn Goodman  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Alexa Jaed Hagar  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Anca Hodadea  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Lauren DeAnn Hughes  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Crystal Madrigal  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Selina Hurtado Martinez  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Teresa Katrina McVey  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Sarah Rene Miller  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Payge Mackenzie Nail  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Djena One  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Avis Marie Pinkney-Bell  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Natalie Rafael  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Katherine Rose Solowski  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Kennedy Carol Stidham  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Victoria Tyler  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Arieal Watson  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Kailey Kay Webb  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Macy Nichole Rousseau Winkle  
Applied Behavior Analysis  
Fiona Wei Sun Wong  
Applied Behavior Analysis  

Master Of Science  
Gabriela Isabel Arias  
Behavior Analysis  
Thesis: Discriminative Control of Behavioral Variability in Video Game Play  
Melanie Sue Bauer  
Behavior Analysis  
Thesis: Evaluating an Exchange Program for the Treatment of Problem Behavior Maintained by Access to Tangibles  
Sophia Belle Kirkland  
Behavior Analysis  
Thesis: Intermodal Stimulus Compounding with Ambient Odors Produces Averaging in Rats  
Leif Erik Nielsen  
Behavior Analysis  
Thesis: Faulty Stimulus Control and Reduced Treatment Integrity: An Analysis of Position Biases  
Alexandra Zachary Smith  
Behavior Analysis  

Department of  
Criminal Justice  

Master Of Science  
Andrew Peyton Anderson  
Criminal Justice  
Erin Michelle Bailey  
Criminal Justice  
Adam Scott Bohannon  
Criminal Justice  
Jordan Taylor Brinck  
Criminal Justice  
Lindsey Nicole Cox  
Criminal Justice  
Tyler Fountain  
Criminal Justice  
Wendy Marisol Guzman-Santos  
Criminal Justice  
Deidra Nécéle Houston  
Criminal Justice  
Brett Paul Kuster  
Criminal Justice  
Natalie Randy Stone McHugh  
Criminal Justice  
Angie Padilla  
Criminal Justice  
Devin Alfredo Perez  
Criminal Justice  
Jeremy Austin Polk  
Criminal Justice  
Denajja Slater  
Criminal Justice  
Sabrina May Tardif  
Criminal Justice  
Ronald David Van Der Weert  
Criminal Justice  
Makena Raquel Wade  
Criminal Justice  
Jada Aliyah Whaley  
Criminal Justice  
Jasmine DeShay Woods  
Criminal Justice  

Department of Public Administration  

Master Of Public Administration  
Sanga Bang  
Public Administration  
Christina Ellyse Cantu  
Public Administration  
Haeng Jae Chang  
Public Administration  
Dalton Webster Dickson  
Public Administration  
Charles Bryan Dyer III  
Public Administration  
Marko Antonio Garcia Jr.*  
Public Administration  
Rachel L. Gent  
Public Administration  
Salvador Gonzalez Jr.  
Public Administration  
Minoek Kim  
Public Administration  
Paola Loera  
Public Administration  
Rina G. Maloney  
Public Administration  
Clint Allen Minshew  
Public Administration  
Javier Olguin Bustamante  
Public Administration  
Karla Alejandra Orozco  
Public Administration  
Ellen Rae Perez  
Public Administration  
Maryland Julieth Ruiz Quisua  
Public Administration  
Nancy Roberta Sittel  
Public Administration  
Johnathan Lamar Smith*  
Public Administration  
Tristen Wheeler  
Public Administration  
Charles Arthur Wood  
Public Administration  

Department of Rehabilitation and Health Services  

Master of Science  
Bianca Wanjiru Bahizi  
Health Services Administration - Health Informatics  
Jonathan Tyler Clay  
Health Services Administration - Health Data Analytics  
Kaellee Pauline Crosby  
Rehabilitation Counseling  
Ranat Olayinka Dada  
Health Services Administration - Long-Term Care  
Kaitlyn Nichole Denn  
Rehabilitation Counseling  
Hima Bindu Durgam  
Health Services Administration - Health Data Analytics  
Bernadette Fersch  
Health Services Administration - Rehabilitation Services  
Jennifer E. Keeffe*  
Health Services Administration - Health Data Analytics  
Ana Alicia Robledo  
Rehabilitation Counseling  
Andrea Catherine Strepke  
Rehabilitation Counseling  
Kurtrina Venise Thomas  
Rehabilitation Counseling  

Department of Social Work  

Master Of Social Work  
Kalli A. Barker  
Social Work  
Victoria La’R. Porsha Brooks  
Social Work  

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Keylee Joy Bryant
Social Work
Kira R. Dallmann
Social Work
Stephanie Elizabeth Avalos Gallegos
Social Work
Tiana K. Gaylord
Social Work
Angela Marie Golo
Social Work
Samuel Guereca
Social Work
Sierra Jerene Hardtke
Social Work
Jenna E. Lightsey
Social Work
Melissa Martinez
Social Work
Mersades Bree May
Social Work
Molly J. McInnis
Social Work
Sydney Nicole Taylor
Social Work
Kaitlyn Jules White
Social Work
Savannah Williams
Social Work
Latrisha Annette Woods
Social Work
Dept of Emergency Management and Disaster Sciences
Master Of Science

Lauren Cowell
Emergency Management and Disaster Science
Kayla Ann Kelly
Emergency Management and Disaster Science
Sumaira Niaz
Emergency Management and Disaster Science
Mac Osa Osazuwa-Peters
Emergency Management and Disaster Science
Benjamin Theodore Roth
Emergency Management and Disaster Science
Barend Jacobus Stander
Emergency Management and Disaster Science
Thesis: Experience Effects on Risk Perception and Protective Action Decision Making when Facing a Rare Tornado Threat
Julia Phuongnguyen Huynh Vu
Emergency Management and Disaster Science

College of Information

Kinshuk, Dean

Kendall Alane Bryant*
Library Science

*Summer 2023 Graduate

Department of Information Science

Master of Science

Kendall Alane Bryant*
Library Science

Sai Raja Neel Swetha Adurthi
Information Science - Health Informatics

Sindhura Adusumilli
Information Science - Health Informatics

Deanna Aguilar
Library Science

Sravanthi Akula
Information Science - Health Informatics

Mounika Alahari
Data Science

Afrah Eid A. Alharbi
Information Science

Mijanur-Rahman Ali
Information Science - Information Systems

Sara Salim Ali
Library Science

Rakesh Kumar Allenki
Data Science

Anurag Reddy Allu
Information Science - Information Systems

Jaideep Reddy Aluru
Data Science

Abigail Alvarez Silva
Library Science

Vijaya Kanth Reddy Ammireddy
Information Science - Information Systems

Vamsi Ande
Data Science

Arthi Reddy Annadi
Information Science - Information Systems

Aishwarya Annareddy
Information Science - Information Systems

Tejaswini Aranagu
Data Science

Nikhil Kumar Reddy Buddula
Data Science

Vrushali Mandal
Data Science

Yeshwanth Buggaveeti
Data Science

Leela Sai Kumari Bulusupalli
Data Science

Jayanth Prudhivi Burgula
Data Science

Sushma Busa
Information Science - Information Systems

Bharath Kumar Reddy Busireddy
Data Science

Nikita Bussa
Data Science

Hannah Abigail Carroll
Library Science

Zachary Aaron Catt
Library Science

Sridhar Sai Reddy Chaganti
Data Science

Navya Chalamalasetty
Information Science - Health Informatics

Likhith Chalicheema
Data Science

Yeshwanth Reddy Challa
Information Science - Information Systems

Navya Challagulla
Data Science

Bindu Chanamolu
Information Science - Health Informatics

Melissa Dawn Chapman
Library Science

Harini Chaturvedula
Data Science

Renu Chaurasia
Data Science

Sathya Cheeti
Information Science - Information Systems

Revanth Chiliveru
Data Science

Nikhil Reddy Chimmula
Information Science - Health Informatics

Jaya Manaswini Chinta
Information Science - Health Informatics

Sushmitha Reddy Chintalapani
Data Science

Vijay Raghav Reddy Chirra Reddigari
Data Science

Srinath Reddy Cholleti
Data Science

Hari Thrinadhand Chunduri
Data Science

Maria Elena Cigarroa
Library Science

Kendra Alane Bryant*
Library Science
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Emily Lynn Comeaux
Library Science
Betty Elise Cook
Library Science
Mark Alan Craig
Library Science
John Sidney Culliver
Library Science
Sierra Grace Dahl
Library Science
Sumanth Damisetty
Data Science
Sai Krishna Dasineni
Data Science
Lorianne Marie Davis
Library Science - Youth Librarianship
Rajesh Kumar Deckonda
Information Science
Lauren Lea Denison
Library Science
Sai Sucharitha Desaboina
Information Science - Health Informatics
Sahithi Devarasetty
Information Science - Information Systems
Jyothsna Devireddy
Data Science
Naga Pradeep Dhanenkula
Data Science
Zachary Ian Diamond
Library Science
April Van Horn Dimitri
Library Science
Sadhana Dobballa
Information Science - Information Systems
Bozena Dobrijevic
Library Science
Manjusha Dodd
Information Science - Health Informatics
Manvitha Dongari
Information Science - Information Systems
Kelly DuVall
Library Science
Sanjit Duggi
Data Science
Sreekar Dugyala
Data Science
Sarah Lavaun Duhan
Library Science
Beverly Leslie Dutchover
Library Science
Donika Sai Sandhya Rani Ejj
Data Science
Samantha Lurye Ekberg
Library Science
Mohammed Elmoostafa
Information Science
Jyothshna Epanagandla
Data Science
Harshitha Erraguntala
Information Science - Health Informatics
Jacqueline Kay Evans
Library Science
Blake Eugene Farrell
Library Science
Omar Felipe
Library Science
Ciera Ashley Fiedler
Library Science
Elizabeth Ashley Flores
Library Science
Taylor Frey
Library Science
Kalyan Babu Gaddala
Data Science
Vyshnavi Gajjela
Data Science
Satya Sree Galla
Information Science - Health Informatics
Martha Leticia Gandara
Library Science
Mayya Gangireddy
Information Science - Health Informatics
Alekhya Reddy Gangula
Information Science - Information Systems
Sai Phanesh Reddy Ganta
Data Science
Sai Santhosh Reddy Gantla
Data Science
Meghana Garnepudi
Data Science
Rahul Rana Garrapally
Data Science
Faith Raynell Garrett
Library Science
Devi Sai Sriracharan Gellu
Data Science
Jeevana Gillala
Data Science
Megan Elizabeth Golahan
Library Science
Nikhitha Goli
Data Science
Tanishq Gore
Information Science - Health Informatics
Divya Govindula
Information Science - Health Informatics
William Ryan Gray
Library Science
Tyler Gruenznner
Library Science
Jessica Guardado
Information Science
Bhoges Guddati
Information Science - Health Informatics
Sravanthi Guduru
Data Science
Nagendra Prasad Rao Gujj
Data Science
Madhubala Gujjula
Data Science
Mastanamma Gujjula
Data Science
Sreenath Gunagantu
Data Science
Sangeetha Gunthuku
Information Science
Ajay Kumar Guntupalli
Data Science
Sai Vivek Reddy Gurram
Data Science
Khyati Priya Guthula
Information Science - Information Systems
Harshavardhan Gyrara
Data Science
Taylor Christine Hayes
Library Science
Tanner Ray Heppel
Information Science - Information Systems
Hunter McKenzie Herring
Information Science - Archival Studies
Ashlie Joanne Hight
Library Science
Lexie Madeleine Hobby
Library Science
Margaret Ann Hodges
Library Science
Roxana Ibarra
Library Science
Sai Supriya Illa
Information Science - Health Informatics
Rashmi Jakkani
Data Science
Anusha Janardhana
Data Science
Veera Raghavendra Jangam
Data Science
Deja Jena Jenkins
Library Science - Law Librarianship and Legal Informatics
Durga Prasad Jinni
Data Science
Drew Erma Demi Johnson
Information Science - Health Informatics
Kimberly Ann Jones
Library Science
Nicole Denise Jones
Library Science
Nitisha Jonnada
Data Science
Divya Jonnala
Information Science - Health Informatics
Sankarsh Reddy Kaitha
Information Science - Health Informatics
Dhanalakshmi Kakani
Data Science
Shanmukha Varma Kallepalli
Information Science - Information Systems
Yashawini Reddy Kalvakol
Data Science
Lokes Reddy Kambam
Data Science
Pranay Raj Kandagatla
Information Science - Health Informatics
Nikita Gayatri Kandukuri
Data Science
Smitha Karkala
Information Science - Health Informatics
Raviteja Karnati
Data Science
Devi Pravallika Karry
Information Science - Health Informatics
Amith Reddy Kasarla
Data Science
Ashutosh Kumar Katageri
Information Science - Information Systems
Anuvarsa Katroth
Information Science - Health Informatics
Divya Sree Kattela
Data Science
Sangeetha Kaveti
Data Science
Hiba Nadeem Kazi
Data Science
Varun Reddy Kesari
Data Science
Gurupavani Kethepalli
Data Science
Rosalinda King
Library Science
Roshan Chowdary Kodali
Data Science
Tharan Kokkireni
Data Science
Divya Rani Kolli
Information Science - Health Informatics
Midhi Naveen Komaalapati
Data Science
Geetha Lakshmi Komareddy
Data Science
Sahithi Kommuru
Information Science - Health Informatics
Naveen Reddy Konda
Data Science
Shravya Kone
Information Science - Health Informatics
Ramanji Konikineni
Data Science

*Summer 2023 Graduate*
Varun Datta Kosaraju
Data Science

Sai Chaitanya Kota
Data Science

Manimala Kotha
Information Science - Information Systems

Rajakumari Kothareddy
Data Science

Vybhall Kothareddy
Data Science

Harshith Kumar Reddy Kothur
Information Science - Information Systems

Swetha Kotigari
Information Science - Health Informatics

Lavanya Mahitha Kudupudi
Information Science - Health Informatics

Arun Akhil Kunala
Information Science - Information Systems

Jivithesh Reddy Kunta
Data Science

Pradeep Kumar Laghavarapu
Data Science

Sai Krishna Lakkam
Information Science - Information Systems

Karla Michelle Landeros
Library Science

Melody Anne Landrum
Library Science

Lacey R. Lawhon
Library Science

Debbie Nicole Licon
Information Science - Health Informatics

Syamini Kanaka Mahalakshmi Lingampalli
Information Science - Health Informatics

Vinnie Lee Livingston
Information Science

Alexandria Taylor Love
Library Science

Mary Evelyn Lovelace
Library Science

Robin Pratt Low
Library Science - Youth Librarianship

Rachel Lowenthal
Library Science

Snena Maddi
Data Science

Roopesh Maganti
Data Science

Abhinav Vittal Majety
Data Science

Dharani Kishore Reddy Majji
Data Science

Deval Shaileshkumar Mali
Data Science

Sanjay Reddy Manda
Data Science

Sairam Mandarapu
Data Science

Srikanth Mandava
Data Science

Abhinaya Manoharan
Data Science

Niharika Manyem
Data Science

Sai Sumanth Rao Maraboina
Data Science

Brahmi Maradani
Information Science - Health Informatics

Sai Kruna Mareddy
Information Science - Health Informatics

Casey Paige Markham-Williams
Library Science - Youth Librarianship

Rebecca Martinez
Library Science

Alekhya Mateti
Data Science

Pamela Michele McDowell
Library Science

Haley Victoria McGlynn
Library Science

Chowdeshwar Rohith Reddy Medam
Data Science

Krishna Vikas Meduri
Data Science

Uday Kumar Meela
Information Science - Information Systems

Saraswathi Mekala
Information Science - Health Informatics

Allyson Marie Mendoza
Library Science

Saicheran Merugu
Information Science - Health Informatics

Jennifer Mesa
Library Science - Youth Librarianship

Nicholas Lee Minnich
Library Science

Bhardwaja Venkata Miriyala
Data Science

Saikrupa Reddy Miriyala
Data Science

Ambica Venkata Sri Mokarala
Information Science - Information Systems

Amanda Ann Morales
Library Science

Daniela Alejandra Moreno
Library Science

Laura Ann Morrell
Library Science

Rhys Owen Morris
Library Science

Sai Kiran Reddy Mote
Data Science

Dhamodar Neeraj Mohthukuri
Data Science

Tirunala Siva Nagarjuna Mohthukuri
Data Science

Swathi Motiwar
Information Science - Health Informatics

Akshitha Mulastam
Data Science

Sai Srijita Muppa*
Information Science - Information Systems

Dharti Priya Muppala
Information Science - Information Systems

Karunakar Muppuri
Information Science - Information Systems

Padma Priya Murali
Data Science

Sarah Nicole Murphy
Library Science

Jagdishwar Reddy Myaka
Information Science - Information Systems

Bhargav Raj Nagaram
Data Science

Laxmi Sahithi Nagarapu
Data Science

Harir Siva Nandan Nagineti
Information Science - Health Informatics

Srileka Nagu
Data Science

Mohan Krishna Nalabolu
Data Science

Lalitha Nalluri
Data Science

Raghuv Harshita Namana
Data Science

Bhanu Prasad Namburi
Information Science - Information Systems

Jagan Mohan Reddy Nasipiredygari
Information Science - Information Systems

Anil Kumar Neeli
Data Science

Anoohya Sri Nekkanti
Data Science

Venkata Narasimha Rohit Nekkanti
Data Science

Sree Lakshmi Nimmagadda
Information Science - Health Informatics

Navya Sri Nuneeti
Data Science

Mounica Nuvvula
Information Science - Health Informatics

Juan Pablo Ochoa
Information Science

Olawaseun Peter Ojo
Data Science

Cristina Olivas
Library Science - Youth Librarianship

Kendall Lane Olson
Library Science - Youth Librarianship

Marcella Ovalle
Library Science

Ragarsri Padakantri
Data Science

Veerajay Palacharla
Information Science - Information Systems

Srinidhi Paladugu
Information Science - Health Informatics

Sneha Sahithi Pamarthi
Data Science

Priyanka Panchaneni
Data Science

Saipallavi Panga
Information Science - Health Informatics

Nageswara Rao Panja
Data Science

Sai Anurag Panjala
Information Science - Information Systems

Sunethri Pappu
Information Science - Health Informatics

Geethika Parvataneni
Information Science - Information Systems

Jeevan Reddy Pasala
Information Science - Information Systems

Alekhya Reddy Pasarakayala
Data Science

Kalpana Reddy Pathi
Information Science - Health Informatics

Kevin Mukesbhbhai Patoliya
Data Science

Srusrutha Maharshedi Peddamma
Information Science - Health Informatics

Bala Samitha Peddireddy
Data Science

Supragna Peraka
Data Science

Emily Diane Perez
Library Science

Arti Atul Phadke
Information Science - Information Systems

Vanessa Thuy Dan Pham
Library Science

Jaymie Dena Pierce
Library Science

Rishitha Pingili
Data Science

Shiva Srinivasara Rao Pinnamaneni
Information Science - Information Systems

Sindhuja Reddy Pinnapureddy
Information Science - Health Informatics

Dilip Kumar Pittala
Data Science

Asmita Pokhrel
Information Science - Health Informatics

Akhil Polavar
Information Science - Health Informatics

Vineeth Polineni
Data Science

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Abdullah Shareef  
Information Science - Health Informatics  
Lauren Jade Shradar  
Library Science  
Kazi R. Ahmed Siddiquee  
Information Science - Information Systems  
Vaishnavi Simhachalam  
Information Science - Information Systems  
Rachel Nicole Sims  
Library Science  
Tammie L. Sinclair  
Library Science  
Joanna Clare Smith  
Library Science  
Rachel Veronica Smith  
Library Science  
Alexandra Julianna Strack  
Library Science  
Sree Hari Subhaskar  
Data Science  
Vasisth Sukhadiya  
Data Science  
Sai Charan Surada  
Information Science - Health Informatics  
Justin Cole Swink  
Library Science  
Vinod Kumar Telagathoti  
Information Science - Health Informatics  
Kaebish Justin Trindano Thomas  
Information Science - Information Systems  
Kavvareswar Thota  
Information Science - Health Informatics  
Sagarikaa Thylallapally  
Data Science  
Cindy Mai Trinh  
Information Science - Health Informatics  
Sierra Elizabeth Tuter  
Library Science  
Cheryl Przada Urban  
Library Science  
Ajay Krishna Vadlavalli  
Data Science  
Srayya Reddy Vaka  
Information Science - Health Informatics  
Brahmendra Babu Valeti  
Data Science  
Meghana Vangipuram  
Information Science - Health Informatics  
Revanth Vanukuri  
Information Science - Health Informatics  
Jeanine Xochitl Vasquez  
Library Science - Law Librarianship and Legal Informatics  
Prashanthi Vedavally  
Data Science  
Sai Saketh Velikanti  
Data Science  
Vishnuvardhan Veluru  
Data Science  
Sudheer Vempati  
Library Science - Health Informatics  
Laxmi Bhavana Vidala  
Data Science  
Macy Lyn Waite  
Library Science  
Amber Nicole Wallace  
Library Science  
Beth Anne Wolfe  
Library Science  
Amy Byars Worsham  
Library Science  
Sai Yalamadi  
Data Science  
Samarnath Reddy Yeddula  
Data Science  
Samatha Yeddula  
Data Science  
Mahesh Raj Yele  
Data Science  
Monica Yellella  
Data Science  
Sairam Yerramshetty  
Data Science  
Sri Sai Saran Reddy Yeturu  
Data Science  
Ashley Elizabeth Young  
Library Science  
Tiffany Monique Young  
Library Science - Youth Librarianship  
Nora Joy Younker  
Library Science  

Department of Learning Technologies

Master Of Science

Kellie Frances Abbey  
Learning Technologies  
Nelson R. Acosta  
Learning Technologies  
Tatyana T. Bryant  
Learning Technologies  
Joe David Day  
Learning Technologies  
Emily Angelique Dominguez  
Learning Technologies  
Brandon Paul Hackett  
Learning Technologies  
Kelly Michelle Davis Jones  
Learning Technologies  
Wilson Zvikomborero Mafi  
Learning Technologies  
Robyn Taylor McGhee  
Learning Technologies  
Christina Yoshiko Nakada-Alm  
Learning Technologies  
Kathryn L. Olimos  
Learning Technologies  
Matthew Charles Phillips  
Learning Technologies  

Department of Linguistics

Master Of Arts

Elizabeth Stanton Brown  
Linguistics - Computational Linguistics  
Megan Ashley Collins  
Linguistics - Computational Linguistics  
Justin David Hagan  
Linguistics  
Jalyn R’Nae Hancock  
Linguistics  
Benjamin Thomas Hull  
Linguistics  
Keivan Lynn Tala Kaviani  
Linguistics  
Zoe Lynn Robinson  
Linguistics  

*Summer 2023 Graduate
## Department of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

### Master Of Arts
- **Daniel James Hanel**
  Applied Anthropology
  Thesis: The Product is People: An Investigation of Missile Combat Crew Perceptions Surrounding Standardized Training Curriculum
- **Lauren Caitlin Scott**
  Applied Anthropology

### Master Of Science
- **Nadia Danielle Bejdou**
  Applied Anthropology
  Thesis: Social Distancing and Social Barriers: The Impact of the Pandemic on Dallas Youth
- **Florence Forno Gamonal**
  Applied Anthropology
  Thesis: Red Hat Recruits
- **Any A. Meave**
  Applied Anthropology
  Thesis: Bridging the Gap between a Healthy Diet and Agroecology in General Pacheco, Argentina
- **Natalie Suzanne Muyres**
  Applied Anthropology
  Thesis: Applying User-Centered Design to Build Trust and Enable Cross-Agency Data Sharing to Better Understand the Prevalence and Context of Human Trafficking in Alberta, Canada
- **Lena Trang Pham**
  Applied Anthropology
  Thesis: Exploring Asian American and Pacific Islander Youth Identity Development in a Community-Based Youth Program
- **Kenneth Charles Saintonge**
  Applied Anthropology
  Thesis: Sowing the Seeds of Stewardship in Texas: An Ethnographic Study of Nature and Visitor Experience at Texas State Parks
- **Tyler James Stodola**
  Applied Anthropology
  Thesis: Using Ethics to Teach Social Emotional Learning to At-Risk Youth: Recontextualizing Content and Determining Efficacy

### Department of Communication Studies

### Master Of Arts
- **Mollie Chantel Gibbins**
  Communication Studies

### Master Of Science
- **Jonathan Stephen Jessen**
  Communication Studies
- **Cynthia L. Oliveros**
  Communication Studies

### Department of Economics

### Master Of Science
- **Selorm Bruno Blagogee**
  Economics
- **Liza Jesse Inaba**
  Economics
- **Jordan Lopez**
  Economics
- **Emilio Montalvo Salazar**
  Economics
- **Edgar Orozco**
  Economics
- **Miles Alexander Shoaf**
  Economics
- **Jacob Dison Wambede**
  Economics

### Department of English

### Master Of Arts
- **Victoria Ann Fendley**
  English
- **Sera Megan Harris**
  English
- **Xaviera Hernandez**
  Creative Writing
  Thesis: “Mexican Good bye”
- **Caleb John Kunasek**
  English
- **Andrea Carmen Perez**
  Creative Writing
  Thesis: “Death Date”
- **Madison Nichole Behrend Vaught**
  English

### Department of Geography and the Environment

### Master Of Science
- **Jonathan S. Esmonde**
  Geography
- **Marissa Christine Greer**
  Geography
- **Cassey Ann Llamas**
  Geography
- **Benjamin Cavanaugh Lyke**
  Geography

### Department of History

### Master Of Arts
- **Cairan Joseph Bergstrom**
  History
- **Brooke Edsall**
  History - United States History
  Thesis: Nothing Short of Really Heathy Children: Mothers, The Children’s Bureau, and Disability, 1914-1933
- **Michael C. Hamel**
  History
- **Abraham Claudio Man**
  History
  Thesis: Pierre Duru and the Professionalization of the French Bureaucracy during the French Revolution
- **Heather N. Noel**
  History
  Thesis: Lived Experiences in the Pecan Capital of the World: Oral Histories with People of the San Saba Pecan Industry
- **Cody Neal Perrin**
  History
- **Lora Elizabeth Tompkins**
  History
  Thesis: Healing Miracles in Ancient Jewish and Early Christian Literature
- **Dana Michelle Trammell**
  History

### Department of Media Arts

### Master Of Arts
- **Rachel Kay Kite**
  Media Industry and Critical Studies
  Thesis: The Netflix Strategy in France: Local Language Productions, Teen Audiences, and Instagram Marketing

### Master Of Fine Arts
- **Amber Elaine Bishop**
  Documentary Production and Studies
  Thesis: “Closer to Earth”
- **Michael Eugene Flanagan**
  Documentary Production and Studies
  Thesis: “Doña Identidad”
- **Aaron Mahlon Thomas**
  Documentary Production and Studies

### Department of Philosophy and Religion

### Master Of Arts
- **Kristen Therese McGuffin**
  Philosophy
- **Anna Marie Myers**
  Philosophy
- **Callie A. Wooten**
  Philosophy

### Department of Political Science

### Master Of Arts
- **Chase Jackson Neill**
  Political Science
- **Ariella Joan Nwoke**
  Political Science
- **Ryan James Scott**
  Political Science

### Department of Psychology

### Master Of Science
- **Macey Lorraine Arnold**
  Psychology
  Thesis: Multicultural Training and Program Climate in Masters Sport Psychology Programs
- **Deisy Pamela Gonzalez Zapata**
  Psychology
  Thesis: Racial and Ethnic Differences in Trait vs Occasion Unipolar Depression
- **Skyler Trace Guillot**
  Psychology
  Thesis: Examining the Links between Narcissism Domains and Self-Concept Clarity, Self-Esteem, Attachment, Emotion Regulation, and Aggression
- **Carmyn Janae Hayes**
  Psychology
  Thesis: Interplay of Race, Gender, Competition Level, Athletic Identity, and Psychological Distress: The Moderating Roles of Social Support and Self-Compassion
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Master of Business Administration
Joshua John Alexander  Business Administration - Finance
Thomas Alberti  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Alex Ray Arriaga Jr.  Business Administration - Finance
Brandon Carl Autry  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Lina Khasanovna Bakhis  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Bre‘Charia Se‘Mone Frazier  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Aaron Bensman  Business Administration - Finance
Eric Matthew Branch  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Jarvis Edward Bridgewater  Business Administration - Marketing
Benjamin George Brittain  Business Administration - Music Business
Patrick Joseph Buckentin  Business Administration - Supply Chain Analytics
Autumn Joy Celest Caperton  Business Administration - Marketing Analytics
Emily Carpenter  Business Administration - Music Business
Ryan Joseph Chambers  Business Administration - Supply Chain Management
Lindsey Kay Chaves  Business Administration - Finance
Ruth Isabella Clark  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Jane Bogenrief Clee  Business Administration - Business Studies
Glen P. Davis  Business Administration - Finance
Leslie Lebrasia Davis  Business Administration - Marketing Analytics
Trinity Gabriel Davis  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Shea Lynn Dersham  Business Administration - Finance
Peter Ryan Desko Jr.  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Troy Gene Dill  Business Administration - Health Services Management
Gavin Curran Ehret  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Douglas Kalleen Eidd III  Business Administration - Finance
Ashlyn Reid Failor  Business Administration - Marketing Analytics
Jennifer Strahan Farrington  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Jason Christopher Faulkner  Business Administration - Finance
Carson Dennis Flake  Business Administration - Supply Chain Management
Chelsea Symone Flowers  Business Administration - Supply Chain Analytics
Dustin Paul Floyd  Business Administration - Health Services Management
Kieran Foy  Business Administration - Supply Chain Management
Valeria Frias  Business Administration - Marketing
James W. Gallarda  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Jillian Ruby Garber  Business Administration - Marketing
Juan Carlos Garcia  Business Administration - Marketing
Rodolfo Garcia Jr.  Sport Entertainment Management
Logan Addison Gates  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Jahnavi Gattu  Business Administration - Business Studies
Edith Gonzalez  Business Administration - Supply Chain Management
Michael B. Gonzalez  Business Administration - Business Studies
Aldo Gurrusqueta  Business Administration - Finance
Alyssa Rose Guzman  Business Administration - Marketing
Asmara Sara Hagos  Business Administration - Marketing
Ambrosia Cante Harris  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Amy Ruth Harrison  Business Administration - Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Patrick Helwig  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Jesus Edwaro Hernandez  Business Administration - Supply Chain Management
Tapharell Randolfo Hernandez  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Leland Marshall Herron  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Susan Hofla Holmes  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Jeremy Jakari Hunt  Sport Entertainment Management
Taylor Nicole Hurst  Business Administration - Finance
Chanel Lorraine Hutchins  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Jil Bhiimji Mamta Italia  Business Administration - Finance
Kaitlyn Michelle Janczak  Business Administration - Supply Chain Management
Allison Renee Jones  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Sara Kaafarani  Business Administration - Marketing
Jessica Michelle Kemna  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Setarch Keshmiripour  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Fatima A. Khan  Business Administration - Health Services Management
Elizabeth Schad Kuhlmann  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Christopher Edward Kupferle  Business Administration - Finance
Thomas Daniel Kutzler  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Ryan Anthony Lamoy  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Jessica Lawalata  Business Administration - Business Studies
Matthew Troy LeJeune  Business Administration - Supply Chain Analytics
Tiffany Vivian Liang  Business Administration - Health Services Management
Nicholas Limon Jr.  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Maggie Elizabeth Lucky  Business Administration - Marketing
Latiana Arnece Lynmore  Business Administration - Health Services Management
Jennifer A. Marshall  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Alma Vanessa Martinez  Business Administration - Marketing Analytics
Keiley Lynn Bishop McKinley  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Nychele Menchaca  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Nicole Bo Mendyka  Business Administration - Music Business
Ahmed Sohail Mianoor  Business Administration - Business Studies
J. Scott Mischke  Business Administration - Finance
Johanna Michelle Montes  Business Administration - Information Technology
William Scott Morris  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Linh Nguyen  Business Administration - Business Studies
Taylor Nichols  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Miranda Brooke Niesman  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Kelechi Victoria Obi  Business Administration - Marketing Analytics
Christian Sebastian Orellana  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Victoria Rhea Paarup  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Amarjeet Kaur Pabla  Business Administration - Business Studies
Derick Jungmin Park  Business Administration - Supply Chain Management
Hunter Blake Parker  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Harshal Patel  Business Administration - Health Services Management
Garrett Ross Pendergast  Business Administration - Supply Chain Management
Shiva Perisety  Business Administration - Marketing Analytics
Dylan Pham  Business Administration - Marketing
Nicholas Kevin Phillips  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Ashley Renee Proccl  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Bradley T. Quinn  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Justine Chanelle Ramos  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Jeremy Lynn Ray  Business Administration - Organizational Behavior and Human Resource Management
Sidnee Maia Jyne Redfield  Business Administration - Marketing Analytics
Kelsea R. Renz  Business Administration - Marketing
Kaci Talasek Richard  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Taylor William Riley  Business Administration - Strategic Management
Callie Sue Rivera  Business Administration - Supply Chain Management
Jordan Jeffrey Robbins  Business Administration - Supply Chain Management
Joshua Craig Robbins  Business Administration - Strategic Management

*Summer 2023 Graduate
### Department of Accounting

#### Master Of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marianne Michael Abulail</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron N. Akins</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Owen Brady</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Nicole Brown</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donovan James Cain</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakiya Campbell</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah-Grace Elizabeth Hope</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl Kenneth Evaristo</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Esperanza Fernandez</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edith Galindo</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Lars Garis</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adwaith Kuriakose George</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Alexis Gomez</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gisel Gonzalez</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miguel Gutierrez Jr.</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesly Hernandez</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luis Hernandez</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atsuki Inoue</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariyah Love James</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph R. Jaquish</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustavo Jimenez</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamryn Danielle Johnston</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maritza Juarez</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarahjeet Kaur</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassidy Jo Kelsoe</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Lynn Lakey</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noelle Rae Leino</td>
<td>Accounting, Corporate Accounting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briana Nicole Linton</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Patrick Liska</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Alexander Lorenzo</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Joseph Manzi</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Guadalupe Martinez</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Lamar Merritt</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vy Ngoc Thao Nguyen</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deja Nicole O’Conner</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Olvera</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deion O. Osifo</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dillon Oudomphong</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traci Michelle Owens</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Maria Patino</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah Celine Rios</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Thompson</td>
<td>Accounting, Corporate Accounting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayleigh A. Thayer</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Isela Valdelamar</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Valentine</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jada Michel Washington</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Rae Wright</td>
<td>Accounting, Audit and Assurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Department of Finance, Insurance, Real Estate and Law

#### Master Of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urusha Dangol</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Lahari Ellappareddy</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica H. Jurica</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udap Karki</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Daniel Musarella</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nhu Quynh Nguyen</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shishirkumar Hemanthbhai Patel</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smriti Anil Sabannavar</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammed Zahiruddin Siddiqui</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Kplora Tandoh</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niraj Tatiya</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitin Ramesh Chandra Yadav</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Summer 2023 Graduate*
Department of
Information Technology
and Decision Sciences

Master Of Business Admin
Nadir Ali Abraham
Business Analytics
Anup Satish Davda
Business Analytics
Pradeep Reddy Dodla
Business Analytics
Sumit Dubey
Business Analytics
Louise Christina Duffy
Business Analytics
Amanda Freedman
Business Analytics
Karen Garcia
Business Analytics
Eric C. Grempe
Business Analytics
Sandeep Chowdary Gude
Business Analytics
Aziz Haryani
Business Analytics
Cole Thomas Kearby
Business Analytics
Dorian Kenmogne Kangaing
Business Analytics
Connor Franklin Lane
Business Analytics
Kashif Mansoor
Business Analytics
Julio Gilberto Martinez Flores
Business Analytics
Varsha Meshetty
Business Analytics
Praeven Krishna Namburu
Business Analytics
Akash Ketan Kumar Patel
Business Analytics
Deepak Varma Penmatsa
Business Analytics
Bernardo Rodriguez Palacios
Business Analytics
Brock Allen Rush
Business Analytics
Aniket Saxena
Business Analytics
Asha Shahi
Business Analytics
Saniya Azmi Shaik
Business Analytics
Obaidullah Sharif
Business Analytics
Aarati Sharma Ghimire
Business Analytics
Ghouse Mohiddin Sheik
Business Analytics
Saban Shrestha
Business Analytics
Sharfuddin Syed
Business Analytics
Durga Bhavani Tadikonda
Business Analytics
Carmen Suet Yee Wong
Business Analytics
Brittany Nicole Yao
Business Analytics
Jidong Yao
Business Analytics

Master Of Science
Sai Sneha Aariga
Information Systems and Technologies
Sai Vardhan Addagada
Information Systems and Technologies
Chakrathar Reddy Adudodla
Business Analytics
Reshma Madhuri Aduri
Business Analytics
Durga Sruthi Adusumalli
Information Systems and Technologies
Sruthi Agarwal
Business Analytics
Ruth Mayowa Ajisafe
Information Systems and Technologies
Marie Florence Aya Aka
Business Analytics
Harika Akkiraju
Business Analytics
Jaswanth Akula
Business Analytics
Andrew R. Albright*
Business Analytics
Manasa Ale
Business Analytics
Raviteja Alluri
Information Systems and Technologies
Daisy Cornelius Alphanso
Business Analytics
Rakshitha Amaramgoda
Business Analytics
Avishwanth Ambati
Information Systems and Technologies
Prudhvi Raj Ambati*
Business Analytics
Tejasai Andem
Information Systems and Technologies
Madhav Shekar Angirekula
Information Systems and Technologies
Padmaja Anus
Information Systems and Technologies
Supriy Reddy Annappureddy
Business Analytics
Prashanth Reddy Anugu
Information Systems and Technologies
Naureen Aquil
Business Analytics
Mukes Redy Arkala
Business Analytics
Satwika Arrepu
Information Systems and Technologies
Nikhitha Mahalakshmi Athinarapu
Information Systems and Technologies
Harshitha Reddy Avala
Information Systems and Technologies
Nithya Bharathi Babu
Business Analytics
Siva Ballolu
Information Systems and Technologies
Karthik Rao Balmuri
Information Systems and Technologies
Shashank Reddy Banapuram
Business Analytics
Akhil Kumar Reddy Banda
Information Systems and Technologies
Raeshmam Reddy Bandi
Information Systems and Technologies
Mahesh Bandlamuri
Information Systems and Technologies
Vishal Bangari
Information Systems and Technologies
Swetha Barla
Business Analytics
Sunil Barma
Information Systems and Technologies
Vinay Kumar Bathula
Information Systems and Technologies
Kalidasu Battena
Information Systems and Technologies

*Summer 2023 Graduate
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Thesis Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rishik Chandra Tammineedi</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipsa Tandukar</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srivivshnavi Tangellapelli</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Biochemistry and Molecular Biology</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhusudhana Rao Tanniru</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhinav Chandra Krishna Tatineni</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divya Thailam</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonika Singh Thakur</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohan Tannah SSTetter</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashish Thapa Magar</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manish Thota</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praneetha Thota</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sowmya Thunma</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prerna Chandra Rao Tirumalasetti</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohitha Tirumalasetty</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. V. S. K. Rajeswar Tirumalasetty</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Seshachala SaiNarathna Tonta</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srishti Toutam</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanjitha Tumma</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkateswara Rao Tumu</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sriman Revanth Turlapati</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emeeka Ugwu</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naveen Uppalapati</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animisha Uppuluri</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemanth Kumar Vadakattu</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohan Cheritharthia Chowdary Vadapallia</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eswar Vallep</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saicharan Reddy Vancha</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saipavan Chandra Vandanapu</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rithivika Vanga</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Samyuktha Vangala</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Shubhang Vanguri</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sailesh Vankadari</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suresh Reddy Vankayala</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhruvakumar Reddy Vanteru</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amruth Varanasi</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandeep Reddy Varimalla</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemantha Krishna Veni Veeravalli</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pratap Rayudu Veeravalli</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhargava Rakesh Vemula</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhargavi Vemula</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beulah Vemulapalli</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divya Teja Vemulapalli</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaswanth Kumar Reddy Vendoti</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meher Jahnavi Vidgeturi</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ujjwal Vinnakota</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumanth Reddy Voutukuri</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vireeth Kumar Voruganti</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manjusha Vadathaneni</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Sai Pravalika Vulimiri</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinay Uppalapaka</td>
<td>Master Of Science</td>
<td>Business Analytics</td>
<td>Information Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Science**

John Quintanilla, Dean

**Department of Science**

**Master Of Science**

Abigail L. Chapman
- Biology
  - Thesis: Combined Effects of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons and Ultraviolet Light on Benthic and Pelagic Macrinovertebrates

Layla Momo Dale*
- Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Amada Marie Long
- Biology
  - Thesis: Conservation, Connectivity, and Coexistence: Understanding Corridor Efficacy in Fragmented Landscapes

Gillian Carol Stallings*
- Biology

Carleigh Marissa Stein
- Biology
  - Thesis: Greater, Lesser, Guessers: A Look into the Hybridization of Greater and Lesser Prairie-Chickens

Morgan Faith Thurman
- Biology

**Department of Chemistry**

**Master Of Science**

Qasim Adewale Adesope
- Chemistry - Organic Chemistry
  - Thesis: Magnetron Sputtering of Transition Metal Oxynitrides and Their Characterization with Auger Electron Spectroscopy and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

**Department of Mathematics**

**Master Of Science**

Philip Azad
- Mathematics

Vidya Chandrasekaran
- Mathematics

Callum Jacob Doyle
- Mathematics

Mckenzie E. Fontenot
- Mathematics

Neiman Joseph Walker
- Mathematics

Noelle Alyssa Jean West
- Mathematics

**Department of Physics**

**Master Of Science**

Gavin Joseph Farmer
- Physics

Holden Livingston Paulette
- Physics

**Department of Management**

**Master Of Business Admin**

Christine L. Ambati
- Management

Wallis Lane Atkinson
- Management

Jordynn Mariah Childers
- Management

Krysten Maria Delaney
- Management

Taraned Eghterafimahdiabad
- Management

Angel Felan
- Management

Jake Flowers
- Management

Jazmine Liliana Fuentes
- Management

Marea Nicole Inestroza
- Management

Dustin Maenaga
- Management

Allison Michelle Ortega
- Management

Gwendolyn Perez
- Management

J. Roberto Ramirez
- Management

Leonardo Gonzalez Rodriguez
- Management

Colin Christopher Schepel
- Management

Noah Edward Smith
- Management

Trevor Thomas
- Management

Yi-Chieh Yang
- Management

John Quintanilla, Dean

*Summer 2023 Graduate
College of Visual Arts and Design  Karen Hutzel, Dean

Department of Art Education

Master of Arts
Christina Margaret Brown  Art Education
Jacquelyn Morgan Burkheimer  Art Education
Michelle Anne Friddy  Art Education

Department of Design

Master Of Arts
Hiea Hasan  Design - Interaction Design
Chien Lin  Design - Interaction Design

Department of Studio Art

Master Of Fine Arts
Akinjide Adeleye  Studio Art - Metalsmithing and Jewelry

Art History

Master Of Arts
Macy Elizabeth Shackelford  Art History

Frank W. and Sue Mayborn School of Journalism  Andrea Miller, Dean

Frank W. Mayborn Graduate Institute of Journalism

Master Of Journalism
Ziyad Mansour M. Al Ghamdi  Journalism
Mia Celest Ganceres  Journalism
Nathan Wayne Hunsinger  Journalism
Britney Niana Johnson*  Journalism
Ian Majwega Kanyanja  Journalism
Jordan Elaine Maddox  Journalism

Studio Art - Metalsmithing and Jewelry

Master Of Fine Arts
Akinjide Adeleye  Studio Art - Metalsmithing and Jewelry

Toulouse Graduate School  Victor Prybutok, Vice Provost and Dean

Center for Interdisciplinary Graduate Studies

Master of Arts
Jennifer Carvel  Interdisciplinary Studies
Samantha Padron  Interdisciplinary Studies
Ilyas Tan  Interdisciplinary Studies

Master Of Science
Dellandra Tyresha Adams  Advanced Data Analytics
Abhinay Adi  Advanced Data Analytics
Urooba Ahmed  Advanced Data Analytics
Mohammad Ali  Advanced Data Analytics
Charles Tanner Allen  Advanced Data Analytics - Sports
Shabnam Anajafi  Advanced Data Analytics
Tanisha Latente Arrington  Advanced Data Analytics
Sowmya Askani  Advanced Data Analytics
Timothy Alan Bergan  Interdisciplinary Studies
Snit Sanjay Bhadja  Advanced Data Analytics

Advanced Data Analytics
Charu Bhattarai  Advanced Data Analytics
Jayanti K. Bhusal  Advanced Data Analytics
Pavan Kumar Bodepudi  Advanced Data Analytics
Venkata Sai Bollineni  Advanced Data Analytics
Laura Beth Borel  Interdisciplinary Studies
Sai Meghana Boyapati  Advanced Data Analytics
Jared Myron Bradford  Advanced Data Analytics
Marquis Dac Shawna Braimer  Interdisciplinary Studies
Janice Jane Bamba Buffington  Advanced Data Analytics
Pavan Kalyan Reddy Burgapally  Advanced Data Analytics
Justin Rashard Bussey  Advanced Data Analytics
Danielle Carrington-Jules  Advanced Data Analytics
Naveen Challagundla  Advanced Data Analytics
Abhilash Cheerla  Advanced Data Analytics
Taylor Dawn Chelliah  Interdisciplinary Studies
Subankar Chowdhury  Advanced Data Analytics

Lori Denise Clanton  Interdisciplinary Studies
Lori Denise Clanton  Interdisciplinary Studies
Samantha Monet Davis  Advanced Data Analytics
Rahul Dingari  Advanced Data Analytics
Shiva Dudagonda  Advanced Data Analytics
Tyree Eady  Interdisciplinary Studies
Francesca Amador Farlow  Interdisciplinary Studies
Dezarae Noelani Alvarado Fernandez  Advanced Data Analytics
Katheryn Elizabeth Hanes Gammon  Interdisciplinary Studies
Rushik Reddy Gangam  Advanced Data Analytics
Sri Kalyan Ganja  Advanced Data Analytics
Lagardita R. Gonzales  Advanced Data Analytics
Grant Thomas Gunnell*  Interdisciplinary Studies
Matthew Mark Harmon  Advanced Data Analytics
Craig Edward Howard  Advanced Data Analytics
Joseph Huntley  Advanced Data Analytics
Aishwarya Inkollu  Advanced Data Analytics

*Summer 2023 Graduate
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Advanced Data Analytics
Mahidhar Reddy Jekkireddy
Advanced Data Analytics
Brandon Allen Johnson
Interdisciplinary Studies
Elizabeth Ann Jones
Advanced Data Analytics
Narendra Babu Kambampati
Advanced Data Analytics
Ravi Kannegundla
Advanced Data Analytics
Sai Prashanth Reddy Karri
Advanced Data Analytics
Pavan Kumar Katakthala
Advanced Data Analytics
Amitesh Reddy Kondam
Advanced Data Analytics
Jayanth Krishna Kothapalli
Advanced Data Analytics
Harshitha Lakkakula
Advanced Data Analytics
Cara Synette Leathers
Interdisciplinary Studies
Brian Alan Linek
Advanced Data Analytics - Health Data Analytics
Jordan Mackey
Advanced Data Analytics
Victoria Louise Maeshack
Interdisciplinary Studies
Justin McDonnell
Advanced Data Analytics - Program Management
Antonio Motta
Advanced Data Analytics
Harish Kumar Mummadi
Advanced Data Analytics
Vamsi Patcha
Advanced Data Analytics
Victoria Picon
Interdisciplinary Studies
Vamshika Pippadapally
Advanced Data Analytics
Meghana Reddy Podduturi
Advanced Data Analytics
Katlyn Ashley Quezada
Interdisciplinary Studies
Vijay Aditya Rajapudi
Advanced Data Analytics
Mansoor Ahmad Rana
Advanced Data Analytics
Charitha Rayapaneni
Advanced Data Analytics
Christian M. Rice
Interdisciplinary Studies
Jessica Lynn Robberson
Interdisciplinary Studies
Kyle Edward Roundtree
Interdisciplinary Studies
Illiana Adlin Rubio
Interdisciplinary Studies
Carlos Alberto Salcedo
Advanced Data Analytics
Dominique Sapp
Interdisciplinary Studies
Sri Lakshmi Sara
Advanced Data Analytics
Deekshith Reddy Seelam
Advanced Data Analytics
Shamila Fathima Shaik
Advanced Data Analytics
Sumbul Shujala Shaikh
Advanced Data Analytics
Kathleen Kailee Shattuck
Interdisciplinary Studies
Robert Franklin Steeber Jr.
Advanced Data Analytics
Amarayam Tamunobere
Interdisciplinary Studies
Kaitlyn Nina Theiss
Advanced Data Analytics - Program Management
Sushma Sri Thumma
Advanced Data Analytics
Naresh Tijerina
Interdisciplinary Studies
Vidusha Udayalal
Advanced Data Analytics - Health Data Analytics
Vinusha Udayalal
Advanced Data Analytics
Hema Chowdary Vanakayalapati
Advanced Data Analytics
Ritesh Gaurav Vankamamidi
Interdisciplinary Studies
Rahul Reddy Velegati
Advanced Data Analytics
Yashwanth V. Velishetty
Advanced Data Analytics
Meghana Vuyyuru
Advanced Data Analytics
Zachary Matthew Welke
Advanced Data Analytics
Keshia Wilkins
Interdisciplinary Studies
Chadamon Wongfu
Interdisciplinary Studies
Vishnu Sagar Reddy Yarraballi
Advanced Data Analytics
Pranavi Chowdary Yarragunta
Advanced Data Analytics
Saikumar Reddy Yenumula
Advanced Data Analytics
Sindhuja Rao Yerra
Advanced Data Analytics
Terri Ellen Yip
Interdisciplinary Studies

*Summer 2023 Graduate*
Spring 2023 Doctoral Candidates

To be included in the commencement program, students must have met the required deadlines and be approved to participate by March 24. Inclusion in the commencement program or participation in commencement ceremonies does not indicate completion of degree requirements or final awarding of the degree.
College of Education  

**Department of Counseling and Higher Education**

**Doctor of Education**

Christine Marie Daley
Higher Education
Major Professor: Clifford Harbour

**Dissertation**: The View and Understanding of 60s30TX at a Rural Community College

---

**Department of Teacher Education and Administration**

**Doctor Of Education**

Robertito Alfredo Basurto
Educational Leadership
Major Professors: Royce George and William Camp

**Dissertation**: Socioeconomic Status Blocks as Indicators for Academic Achievement Pass Rates

---

**Department Of Philosophy**

Jodi-Ann Nicquet Jarrett
Counseling
Major Professor: Natalya Lindo

**Dissertation**: Implementing the Multicultural and Social Justice Counseling Competencies with Black, Indigenous, and Women of Color

---

**Department of Educational Psychology**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Denisse Avila Alejo
Educational Psychology - Research, Measurement and Statistics
Major Professor: Darrell Hull

**Dissertation**: Lasso Regularization for DIF Detection in Graded Response Models

---

**Department Of Philosophy**

Rebecca Maureen Johnson
Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented
Major Professor: Anne Rim-McCann

**Dissertation**: Parenting Highly and Profoundly Gifted Children: Perspectives on Competence, Belonging, and Support within a Sociocultural Context

---

**Department of Educational Leadership**

Leah Kay Murphy
Educational Psychology - Gifted and Talented
Major Professor: Selcuk Acar

**Dissertation**: Sleeping in a Creative Dream-Land: A Duo of Meta-Analyses on Sleep, Dream-Recall, and Creativity

---

**Department of Computer Science and Engineering**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Abdullah Abdulaziz Albayan
Computer Science and Engineering
Major Professor: Mark Alber

**Dissertation**: Deep Learning Methods to Investigate Online Hate Speech and Counteract Replies to Mitigate Hateful Content

---

**Department Of Philosophy**

Jennifer Nicole Redden
Educational Leadership
Major Professor: William Camp

**Dissertation**: Newly Opened High School Campus: The Principal’s Process in Creating the Teacher Profile to Hire the Inaugural Staff

---

**Biomedical Engineering**

**Doctor of Philosophy**

Jiajung Liu
Biomedical Engineering
Major Professor: Yong Yang

**Dissertation**: Development of Biomimetic Human Lung Alveolar Chip

---

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Jing You
Biomedical Engineering
Major Professor: Lin Li

---

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Wajdi Mohammed R. Aljedaani
Computer Science and Engineering
Major Professor: Stephanie Ludi

**Dissertation**: Toward Leveraging Artificial Intelligence to Support the Identification of Accessibility Challenges

---

**College of Engineering**

**Department of Computer Science and Engineering**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Abdullah Abdulaziz Albayan
Computer Science and Engineering
Major Professor: Mark Alber

**Dissertation**: Deep Learning Methods to Investigate Online Hate Speech and Counteract Replies to Mitigate Hateful Content

---

**Biomedical Engineering**

**Doctor of Philosophy**

Jiajung Liu
Biomedical Engineering
Major Professor: Yong Yang

**Dissertation**: Development of Biomimetic Human Lung Alveolar Chip

---

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Wajdi Mohammed R. Aljedaani
Computer Science and Engineering
Major Professor: Stephanie Ludi

**Dissertation**: Toward Leveraging Artificial Intelligence to Support the Identification of Accessibility Challenges

---
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**Department of Materials Science and Engineering**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Sangram Mazumder
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Professors: Narendra Dahotre and Yong Yang

*Dissertation: In-situ Electrochemical Surface Engineering in Additively Manufactured CoCrMo for Enhanced Biocompatibility*

**Mechanical Engineering**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Hossain Ahmed*
Mechanical and Energy Engineering
Major Professors: Seifollah Nasrazadani and Hamid Sadat

---

**Department of Public Administration**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Honore Emanuel Britton*
Public Administration and Management
Major Professor: Eric Krueger

---

**Department of Rehabilitation and Health Services**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Abdullah Mohamed Y. Gadi
Health Sciences - Behavior Analysis
Major Professor: Shawine Miksa

*Dissertation: Understanding Sociotechnical Factors Impacting Cybersecurity Controls on Mobile Devices and Smartphones at the Individual Level*

**Department of Learning Technologies**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Morgan Murray Carter
Learning Technologies
Major Professor: Cathleen Norris

*Dissertation: Pedagogical Balance: Exploring Pre-Service Teachers Ratings of Teaching Confidence and Teaching Experience*

---

**Audiology**

**Doctor of Audiology**

Sarah Rebecca Chapman
Audiology

Robyn Kristine Stidd Culpepper
Audiology

Elizabeth Grace Ennis
Audiology

Allison Leigh Strother Garcia
Audiology

Alexandra Rochelle Lavi
Audiology

Kathleen Therese Long
Audiology

Kendra Elizabeth Maher
Audiology

Melissa Anne Mansell
Audiology

---

**College of Information**

**Kinshuk, Dean**

**Department of Information Science**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Mohannad Abdullah Al Harbi
Information Science
Major Professor: Jiannping Chen

*Dissertation: Security Aspects of Users' Information Sharing on Social Media*

Angela Arvada
Information Science - Health Informatics
Major Professor: Daniella Smith

*Dissertation: Information-Seeking Behaviors of Rural Community-Based Hospice Social Workers during a Pandemic: Challenges and Opportunities*

Mary Kathleen Burke
Information Science - Linguistics
Major Professor: Oksana Zavalina

*Dissertation: Designing Archival Collections to Support Language Revitalization: Case Study of the Boro Language Resource*

Erin Johanna Dewitt-Miller
Information Science
Major Professor: Shawne Miksa

*Dissertation: Relevance Criteria when Searching and Evaluating Online Video for Informational Use*

Fariba Fard
Information Science - Data Science
Major Professors: Zhenhua Huang and Suliman Hawamdeh

*Dissertation: Development and Utilization of Big Bridge Data for Predicting Deck Condition Rating Using Machine Learning Algorithms*

---

**College of Health and Public Service**

**Nicole Dash, Dean**

**Department of Health Sciences - Applied Gerontology**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Abdullah Mohamed Y. Gadi
Health Sciences - Behavior Analysis
Major Professor: Shawine Miksa

*Dissertation: Understanding Sociotechnical Factors Impacting Cybersecurity Controls on Mobile Devices and Smartphones at the Individual Level*

**Department of Public Administration**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Honore Emanuel Britton*
Public Administration and Management
Major Professor: Eric Krueger

---

**Department of Rehabilitation and Health Services**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Elizabeth Joy Houck
Health Sciences - Behavior Analysis
Major Professor: Traci Cihon

*Dissertation: An Analysis of Dependent Contingencies in a Triadic Interaction Using an Exchange Task to Understand Dynamic Concurrent Contingencies under Independent and Reciprocal Conditions*

---

**Department of Learning Technologies**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Morgan Murray Carter
Learning Technologies
Major Professor: Cathleen Norris

*Dissertation: Pedagogical Balance: Exploring Pre-Service Teachers Ratings of Teaching Confidence and Teaching Experience*

---

**College of Health and Public Service**

**Nicole Dash, Dean**

---

**Department of Information Science**

**Doctor Of Philosophy**

Mohannad Abdullah Al Harbi
Information Science
Major Professor: Jiannping Chen

*Dissertation: Security Aspects of Users' Information Sharing on Social Media*

Angela Arvada
Information Science - Health Informatics
Major Professor: Daniella Smith

*Dissertation: Information-Seeking Behaviors of Rural Community-Based Hospice Social Workers during a Pandemic: Challenges and Opportunities*

Mary Kathleen Burke
Information Science - Linguistics
Major Professor: Oksana Zavalina

*Dissertation: Designing Archival Collections to Support Language Revitalization: Case Study of the Boro Language Resource*

Erin Johanna Dewitt-Miller
Information Science
Major Professor: Shawne Miksa

*Dissertation: Relevance Criteria when Searching and Evaluating Online Video for Informational Use*

Fariba Fard
Information Science - Data Science
Major Professors: Zhenhua Huang and Suliman Hawamdeh

*Dissertation: Development and Utilization of Big Bridge Data for Predicting Deck Condition Rating Using Machine Learning Algorithms*
Michelle D. Moore
Learning Technologies
Major Professor: Scott Warren
Dissertation: How External Instructional Design Consultants Do Their Work: A Case Study

Scott Edward Moran
Learning Technologies
Major Professor: Scott Warren
Dissertation: An Examination of Selected Texas Higher Education Institution Environmental Improvement Efforts from the Perspective of Sustainability Managers

Mark S. Osborne
Learning Technologies
Major Professor: Cathleen Norris
Dissertation: Industry Challenges for an Under-Skilled Workforce

J. Michael Ferguson†
History
Major Professor: Todd Moye

William Denton Thweatt
History - United States History
Major Professor: Clark Pomerleau
Dissertation: The First Lady of Washington City: Margaret Bayly, Harrison Smith, Family, and Politics in the Early Republic

Wenrui Zhong
History
Major Professor: Harold Tanner
Dissertation: The Way of Change and Surprise: A Strategic Cultural Analysis of China’s South China Sea Policies from the 1930s to 2010s

Jieun Lee
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Jonathan Spector
Dissertation: Exploring Undergraduate Nursing Students’ Experiences with Interruptions: The Impact of Computer-Based Simulation on Their Knowledge and Satisfaction

Aubrey Taylor Rieder*
Learning Technologies
Major Professors: Karen Johnson
Dissertation: Onboarding Learning Modalities and the Relationships with Onboarding Experience, Locus of Control, Self-Efficacy, and Employee Engagement

Byung Sook Kong
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo
Dissertation: 12 Etudes Caractéristiques, Opus 2, by Adolf von Henselt: A Pedagogical Guide with Practical Exercises on Selected Etudes

Jiaxi Liu*
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo

Hyunsuk Kim
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo
Dissertation: Expansion of Pianism through a Reinterpretation of Bartók’s Dance Suite for Solo Piano (1925)

Lisa Marie Otto
Learning Technologies
Major Professor: Jonathan Spector
Dissertation: Exploring Undergraduate Nursing Students’ Experiences with Interruptions: The Impact of Computer-Based Simulation on Their Knowledge and Satisfaction

Aubrey Taylor Rieder*
Learning Technologies
Major Professors: Karen Johnson
Dissertation: Onboarding Learning Modalities and the Relationships with Onboarding Experience, Locus of Control, Self-Efficacy, and Employee Engagement

Edward Gillen Secka
Applied Technology and Performance Improvement
Major Professor: Karen Johnson

Bikram Kumar Singh*
Learning Technologies
Major Professor: Rose Baker

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
James Meernik, Interim Executive Dean

Department of English

Jay Gentry
English - American Literature
Major Professor: Jacqueline Foertsch
Dissertation: The World We Want to Leave Behind: White Supremacy in the Apocalyptic Genre’s Past, Present, and Future

Maricruz Yvette Gómez
English
Major Professor: Jaime Rodriguez
Dissertation: Chicana Decolonial Feminism: An Interconnectedness of Being

Cassia Leigh Hameline
English - Creative Writing
Major Professor: Jill Talbot
Dissertation: “Stay for the Heron”: Essays

Aza Rene Pace
English - Creative Writing
Major Professor: Jehanne Dubrow
Dissertation: “Her Terrible Splendor”

Department of History

Kristin Ann Bocchine
History - European History
Major Professor: Christopher Fuhrmann
Dissertation: Beyond Moses, Circumcision, and Pork: What Romans Knew about Jews and How That Knowledge Shaped Imperial Rule

William Denton Thweatt
History - United States History
Major Professor: Clark Pomerleau
Dissertation: The First Lady of Washington City: Margaret Bayly, Harrison Smith, Family, and Politics in the Early Republic

Wenrui Zhong
History
Major Professor: Harold Tanner
Dissertation: The Way of Change and Surprise: A Strategic Cultural Analysis of China’s South China Sea Policies from the 1930s to 2010s

Department of Political Science

Alexander Isaac Goodwin*
Political Science
Major Professor: Tony Carey

Mercedith S. Niezgoda
Political Science
Major Professors: Regina Branton and Valerie Martinez-Ebers
Dissertation: This is What Democracy Looks Like: Racial Identity, Anger, and the Political Behavior of White Women

Department of Music

John Richmond, Dean

Dongmin Chen
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo
Dissertation: A Pedagogical Analysis of Zhao Zhang’s “Pi Huang” – Representing Peking Opera on the Piano

Hollie Renee Dzierzanowski*
Performance - Viola
Major Professor: Susan Dubois

Tyree Hastings
Performance - Percussion
Major Professor: Mark Ford
Dissertation: An Analysis of Federico Alvarez del Toro’s Marimba Concerto “El Espiritu de la Tierra”

Molly Jordan Hines
Performance - Violin
Major Professor: Julia Bushkova
Dissertation: A Lost Jewel of Romanticism: Pedagogical Guide of Robert Kahn’s Sonata No. 1 for Violin and Piano (1886)

Hyunsuk Kim
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo
Dissertation: 12 Etudes Caractéristiques, Opus 2, by Adolf von Henselt: A Pedagogical Guide with Practical Exercises on Selected Etudes

Byung Sook Kong
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo
Dissertation: Musique Concrète Instrumentale in Helmut Lachenmann’s “Child’s Play” (1980): A Pedagogical Study for Late Intermediate Students

Jenny JungYeon Lee
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo
Dissertation: Expansion of Pianism through a Reinterpretation of Bartók’s Dance Suite for Solo Piano (1925)

Edward Gillen Secka
Applied Technology and Performance Improvement
Major Professor: Karen Johnson

Bikram Kumar Singh*
Learning Technologies
Major Professor: Rose Baker

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
James Meernik, Interim Executive Dean

Department of Philosophy

Kelzie Elford Beebe*
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Trent Petrie

Wan-Ju Chays*
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Chiaichih Wang

Olivia Alison Knizek*
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Patricia Kaminski

Allison Laajala*
Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Patricia Kaminski

James Richard Ramarushon*
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Sharon Jenkins

Samantha Lee Saldana*
Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Patricia Kaminski

Courtney Elise Sanders*
Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Sharon Jenkins

Department Of Philosophy

Kelzie Elford Beebe*
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Trent Petrie

Wan-Ju Chays*
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Chiaichih Wang

Olivia Alison Knizek*
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Patricia Kaminski

Allison Laajala*
Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Patricia Kaminski

James Richard Ramarushon*
Counseling Psychology
Major Professor: Sharon Jenkins

Samantha Lee Saldana*
Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Patricia Kaminski

Courtney Elise Sanders*
Clinical Psychology
Major Professor: Sharon Jenkins

Hyunsuk Kim
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Vladimir Viardo
Dissertation: 12 Etudes Caractéristiques, Opus 2, by Adolf von Henselt: A Pedagogical Guide with Practical Exercises on Selected Etudes

Jieun Lee
Performance - Piano
Major Professor: Gustavo Romero

Jiexi Liu*
Performance - Violin
Major Professor: Felix Olschofka

McKenna Marie Stenson
Performance - Conducting
Major Professor: Allen Hightower
Dissertation: Positioning a Composer’s Voice: Embodied Inquiry, Musical Analysis, and Educational Guides on Four Choral Works by Dr. Zanadia Stewart Robles

Diego Esteban Villamil Gomez
Performance - Violin
Major Professor: Felix Olschofka
Dissertation: Antonio Maria Valencia’s “Duo en forma de sonata”: An International Approach to Colombian National Music

†Degree awarded posthumously

*Summer 2023 Graduate
Welcome to the Mean Green alumni family.

The UNT Alumni Association is here to celebrate and support you in your life as a graduate. Stay connected as you make your Mean Green mark on the world!

Our mission is to foster a lifelong spirit of belonging and pride by connecting alumni and friends to the University of North Texas and each other.

We share a proud legacy. + We welcome everyone. + We create lifelong relationships. + We make a difference.

Change of address? Different email? New job? Tell us at UNTalumni.com so we can keep you connected to your community.

Scan the QR code to download the “UNT Alumni” app and stay in-the-know.